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IIITRODUCTION

At the outset it is granted that there is nc substitute for broad
experience in nursery work in deciding upon proper methods and practices

to follow. In no sense can this manual be regarded, therefore, as a

substitute for experience, '.^ut rather as the present Re£_.ional Office
standards and as a general reference guide for all important activities
and problems associated with the seed collection, extraction, and nursery
propagation of the deciduous tree species groivn for shelterbelt planting.
It is not to be construed as a guide for nursery and seed practices under

all conditions, but onlv these conditions under v;hich the deciduous
shelterbelt nurseries are operated, i«e.j under one-year lease, furrow
irrigation, and various soil types and exposures, and ivhere nc provision
can be made to practice rotation v;ith soiling crops.

It is expected that under overhead irri^^ation, in protected sites,

and desirable nursery soil of known productivity, many of the factors
pointed out herein would be of little consequence. It is also recog-
nized that this manual is not complete in every detail associated with
seed and nursery' v/ork.

The material included in this manual is based upon information
assembled from various sources. Every nurseryman and State officer in
charge of nurseries, and the La.ke States Forest Experiment Station, have
contributed information either directly or indirectly to its preparation,
as well as cooperating agencies outside the Forest Service organization.
It is to be expected that considerable additional information will be
obtained each succeeding year that will supplement or modify some of the
recommendations made herein. Such supplemental information and revisions
as may be necessary Y.d.11 bo issued from time to time by the Regional
Office for IncorDcration in this manual.

D. S. OLSON

Lincoln, Nebraska
Chief of Timber Management

March 23, 1936.
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Instructions for the construction and use of the Rectangular
Sharp Crested T^eir for meesurin;^ v\rater. (Refer to the accompanying
detailed drawing and the table of v.'eir discharges ivhich fonn a part

o f the s e i nst ruct ions,)

1. Definition of a Shari:) Crested '.Veir

A weir consists of a bulkhead or wall built across a stresjn

or ditch at rig^it angles to the flow of water vvlth an opening cut in
the to"' of the wallthrough which the water is allowed to pass. The
opening is caliod o. "weir notch". The bottom edge of the notch over
which the v/ater flov.rs is called the "crest". The bottom oortion of

the ditch iTEuediat 0I7 upstrooja frora the weir is called the "weir
pond"o The height of the Yrater surface in tlie weir pond abore the
weir crest is the "head". Tliis is meiisured -a few feot upstre-:im from
the weir. If the flow of Vi,T;ter over the weir crost discharges into
free air before striking the level of the water on tlie dcwnstreaia

side, the vrelr is said to have "free discharge''. A vfcir with a sharp
upstre-am corner or edge so formed that the water sprin^.s clear of the
crest is called a "shar^D crested v/oir".

2. Shape of the '-Veir Notch for a Rectan^.ular V'eir

The notch which is cut in the top of the wall must have

(a) Its sides true, straight and ri^id. The crest niust be
level and the sides must be vertical at a 90 decree angle
to the crest. The sides must be accurately spaced so as

to give -the correct length of the crest.

(b) The upstream ed^es of the crest and the two vertical sides
must be madw sharp and flush with the upstreaiii fall of the
weir by beveling the downstream edges outward and dovmv^ard

about 45 degrees to insure free passage of air under the
sheet of water as it flows over the weir.

3. VIeir Pond Construction

The Vv'-ci.r pond is m^ade by enlarging, the normal size of the
di"bch, making it v/ider and d«_.epcr for some distance upstreara from
the notch. This enlarge'D-^nt is for the purpose of making practically
a still-water condition before the water flows over the w^eir.
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To construct a weir pcnd the procedure is

(a) Coimenoing at approximately 50 feet upstream from the
weir, widen the ditch or stream by tapering gradually
from the normal size of the ditch to the full sizo of the
weir wall or bulkhead. The ivat ,r must ap^.^roach the vi^eir

in straight lines without swirling or eddy of current,

(b) Deepen the ditch or stream by gradually lowering the
normal bottoia grade line from the point where the enlarge-
ment starts to the bottom of the weir bulkhead.

(c) The banks are raised upstream start in^^ at the weir and
continuing upstream 50 to 100 feet depending (l) upon
the grade of the ditch and (2) how close to the head of

the ditch the weir is placed. This should not be closer
than about 50 feet. Experience has shovm that a distance
less than 25 foet between the weir and the supply pipe
discharge point usually causes too groat a surface dis-
turbance of the water to permit of an accurate luoasurement

of the head "H" and is liable to result in an increased
velocity of waterflow over the weir. The amount of raise
should be only enough to give a free fall of Y/ater from
the weir crest to the water level below,

(d) The pond must not be allov/ed to fill with silt and sediment
or other debris.

(e) The bottom of the ditch for a short distance downstream
from the weir should be orotcctod from scourin:. due to water
fallinj^ over the weir notch with an apron of rock or plank.

4. Installation of Weir

After the ditch has been widened and decDoned, the weir is in-
stalled in accordance with the standard weir plans furnished by the
Regional Office and which form a part of these instructions. Care
should be used in tlie installation of tho weir to insure that

(a) The wall is set true and vertical.

(b) That the stakes are driven solid and to required depth,

(c) That the joints are tight,

(d) That the notch is properly centered over the center line
of the ditch.

(e) That the crest is perfectly level and set at the proper
elevation above the ditch bottom level,

(f) That all dimensions of the notch conform accurately to
the construction plan.
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That every precaution is taken tc prevent v.rater from v.'ash-

ing under the 'oottosi or around the sides of the weir.

That the soil is properly filled in and tajnped around the

vmlr and the ditoh hank brought flush ivith the top of the
T,^;eir •

That the ditch iust helow the weir is adequately lined
mth rock or plank to prevent scouring due to the water
falling over the i-roir notch.

5. Instal lation of Measuring Gauge

The weir gauge which is used to measure the depth of water flow-
ing over the weir crest may be an ordinary ruler or a hard vrood stick

graduated to feet and inches, but it is prefera.ble to have it graduated
to feet, tenths and hundredths of a fsot. It should be set upstream
from the v/eir notch a distance of 6 feet on a solid pest driven into the
ground and just far enough from the ditch bank to insure that it v.dll al-

mys be in the water. The reason for pla.cing the gauge as described is

that the depth of water "H" (see attached plan) from v.ihich the floi^ over
the Y;eir is computed is mcs.sured vertically from the crest to the hori-
zontal plane or the still-Y/ater surface in the pcnd upstream from the

Yj-^ir, There is a decided curving doimv/ard of the water surface near
the T/eir notch and it is necessary to get beyond the effect of this
curvature, called the "dravj- doTm," in order to get the correct depth of

\mter "H".

The zero of the g auge should be set accurately level with the
i^eir crest. This may be done with a straight-edge and a good carpenter's
level. The crest and gauge levels should be checked carefully for
settlement or frost action.

In order to obtain a correct measurement of the water flov.lng

over the weir, it is necessary that the depth of water "H" be determined
accurately. This means that the gauge must be placed accurately and
read carefully. After the gauge post has been sot in a verticp.l posi-
tion, any v.^oden rule graduated to inches and sixteenths may be fastened
to the post, the zero end being set accurately level with the vielr crest.

6 , Table of Discharp;c-s Over a Tv/o Foot Rects-ngular 'Molr

A weir notch tv/o feet long and one foot deep has been selGcted to
meet the requirements of all anticipated flows of y/ater v/hich mil be
used in the irrigation of nurseries ^ The accompanying Discharge Table
shoves the discha.rges in cubic feet per second and gallons per minute for
different heights "K'' of v.rater flov/ing over the v:eir, expressed in tenths
and hundredths of a foot as well as in inches and fractions. The figures
in this table sho"dng the amoi^t of height "H" cf water flm'ring over the
Tfielr correspond t(5 the gradua.ticns on ths vneir gauge. By reading the
gauge carefully vrhore the water level appears on it and going to the Dis-
charge Table with this figure, the Eimount of i,7ater flov/ing over the weir
is obtained. Example: llfater level reading on measuring gauge is 3 l/S".

(g)

(h)

(i)
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Find 3 l/S" under column "Head "K" in Inches"; to the right of this
fif:ure under column "Discharge in Gallons Per Minute" is 389, vhich is

the amount of mter flov^fing over the vreir. If the water level is part
my between 3 l/S" and 3 l/4" on the gauge/ say at 3 5/l6", the
difference between 411 and 389, which is 22, is divided by 2 ,

' The

amount cf vjater flowing over the -/veir is 389, plus 11, which equals
400 gallons per minute.
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DISCHARGE TABLE FOR A 24" RECTAl^JGUL/iR SH/.RP CRESTED miR
WITH END COHTRi^.CTIONS

Computed from the formula Q = 3.247^^-^^ 0.5d6L *

^i^c,

-L O
1 + 2L

Head "H"

m
eet

Head "H"

in
Inches

Discharge Discharge Head "

in Cu.Ft. in Gallons in
Per Second Per Minute Feet

.006 3 .51

.018 8 .52

.034 15 .53

.052 23 .54

.072 32 .55

.096 43 .56

.122 55 .57

.146 66 .58

.176 79 .59

.206 93 .60

.236 106
j

.61

.270 122
1

.62
.304 137 .63
.340 153 .64
.378 170 .65
.416 187 . 66
.456 205 .67
.496 223 .68
.540 243 .69
.538 265 .70
.632 284 .71
.677 305 .72
.723 325 .73
.769 346 .74
.817 368 .75
.865 389 .76
.914 411 .77
.965 434 .78

1.02 45 9 .79
1.07 482 .80
1.12 504 .81
1.18 531 .82
1.23 554 .83
1.28 576 .84
1.34 603 .85
1.40 630 .86
1.45 653 .87
1.51 680 .88
1.57 707 .89
1.63 734 .90
1.69 761 .91
1.75 788 .92
1.81 815 .93
1.88 846 .94
1.94 873 .95
2.00 900 • 96
2.07 932 .97
2.13 95 9 .98
2.20 950 .99
2.26 1017 1.00

'H' Head "H"

in
Inches

Discharge
in Cu.Ft.
Per Second

Discharge
in Gallons
Per Minute

.01

.02

.03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15

.16

.17

.18

.19

.20

. 21

.22

.23

.24

.25

.26

.27

.28

.29

.30

.31

.32

.33

,34

.35

.36

.37

.38

.39

.40

.41

.42

.43

.44

.45

.46

.47

.48

.49

.50

1049
1080
1107
1139

1170
1202
1233
1265

1296

1332
1364
1395

1427
1463
1494
1530
1562
1602
1634
1670
1701
1737
1773

1809

1845
1881
1917
1953
1989
2030
2066

2102
2138

2178

2214

2255

2295

2331
2372
2408
2448

2489
2529
2570
2610
2651

2691
2732
2768
2813
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PIPE DISCHARGE DATA

TABLE SPIOl'/niG LOSS OF HEAD IN FEET
PER 100 FEET OF PIPE

Gallons Per Minute Discharge

[Inside

Diani.

of Pipe
10 20 30 40 50 60 80 100 150 200 250 300

1 4. 1

1

18 .

8

28 .4 3D 68

?
" 0 50 ] . 8 3.8 6.6 G, 0 14 24 35 .

8

76

0 17 0 61 1 .

3

2 - ? 3 .

3

4.8 8 1 9 9F) 5 43 1

3
"

0 07 0. ?5 0.54 0. 91 1.4 1. 0 3.3 5 10.5 17.8 27.2

'-'2 0.11 0.24 0.40 0.60 0.85 1.5 2.2 4.8 8 12 17

4
" 0.13 0.22 0.34 , 0.4S 0.80 1.2 2.6 4.4 6.7 0 • 3

^2 0.12 0.17 0.25 0.44 0.64 1.4 2.3 3.4 4.8

5
" 0.11 0.15 0.26 0.4 0.88 1.5 2.2 3.1

6
" 0.10 0.14 0.32 0.62 0.92 1.3

1 pound per square inch equals 2.31 feet per head.
1 foot of head equals 0.433 pounds per square inch

1000'

Head in feet
or vertical
fall in piipe-

E = Entrance
end of pipe

Fi£:ure 1
D D =

Discharge end of pipe

Discharge in pipes is cut dowi by friction against the walls of the
pipes more than by any other thing. This is knov;n as "Loss of Head" in the
pipes and is measured usually in feet per 100 feet of pipe. Head in feet in
pipes means the amount of vertical fall betvreen the end vdiere water enters the
pipe and the end where the water discharges from it. In addition to the head
caused by vertical fall in the pipe, there is the head caused by the pressure

^^\of water in the main or at the pump. This pressure on the pipe is measured in
^^^/Pounds per square inch. Pressure in pounds per square inch is expressed in

feet of vertical head by multiplying the pounds per square inch by 2.31. This
figure added to the total vertical fall in feet in the pipe gives the total
head in feet on the pipe at the discharge end.

Example: (See Figure l). Suppose a pipe line is to be laid from the
main pipe "E" in a city water system to the nursery at "D."

^ -5-



Length of pipe E-D t= lOOO feet.

Vertical fall from E to D = Head fall in pipe = 10 feet.

Pressure in main pipe at E = 30 pounds per square inch.

Head feet in pipe at E = 2.31 x 30 = 69 feet.
Total head feet at D = 69 + 10 = 70 feet.

Suppose the nurseryman has 1000 feet of 2 inch pipe which he wants to

use and he needs a discharge of 50 gallons per minute at "D." Will the 2 inch

pipe be large enough?

Look in the table showing "Loss of Plead in Feet Per 100 Feet of Pipe"

opposite 2 inch diajncter and ujidcr 50 gallons per minute, find figure 9,9,

which represents the head in feet of loss per 100 feet of pipe duo to friction.
Since the length of the pipe is 1000 feet or 10 times the unit of 100 feet, Wo
multiply the loss head for 100 feet by 10. 10 x 9,9 = 99, which represents thd
total loss of head in feet in the pipe due to friction. The total loss of head
at "D" in the 1000 feet of pipe, duo to friction, is, therefore, 99 feet, and
the total head in feet at "D" we have already found to be 79 feet. It is

readily seen that the 2 inch pipe is too small to carry the 50 gallons per
minute because the amount of head loss, 99 foot, from friction, is greater than
the total available head, 79 feet, at "D," and there would result only a trickle
of water at "D" instead of the desired 50 gallons per minute.

Lot's try the next size pipe. Opposite 2^ inch diameter under 50 gallons
per minute, find 3,3 which equals the head in feet less per 100 foot for 2-1-

inch pipe, 3,3 X 10 = 33, which is the total feet head loss for 1000 feet of

2^ inch pipe. The nurseryman should use the 2-^ inch pipe because it will de-
liver the desired 50 gallons per minute at "D" v\rith only 33 feet friction loss
in the total available 79 feet head.

If the 1000 feet of pipe had been level so that "D" was the same eleva-
tion as "E" , the total available head at "D" would have been only 69 feet.
The nurseryman could still use the 2^ inch pipe.

If the water had been received at "E" from a gravity flov/ ditch, the
total head at "D" would have been 10 feet and to deliver 50 gallons per minute
at "D", it would have been necessary to use a 3-^ inch pipe because the friction
head loss for 1000 feet of that size pipe is 10 x .6 = 6 feet, which is less
than the total head of 10 feet.

NOTE

:

It is highly desirable that your irrigation and hydraulic problems be
referred to the Regional Office, if time permits. Complete details should be
given as to

(a) Amount of water desired - gallons per minute,
(b) Source of water - city system, pump, or gravity,
(c) Length in feet to deliver water.
(d) Total head or fall in feet from intake to discharge end.
(e) Pressure in pounds per square inch, if water source is from

water system,
(f) Size in inches of pump, name of maker and kind (centrifugal or other-

wise) with horse power and speed in revolutions per minute.
(g) Lift, vertical, in feet from source vfater level to pump. If from

well, give depth of same and inside diameter of casing,
(h) Diameter and width of bolt pulley on pump,
(i) Kind of power to be used for pumping.

(l) Tractor or engine, (2) Rated horse power, (s) Diameter of pulley
wheel.
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C0TT3TRUCTI0N OF DITCIBS

Since the ipxain and lateral ditches used in nursery irrigation are

relatively snail, construction is not a difficult problem. In lighter

soils, a ploi-r furrovv'- nay be used to mark the line, after v.?iiich the small

ditching machine is used for the remainder of the construction process.

In heavier soils, it mil be necessary to plow the dirt loose and then re-

move it mth the blade ditcher. In most instances, a ditch mth a bottom
mdth of from. 12 to 16 inches, a depth of 12 inches and side slopes of 1

to 1 will suffice to carry the small quantities needed in nurseries.

The following tables mil be of service in estimating carrying

capacities of two standard ditches under conditions indicated:

Ditch No. 1, Figure No. 1 Ditch No. 2, Figure No. 2

• Ditch No. 1

Water De-pth 6 Inches
Ditch No. 2

Water DeDth 6 Inches

o lODO
Aprroximate
Discharge

In.

100

Per
Ft.

Ft.

100

Per
Ft.

Cu. Ft.

Per Sec.

Gallons
•Per Min.

1/4 .22 99

1/2 .33 148

3/4 .41 184

1 .47 212

1 1/2 .57 256

2 .68 306

2 1/2 .74 333

3 .82 369

3 1/2 .89 400

4 .94 423

6 1.16 522

Slope
Approximate
Discharge

In. Per
100 Ft.

Ft.

100

Per
Ft.

Cu. Ft.

Per Sec.
Gallons
Per Min.

1/4 .28 126

1/2 .42 189

3/4 .52 234

1 .60 270

1 1/2 .73 329

2 .88 396

2 1/2 .96 432

3 1.05 473

3 1/2 1.15 517

4 1.21 545

6 1.49 670
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The figures representing discharge in gallons per minute in the

above tables are computed on the basis of a ivater depth of 6 inches.
This depth may be increased some^Aiiat if more capacity is necessary.
There is danger of breaks in ditch banks, hoiArever, if the water level

is carried too high.

It is sometimes necessary to carry a ditch down steep slopes to

reach some particular area. If the slope exceeds 18 inches per 100 feet
in ditches of cross section, as shown in Wo, 1 and 2, erosion is likely
to result. If the slope is short in length, the water can often be con-
ducted in a trough made of l"xl2" plank or a simple drop may be made
T/ith sand bags. The bags may be moved from place and represent very
little investment,^ Sand bags may be used to advantage in many places
to prevent erosive action of irrigation water, A dam may be quickly
throiTO in place by their use and as quickly removed.

The problem of carrying irrigation ditches over depressions or

ravines may be solved by making a fill across the depression with a slip
scraper and running the ditch across the fill, Waen such procedure is

attempted, the fill and ditch banks must be well ccmpacted or serious
breaks may result. Often a simple flum.e is necessary since the ravine
to be crossed must be left clear to carry flood mter aivay.

Following is a simple flume design in common use for farm ditches;

2"xl2"

2"x4"-.

Prepared Roofing

-2"x6'

dIt" to 4" Post
Set 2 '-6" in Ground

'
I

it
' Figure Wo, 3

^

,

A simple flinne for crossing ravines or depressions

The posts are spaced: 8 feet apart along the length of the flume.
The prepared roofing is laid lengthwise of the flume and v^rhere joints are
necessary, they are made by cementing the edges together ivith cement,
which is supplied with roofing materials. The edges at "A" and "B" are
securely nailed with roofing nails.
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DIVERSION OF WATER

It is usually necessary to dam a main ditch or lateral to divert
T\jater to rows. Canvas dams, portable metal checks or sand bags may be

used. It is poor practice to cut the main ditch bank to secure mter for

a f ev\/" rov\rs .

Main Ditch x Cut Canvas Dam

\, K
i :

11

\ —Lister Plow Furrow

" ^— Tree Rows

Figure No, 4

Diverting v/ater from main ditch to a plow furrow
and thence to the rows

Water diverted from a main ditch or lateral should be carried in a

lister or plovj- furrow run parallel and adjacent to the main ditch. From
this furrow diversion can often be made to 15 or 20 rov\rs at one time. It

is relatively easy to cut the banks of the lister ditch or dam it at inter-

vals mth a shovel.

Instead of cutting the banks of the main ditch, it is often desir-
able tc divert T,mter through a simple box made of l"x6" or l"x8" material.
The box must be set in place and damp earth tamped around it or a leak
will occur resulting in a "break,"

Metal Slide -p- Lister

Figure No, 5

A 6"x6" box mth metal slide shut-off for conducting
ivater through a ditch bank

Canvas dam.s are easily and cheaply made and are effective in
ditches of small size* The 14 ounce canvas is securely nailed to a piece
of 2"x4" material. The 2"x4" is laid across the ditch vdth the loose end
of the canvas upstream. Then several shovels full of dirt are placed on
the cloth to hold it dovm. After the vjater is turned in a few extra shovels
full of dirt may be necessary to stop leaks. Several dams should be made
so that one may alvjays be in place before removing the one lAiere irrigation
has been completed.



Figure No, 6

A canvas da.m in place

The portable metal dan has some advantages over the canvas dam

in that it is more durable and has a greater diversity of uses. Figure

No. 7 shows a common design. This portable unit is set securely in a

ditch and one or both of the shut-off slides opened if it is desired to

alloY\r some Yjater to pass the dam. This unit can be set in a ditch bank

vnth a slide open and used in place of the 6"x6" box shovm in Figure No.

5.

3/32" Sheet Metal

I

o

- '^

I

O

l/4"xl"x4'-6" Angle

l/4"xl" Strap Iron

/

Figure No. 7 -

'

A portable metal dam of proper dimensions
for main ditches of 16" to 24" bottom mdth.
Smaller units of lighter design are recom-
mended for laterals. One or more metal slides

for by-passing x"/ater may be used.



LE\^LINt the ^ROUl^D SURFACE

Fields v^ich appear smooth and uniform to the e^^e may cause con-

siderable trouble vhen an attempt is made to apply irrigation v/ater.

Small irregularities of a fev/ inches may either divert the flov\r from
the tree rows or cause a pool of dead mter to form. The irrigation
leveler, consisting of a frame from 16 to 24 feet long vrlth cross

-

members spaced at uniform intervals, dragged over the ground surface re-
moves these minor irregularities by cutting off the high points and fill-
ing in the depressions. The action is somewhat like a plane smoothing
the surface of a board.

Leveling mxay be necessary for several seasons to produce the best
results, but considerable benefit mil result from one or more applications
in the same season. The leveler should be used only vjhen the ground sur-

face is fa.irly dry and in good tilth so that the dirt will move readily
ahead of the cross-mem.bers , If possible, the leveler should be dravm once

lengthmse of the field, once crossmse, and once diagonally each season
after the soil has been plowed or disced preparatory to pla.nting. In

sandy soils -where three applications would be likely to produce a state

of pulverization, v.-hich vrould be conducive to bloY\ring, one application may
have to suffice. Isolated high points and deep depressions may require
the use of a bla.de road grader or slip scraper.

DIRECTION MD lEN^JTH OF TREE RO^/v'S

Since most of the nursery sites are fairly level, the tree rows
may be carried directly down the slopes as indicated '^n the contour map.
In a few cases erosion has resulted and difficulty has been encountered
•v.rith getting -v.^.ter penetration to the subsoil lA^ere rows were carried doMm
slopes of 2-Q foet per 100 feet on rather tight, difficult soils.

The following slopes are the maximum, dovm. which tree rows should be
carried:

Rather ti?:ht and difficult soils ,,, 1.5 feet oer IOC feet
Sandy loams

,
... 1.75 " " " "

"

Very sandy soils '

... 2.00 " " "
"

^Hhere steeper slopes exist, the rows may be located on the contour or

across the slone.

The distance i\h.ich %mter may be economically carried dovjn tree rovre

varies with the slope, the head of vra.ter available, and the soil type. For
instance, on sandy loam soils, v.hen vmter is turned into a tree row, the
stream, mil a.dva2ico doim the row at a uniform rate of so many feet per
minute for a certain distance. Then the rate of advance gradually slov.^s

do^m until a point is reached vfhere little or no progress can be noted. It

is evident that the part of the tree rovr near the point of diversion at the
main ditch is then being over-irrigated r.hereas the far end of the row will
be getting no water at all. For sandy loam soils a "carry" of from 450 to
650 feet do^^vn a tree row should ordinarily produce good results. The dis-
tance may be increased somevjhat on tighter soils. The exact distance ivhich

should be used for the given slope, head of water, and soil can be deter-



mined only by experience vjith the particular field in question,

"When difficulty is experienced in carryin^^ the -water the full
length of the rows due to rapid percolation, it is often the host pro-
cedure to try using a larger head, that is to increase the quantity of

ivater entering each row. A second expedient consists of plomng a

shallow trench doi.m one row through lA^iich a fairly large head may "be

carried to the far end of the field where it may he diverted to several
rows vAiich could not be reached by ordinary means. Often the canvas
hose will solve the difficulty in the most satisfactory manner.
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UNITED STATES DEPilETMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

Plains Shelterbelt Project

SECTION B

SEELTER5ELT SEED PRi'XTICE





SEED COLLECTION

General

The seed collector is charg^ed vn.th the responsibility cf

(l) selection of seed areas and seed trees, (2) collection of ir.ature

seed, (3) collection of viable seed, (4) safe care of seed from the
time it is collected until it is delivered to the extractory, and (5)

maintenance of the necessary seed collection records.

Selection of Source

Collectors should be definitely avrare that seed collected from
hardy native or approved exotic trees is the initial and most im.pcrtant

step tc"ivards a successful shelterbelt. It is the foundation upon v.hich

the Shelterbelt program rests. It is hoped that in the future the seed

collectors rrill be more selective so as to avoid collectint^ any seed

from, weak or inferior trees. It is far better to fall short of the
collection quota than to compromise by obtaining seed of questionable
source and hardiness.

Collection of seed from selected specimen trees or groups of
trees that shov/ exceptional form and vigor and of proven hardiness,
should be j^iven a separate accession number from the other collections.
Every effort should be made to make up the entire seed quota from such
trees.

The Lake States mem.orandum of September 10, 1934, "Outline for
Seed Collecting", copies of v;hich are available, should be studied by
each collector and the instructions therein pertaining to location of
seed sources carefully observed. In short, these instructions are to
confine collection as far .as possible to within the Shelterbelt Zone,
and to the same latitude as that in v/hich the seedlings are to be
planted. (See Fi^. 1, Seed Zone Map)

Timie of Ripening

r atunity of seed is important, Imm.ature seed is definitely of
lower keeping quality than well-ripened seed., and will also show lower
germinative capacity. On the other hand, data are available to show
that certain species, such as viburnums,' Crataegus, and a few others,
may geipminate more readily if the seed is collected ivhilo still rela-
tively iiUiriature

,

Failure tg> follow closely the progress of ripening for species
such as elm, caragana, etc., that hold their seed for only a few days
after maturity, may result in loss of the crop. Also for some other
species it is often necessary to collect the soed imnediatoly after
ripenin^ to guard against loss by birds and rodents. For all these
species frequent inspections to determine the exact ripening date is
necessary rather than depending on the average ripening date.
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Color in usually the most reliable indicator of seed matur-
ity. Fleshy or pulpy fruit, such as mulberry, hackberry, plum,

and chokecherry, will become more deeply colored and soft ivhen

mature 0 Dry fruited species, such as ash, locust, and oak, gen-

erally ass^jme a darker color when, ripe and the seed kernel loses

its soft milky form and becomes firm. Since for som.e species the

first seed to ripen and fall is usually of poorest quality, it is

generally advisable to wait until such seed has fallen before
making the collections

.

Cutting Tests

Quality or viability of the seed should always be deter-
mined by actual cutting test for individual trees before t he seed

is collected, if a careful examination of the area in advance
discloses that a variation in viability by individual trees exists,
7vlien this practice is carefully followed it will result in the
elimination of weeviled and hollow seeds before any considerable
labor and money is expended o A small size wire nipper should be

standard equipment for all seed collectors and strawbo 3 s e s m
charge of collecting crows o With this tool a quick examination
of the seed en individual trees can bo made.

Care of Seed Imiriediately After Collection

Care of the seed immediately after collection before it

reaches the extractory is of the utmost importance . Vi/ith few
exceptions, freshly gathered seed vdll heat if piled and left
undisturbed for as little as one or tvv'o hours for some species.
Individual circumstances, therefore, will dictate the action
necessary for the collector to take in order to insure that the
seed is sufficiently clean and dry to arrive at the extractory
without having heated „ Supplying adequate aeration is the essen-
tial factor in handling freshly collected s"c^d.

~

Records

The collector i/ill be responsible for keeping tlie necessary
records set fort.h in this section of the manual, ^^ccerds have
been reduced to a minimum in order to simplify this part of tlio

work as much as possible. Every effort must be made to maintain
these records, since the whole accession number system is tied
directly back to the records originally submitted by the seed
collector. If he fails to fulfill his part, all future records
for that accession nujnber are largely v/ithout value.

Equipment

In addition to aduquate transportation equipment, a collect-
ing crcv^ should have for the season's work: ladders (Fig. 2 illus-
trates a convenient type), picking bats, heavy leather gloves (for
certain species), bamboo poles of various lengths, sacks, tags,
twine, small wire nippers, seed strippers, and tarpaulins. Eight
ounce duck tarpaulins 14 by 16 feet are preferred since on heavier
tarpaulins the seed bounces badly wh.m it lands, much of it bounc-
ing entirely off the sheet and being lest.
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AC CESS10 rl SYSTEM

General

For administrative purposes, as well as from the standpoint
of future inspection or follow-up ivork, it is necessary that a record
be ma.intained of the ori>i,inal source of all seed. This will be dene
by ^,ivin|^ the seed an identifying, nuinber which follov/s it through
the nursery and to the field when planted, LikeY/ise all purchased
nursery stock and vvdldings v/ill be given such a number. This ident-
ifyin^j^ nainber has been designated as the accession number.

Seed Collectors' Identification Records

The initial step in raaintaininc the accession number system
is the responsibility of the seed collector. He will be supplied
with printed labeling tags for fi.eld use as illustrated in Fig, 3o

SBS-2

Shir) to

Locality

Upland kov/land ilative planted

Selected specim.ens?

Collector Date

Fig. 3 Form SBS-2, Seed Collector's Tag, To bo stamped
on back of Government shipping tag Form 341,

Lowlands are defined as river bottom, subject to periodic over-
flow or where the water table is high. Irrigated trees will bo con-
sidered as lowland trees.

Each lot of seed sent in to the extractory by the collector
will be identified by the above label. The ni^.r serym.an in charge of
the extractory is then resT)onsible for assigning all seed collection
lots from comparable localiti es and conditions the same accession
number. As stated before, coTTections froiT tlie selected specimen
trees or groups of trees 7/ill be given a separate accession nui^aber.

SEED COLLECTOR'S TAG



The standard for combining collect' icsa lot g can be stated

briefly. The general run of collections ( not the selected specimens

from any one zone in each State of each species from native upland

trees should be combined under one accession number. Collections

from native lowland trees will be grouped similarly. Nothing will

be gained by 50 separating the general run of collections from ihtro

duced species such as caragana, Russian olive, Chinese elm, etc.,

except for the selected specimens or for varietal strains. Ordi-

narily, therefore, one accession number per zone for each State will

suffice for such species.

It should be clearly understood that the responsibility for

combining seed lots and assigning accession numbers rests with the
nurseryman in charge of the central seed extractory. The seed

collector is responsible for supplying the infomation necessary
to intelligently combine the various collection lots.

The Composition of the Accession Number

The accession number given the seed will show the follovrlng

information: zone (Sec Fig, 1), year of collection, and accession
number. For example, E35-1, S35-2, etc; the "E" stands for the
zone designation, "35" for the year 1935, and "1" for the accession
or serial number. Occasions •v-'lll arise where seed is carried over
from year to year; therefore it is desirable to include the year
of collection in the identifying number. The accession or serial
number mil run consecutively upward from No, 1 by States (not by
zones) for all collections made from any one year's crop by the
State unit, A new series of accession numbers will be started
each year.

Purchased Seed or Nursery Stock

All seed purchased by the State or Regional Office, or
contributed by other Government agencies, that cannot be thrown
into a larger lot, will be designated by the letter "P", for
example, E35P-3. All seed vendors will be asked to fill out the
card illustrated in Fig, 4, This card, if properly filled out by
the seed vendor, vdll give the necessary information to give the
seed the complete accession number. In this case the year of
purchase v/ill be used instead of the seed year in the event the
seed year is unknown. Likewise, purchased nursery stock will be
handled the ssimo way. An accession book entry will be m.adc for
all such purchased stock.
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SBS-3 SEED VBi-jDOR ' S CARD

Species Price Wt,

Year Coll . Locality

Up 1and Lo^rl and

Native Introduced

Y-ovr stored

Remarks

Signed
^

(Vender)

Fig. 4 Form SBS-3, Seed Vendor's Card (size 3x5)

Seed From Outside Sources

Seed obtained outside the Shelterbelt seed zones, but of

kno\m origin, for example Chinese elm seed from Washington State,

mil be designated by the letter "W" in place of the zone designa
tion. Seed obtained outside the Shelterbelt Zone but of unkno^vn

origin, such as purchases from seed houses, v;ill be designated by
the letter "X" in place of the zone designation.

Transfer of Seed and llursery Stock Bef'v'vcen States

Seed which is collected in one State and assigned an acces
sion num.ber and then subsequently transferred to another State,
will bo assigned a nev^ accession number in the receiving State,
taking the home State's zone and year designation but the receiv-
ing State's series of accession numbers. In the accession record
book the home State's accession number will be referred to as the
source of the seed. In transferring seed, therefore, from State
to State it is necessary that the home State be certain that the
seed is properly labeled with its accession number. The same
procedure applies to nursery stock and Vv'ildings that may be trans
ferrcd from State to State. In all cases an entry is made in the
receiving State's accession record book.

B-7



Accession Record Rook

Records of accession numbers as assigned will bo kept in a

bound book as a permanont record. Appropriate accession record

book entries arc as follows, using Nebraska as an oxaniplo:

E36-1 American elm sood
110 lbs. green weight collected from native upland trees

on John Smith farm near Ord, Nebr., May 12.

75 lbs. green weight collected from native upland trees

on Harry Johnson farm near Ord, Nebr,, May 13,

(Ys/h.ore numerous collections are made v.'"hich are included under one

accession number, allov^ space for subsequent entries.)

W36-2 Chinese elm seedlings
10 M 12-18 sGedlinjj.s purchased frotn House of Gurney,
Yankton, S.D, Seed source Washington. May 15,

B36-3 Chinese elm. seed
20 lbs. clean seed transferred from N.D., May 19,

North Dakota accession number, B36-12.

Other Administrative Seed Records

Form SdS-1, Extractory Seed Record, illustrated by Fig, 5,

will serve for recording g.11 information pertaining to the co.re and
disposal of seed.

After the seed is distributed to the nurseries for planting,
Fo rm SBS-1 and the accession record book will be transferred to
the State Director's office where the essential information will
be available for later follow-up "work in the nurseries and on
the strip. In case a quantity of seed is held over in storage,
a duplicate Form SBS-1 will be filled out and sent to the State
Director.
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Form SBS-5a. Seed Source Record Card for Field Use illustrated
by Fiji, 4a, v;ill be used by field men to record currently new seed
sources as they are located. These cards will be turned, in to the
State Director's office at periodic intervals as determined by the
State Director, and the information recorded on Form SBS~5.

1
' ' • ^

S3S-5a SEED SOURCE RECORD CARD
(For Field Use)

Speci.es

Oi^Tier ' s Name

Address
(Cive explicit directions for locating on back of card)

Est a No, acres or trees

Av, ht . seed bearing, trees

Date Name

Fi^, 4a Seed Source Record Card for Field Use
(Size 3x5)

B-6a



Form S3S-5, Seed Source Record Card illustrated by Fig, 4b,

will serve as tlie State Office record of available seed sources for

each species. It is designed so that a yearly entry can be made

recording the amount of seed collected from each source.

SBS-5 SEED SOURCE RECORD CARD

Species
Owner ' s Najiie

Address ^^^^
Further directions for locating

Estimated number acres or trees
Average height seed bearing trees
Pounds rough weight collected:

1938
'1943

"1948

Date
Remarks

:

1939
"1944

'1949

Name

1935
"1940

"1945

"1950

1936
"1941

'1946

'1951

1937
'1942

'1947

"1962

Fig. 4b Seed Source Record Card (Size 5x8)
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SBS-1 EXTRACTORY SEED RECORD

Accession ITo . Species State

Date
Rec'd; S'r^urce

Rough
'.Yeight

- — —

Shipped T'^

i

Da.t e ^ 0 o ,
j

Balance

T -

!

1
,

! i

!

—

1

^ —

1

1

Total Rough -;t

.

Total Clean Wt

.

Sxtrac, Factor jo

Seeds per Pound

Extractory Test % Lake States/^
Cleaning Method
Storage & Pretreatme5nt

Fig, 5 Extractory Seed Record



SEED EXTRACTION

General

Each State will be equipped with a central extractory for the

extraction and drj^ing, winter storage and stratificati 3n, and fin-

ally chipping the seed to the nurseries for sov^ing.

The ideal extractory will contain adequate floor space and

be equipped vdth running water, electricity, sBwer drain, and should

be insulated so that winter work is possible. It "vn.ll also be de-
sirable to have in conjunction a root cellar or basement, or a

I nursery storage warehouse where the temperature can be maintained
betv\reen 35 and 45'^ F. during the winter months for stratifying seed.

Seed Cleaning

Cleaning seed is a job requiring considerable judgment and
ingenuity. It is desirable to select a limited number of capable
men for this operation and keep them at it steadily rather than
continuously breaking in new men, having a large crew one day or
week and only a few men the next. More seed v/ill be cleaned and
a better job accomplished as the men become more familiar mth
the work.

Seed Extraction Equipment

Standard equipment at an extractory should include electric
motor, seed macerator, rotary dryer, a large fan, fanning mill,
tanks and barrels, stratification boxes, and storage cans for dry'
storage of seed. Jf necessity there will be considerable miscel-
1aneo u s e qu i pment

,

One seed cleaning device has been perfected by Nebraska
which, ivhen used in conjunction vfith a fanning mill, is ca-3able

of extracting the seed of a hij^h percentage of the deciduous
species, as well as cedars. This machine is of all metal con-
struction m.ade on the principle of a threshing machine with a
cylinder and concaves. The metal cylinder is 12 inches long, 5

inches in diameter, and has tempered steel rivets projectinf_ and
spaced at l~inch intervals. These teeth mesh with teeth project-
ing in a similar manner from the concaves, of which there are tw^o

,

set opposite each other on the front and rear sides of the cylinder.
A feedin^^ hopper is set above the cylinder, while the discharge is
at the bottom. The size cf the discharge opening is controlled by
a mietal slide, thereby enabling the operator to hold the material
in the cylinder until thoroughly macerated if such procedure is
necessary, '^o the cylinder is attached a graduated V pulley which
enables this machine to be powered by a l/s HP electric motor.
The number of RPM can be controlled by the V pulley, and can be
varied from approxim.ately 400 to 1700 RPM. ^or most types of seed
about 800 R?M is the most satisfactory speed.
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This machine has been used very successfully for depulpin^,

fleshy fruits, such as plums, chokecherry, Liulberr/, buffalo berr^-^,

Russiari olive, red cedar, etc. To handle these fruits it is nec-

essary to have a continuous flow of water ^oin^, into the machine
to ivash the oulp and seed through the dischearg,e as soon as they
are macerated to the Drooer fineness. Following^ the macerating,

or^eration, the seed of most of the pulpy species can be sepe.rated

frorn tbo ^ulv) by float in^ in water o The good seed will sink, while
the Dulp cj].d li(;^ht seed will flo':t off the top if the proper agi-

tation is ar ;liod to the water,

oeed of such species sis ash, blaclc locust, honey locust,

caragana, etc., which are threshed dry, are separated from the I'Vi'igs,

loaves, ;ind oth';r refuse 'oy putting through a fanning millo

Other devices have been used for extracting seed, such as

fruit<^43resres , cider ^rc:.: s-.; s , clot'-r s v^ringers with, the rollers
wrapped with stove wire, food choppers, motor dri"^^en washing machines,
etc, est of these ar;: of limited adaptability iusofar as range of
species they v/ill handle,

A rotary seed dryer developed by the Forth Dakota organi-
zation for drying red cedar seed v/ill greatly expedite all seed

drying work at the seed extractory. This drier (^oe I'ig. 6) con-
sists of a 32-inch screen wire cylinder 32 inches lon^^ with wooden
ends of one-inch luraber. The three 1x3 inch baffle boards
cgu:.lly spaced on the circumference of the cylinder pick up the
seed as the druiii revolves. The seed pickc.d up by the baffle boards
is slowly spilled in a thin streami as the bafflv^ board reaches the
top of its revolution. Wan;! air supolied by a heater and an elec-
tric fan is forced through the cylinder and hastens tht- evapora-
tion of m.oisture. A b..nd of boltin^ is placed around one end of

the drum to provide track for the power belt. ?ow::r is supplied
from c.Ji electirc notor, 1/8 HP, The mooter is slewed dov/n vfith a

set of washinj_ machin^ gears to operate the druia from 12 to 15 RKvI.

This machine dried 20 pounds of red ced-.r se.d in one hour's
operation, whereas , screen wire trays of seed showed only slight
drying after a ^Yeek's ex.:'Osure in the sane room.
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DPY oTQEAGS OF SEED

£tora§-e of seed is a vital process in its effect on the

vitality of the seed. The essential p'-rt of the soed^ the embryo

,

is alive just as a dormant pltint is alive although the seed is in

a comparatively inactive statue. As storag.e conditions in our pack-
ing sheds or heel-in conditions affect the vitality of the seedlings,
so t'-:0 conditions under v/hich seed is stored affect tho vitality of

the seed. 'conditions should be such as to keep the embryo in an

inactive state. Iho temperature should t*^crofore be kept fairly
low and uniform, about 50° F. preferably, and tho atmosph'.^;ric humid-
ity relatively low. Extrnmcs in both temperature and humidity are
injurious and must be avoided. Storage under moist conditions, v^-ith

proper tcmper:iture and an avail;..blo supply of oxygen, may be suffic-
ient to sturt germination and Y»rill result in a loss of vitality and
also m.ay cause the seed to heat.

For best results seed in dry storaj^e should be kept in tight
containers. This is especially essential where seed is to be hold
over in store^gc a year or more, since a constant hij^h oxygon content
keeps respiration at a '^i^h eoiht with a constant loss in vitality.
In no event should sczd be piled so th-.t it vdll be under appreciable
pressure.

A/'uch is yet to be learned about the longevity or period of
time the seed of man^'- of the sholtcrbolt species vv-ill rctc;.in their
viability. Fairly reliable information is available for som'. species.
For example, all nurserymen know thct j*imcric-.n elm will under normal
conditions lose its vit-. lity in just a few weeks, and that green ash,
cara^ana, :\nd locust cm be held over for a number of yca.rs quite
successfully.

SEED TESTS

Seed testing is an important ph^se of our seed and nursery
work, and no seed should be sovm th-.t ^-as not been tested in som.e

manner before sov.dng. C'ermination teste are thv. -.rost reliable indi-
cation of u seed's vitality, -^vory effort should be mj.dc, therefore,
to submit samples of all suimner and fall collected seed to the Lake
States Forest Experiment Station for germination tests whether the
seed is fall sov/n or not, since the results of the tests v.mll indicate
to thw nurseryman what success he can expect. In some cases it may
be possible by means of the tests to d'.tect partial or total failure
of fall sown blocks in time to resovr to viable seed. Sood samr^les

of spring collected speciee will not be sent to the Test Labor.xtory
unless there is emiple time to make complete tests before sowin^ in
the nurseries.
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In sub.aittin^: samples to the Lake States Forest Experiment
otcition, fill out for ea.ch accession number a Form ivi-5166 shov/in^^

the proposed method of winter stora^-e and special pretreatment s

,

and send in with sa-iple of 5000 seeds to the Lake States Forest

Experiment otation, Jniversity Farm, St. Paul, r/dnnesota. Sai'nplos

should be taken from the thoroughly mixed lots making up each

accession numjor, and should be sent in currently as collection
quotas are completed or approxima.t ely completed, and in no event

later th._.n Deccjmber 1, Letters of transmittal will be sent with
each saj-npla or group of saiiplos submitted ivith 2 copies of the
letter to the State Jirector, who in turn will furnish the Regional
Office v/ith a ccpy.

Many nurserymen desire to run their own g,ermination tests

as an imi.icdiate choc:-: on all seed thoy intend to sow. This is done

by counting out several hundred seeds of each species and pla.cing,

them between moist blotting p./.-ecr, folas of cloth, or m moist sanid

or soil, and holding at prop::r t^rniperature , oom^; dif-^iculty mo.y be
experienced from the seed molding if th-. mediujr; is oth^^r thaan soil
or sa.nd. After the prop'jr pe.riod 'aas ela^'ised, W'l'ch v-.^ries accord-
ing to the species, the percentage of viabl;, seed cai.' be determined
by counting the seed which hcTC germinated. Unreliable r- suits may
be obtained from, such tests if they a.rc not allowed to progress far
enough. Yost seeds should not be counted as havin^;. germinated
until the appea.rancc and unfolding of the first leaf or leaves
which ma.y or may not be the cotyledons. The mere appearance of

the radicle should not be construed as germination, since many wea.k

seeds a.re capable of puttin(_ forth thu ra.dicle but exhaust their
vitality in so doing a.nd subsequently perish.

Cutting tests espi..cially for fall soviin^. is the most feasible
mietliod for the nurseryman to determine thj percent a|_-^e of seed via-
bility. This is done by counting out one or two hundred seeds and
cutting, them, open with a sliarp knife or small v\rire nipper. '^he

embryo of good seeds is sound, fills the cavity completely, and is

of good color, usua.lly white.

SEED PRETREaT'iENT

Seed Dormancy

Many spcies of seed although viable a.r..; incapable of germin-
ating imiaediattely upon maturity or upon Leaving the parent plant.
This condition is knovm a.s dormancy or delayed germination, and is

usually a characteristic of se: d produced in la.te simimer or autumji.

The type or causes of dormancy of the seed are usually
inherent within the: seed, Perha.ns the most im.portant causes in
order of priority are: (l) Seed corvts vAich pr^-evcnt or dela.y the
intake of water; (2) em.bryo donmancy or aftv.r rinening; (3) other
less important causes such a.s imperfect or rudiment a.ry embryos.
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seed coats v;hich are impermeable to ^ases, and eabr/os 'vvhich are

incapable of exerting sufficient force or prcsrure to riroture the
seed coat, rlwaber s (l) and (2) above or a combination of bot^i are

the maior causes of sholterbelt species seed domancv.

Acid Scarification

To expedito the ^cruination of seeds Y/hosc coats are imperm-
eable to wa.tsr, examples- of which are locust ^ hackbcrry, and coffoe
tree, some form of treatment thai: ^"Till render the seed coat pvjrmcable

to wat':r is recommended. Acid scarification if properly used is very
successful. Concentrated sulphuric acid sp. ^r. 1.84 is used for

this purpose. The d-jtails of this and other treatments arc given
unde.r thr. discussion of the individual species.

Mechanical Scarification

Mechanical scarification for the impermeable scad coat type
of dormancy is also widely practiced amont^ nurscrynLcn, It has
perhaps born rior'..- ivid^ly •;isod in preparing juniper seed for sow-
ing than for any otrer species, '-^he seed is scarifi-.d in a round
drum at least 3 foot in diamictcr lined ivi.th No, 2\ grade 30S silicon
carbide sandpaper. This drijin v/hen rotated slowly, 20 to 30 RPI'I, has
an abrasive effect en th-/; seed that eventually reduces the thickness
cf the seed coat, rendering it permeable to water. The length of
treatment varies according to the nature of the seed. Usually when
the seed co t can be punctured by presrure of the thumb nail, scar-
ification has progressed far enough.

St rat i i cat ion

Th^: ^mbryo dormancy charact rizes many species such as green
ash, Osage orange, Russian mulberry, etc., and may be broken by
stratifying the seed in a moist medium at tem.peratures sli^hxly
above freezing. Stro.tific;tion is also helpful to se^^ds possessing
impermeable seed coats,- since' it permits ?suc> seeds to ../esorb'v.T.ter ove
a long period of time. Fall planting in moist soil has the same effect.

Sand or peat are the str-^t if i cation mediufiis th.-t are comrniOnl^/-

used by coiTimercial and Government nurseries. Sand has been used
mere ..xtv;nsively than peat becausi: of its ready availability. On
the other hand, peat is favored ov^r sand because of its texture,
comparative weit.ht, and moisture holdin^ capacity. Peat is more
difficult to scpar.^te from the seed th:.n sand in the spring prior
to sowin^^ , but since the bulk of the seed is broadcast sc^vn, no
h:-rm will be done by sowing the peat along v^dth the seed. Strat-
ifying seed Y/hich retain their pulp, such as 'Russian olive and
hackberry, in pure peat is dangerous, since it is apt to hec-t . In
such cases, stratifying in sr.nd or mixtures of sand and poat is the
safer procedure.
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stratification can best he done in rooms ivhere the temper-
ature can be artificially controlled. The optimvim temperature is

41° F. for stratifying iTiost seeds, but no hariii is done if the temp-
erature should vary from 35 to 45° F. However, wider variation
should be guarded a[-ainst. For that reason basement cellars, root

cellars, and nursery packing sheds are to be desired for storin;^

stratified seeds.

To facilitate handling and distribution of the seed in the

soin^, it is important that the dry seed £,oing. into each individual

container be v>reiLhed in the dry condition before mixing! -with the

peat and the weights recorded on the card record attached to the

container.

The peat should be thoroughly granulated or shredded and be

just moist enough so that no free water can be squeezed from it by
closing, the hand firrrily on a sm.all handful. This can best be done
by soaking, the granulated peat in a >)arrel or tar^lc for several
days before mixing with the seed, a:'ding no inorc water at each
application than will be talcon up b • the peat. The excess moisture
can be removed by applying pres -ure to the peat. A small box with
drilled holes in sides and bottom.s can be easily constructed to
serve as a press box for removing the excess m.oisture. .Moisten-

ing the dry peat with a hose just before mixin^ vd.th the seed re-
sults in uneven moisture conditions, and therefore it is necessary
that the peat be thoroughly soaked and the excess v>rater removed.

The correct proportion of peat and seed vrill vary for the
different types of seed. A safe rule is that each seed should be
practically isolated. Usually 50 to 60 per cent peat by volume
will accom.plish this result. The seed and peat should be thoroughly
mixed before nuting into the bo.xes. The boxes should be firmly but
not solidly packed.

The following tabl^-. taken from the North Dakota seed report
shows the number of pounds of dry peat moss required to stratify
100 pounds of seed on a 50-50 volijmo basis:

Qpecies Weight of Peat

Hackberry 24-

Russian olive 48
.Black haw 60
Choke cherry 24
Green ash 115
Lilac 56
Wild plum 28
Fed cedar (scarified) 24
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At three week intervals thr'ou^hout the v.lnter each box of

stratified seed should be emptied on to a clean floor, v;ater added

if necessary by sprinkling, shoveled over, aerated for an hour or

so, and then out back into the box. l.'ore uniform stratification
^Adll thus be assured, and irioldint and heating, v.dll be prevented.

Sand stratification in outside oits or lar^e containers is

ap"oroved for such lar^e seeded species as oak, v^^alnut , apricot, and
pluju. Seed stratified outside, especially in midvn.nter, should be
allowed to soak up moisture first, since stratification is primarily
a process of moisture absorption and freezing ivill reduce this ab-
sorption. Stratification from the outset at belo^^ freezing,, tem.per-

aturss is definitely not recom:nended.

Seed of some species, such as plu:n, chokecherry, lilac,

honeysuckle, etc., Tn.ll often sprout in stratification as spring,

anoroaches even tliout.h the temDcrature ic maintained at or close
to 41 F. and the usual stratification period has not elapsed.
Frequent inspections of the stratified seed is,, therefore, neces-
sary, and if sprouting is observed tl:e seed should be placed in
cold storage at from_ 32 to 34- F., and maintained at that point
until it is sov/n.

In the spring when the seed is rsm.ovcd to be sent to the
nurseries for planting, extra precaution should be taken to make
certain that the seed v,dll arrive at the narserics in good condi-
tion. Drving out and hea.tin(_ should be guarded against.

Water Soaking Just Prior to Viewing

The absorption of v;ater is necessary for all species before
germination can take place. Iviany spring soivn species which are
characterized by em.bryo domancy, imipermeable seed coat, or for
vvhich no actual domancy exists, will have their germination period
shortened by soaking in water or very moist sand prior to sov.dng.

Species such s.s green ash, siimac, mulberry, and lilac are assisted
in this manner. In fact th-i-rc is evidence to shov;" that many other
species, even elms, respond readily to such preso'.vlng absorption
of water.

In soaking seed in water prior to sowing, care should be
taken to change to fresh wa.tor each day, otherwise the water becomes
sour and has a detrimental effect. Placing the seed in running
v/ator, if possible, is roco:nmended.

ilny treatment that will shorten the geminating period after
sowing, is helpful, since this period is the most critical of the
entire nursery season. Therefore the shorter it can be made the
less dan^^cr of losses there Vvdll be from heat, dainpin^ off, drought,
et c

.
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SEED COST RECORDS

Ob jective

The ob je cti'^.^e of seed cost records will be to obtain the
cost by major species of clean seed by the pound as it is ready
for nursery sowing, with a break-down to collection and extraction
costs. Minor specievS will be grouped collectively, and. cost per

pound computed on a pro rata basis. The State Director lAfill

desig,nate the ;iiiajor and minor species within his State. Ordi-
narily any species g,rown on an experimental basis of approximately
10 M seedlings or less will be classified as r minor snecies.

Procedure

Records v/ill be rdaintaiLned in the State office, as provided
in Circulars FC-4 and FC-64. Charges to Activity 37.11, Seed, on
payrolls as submitted by the field supervisory force, will be
further broken dovm by field man to approximate collection and
extraction hours for the major species, with lainor species j_ routed
collectively.

In addition, other charges to 37.11, Seed, such as all
Form.s 26, all expense accounts, ana those supply and transporta-
tion vouchers whicVi carjiot be charged directly to species, will
be totaled at the end of the Fiscal Year and charged back to the
species arbitrarily by the Forest Officer in charge of nurseries,
who is in the logical position to knov^r the approximate correct
distribution of such items. '/ouchers specifically chargeable
directly to species will be absorbed by those species.

All t ransfer of ch?.rges from. 37,11, Seed, to 27, Nurseries,
will be on the basis of clean seed sowed at the individual nurser-
ies. Charges for species v/hich are direct-seeded will be transferred
to Activity 26.1. Activity 37.11, Seed, will retain charges for
seed carried over as surplus, but nurseries vdll absorb charges
for all seed sovm and for all seed vdiich must be discarded. Charges
for discarded seed will be arbitrarily prorated to the individual
nurseries. Activity 26.1 will absorb charges for discarded seed
of species ordinarily direct-seeded.

Seed report costs as outlined above v/ill be due in the
Regional Office, Divi sion of Timber Mancigement, by August 1 for
the preceding year's collection.
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GROUND PR"3PARATI0N

General

A properly prepared seed bed is the initial step of a succes

ful nursery season. Since nursery stock production is an intensive
fonn of croiD culture, it is essential that the preparation of the
soil be f^iven much closer attention than would ordinarily be done i:

tho production of [^eneral fam crops.

Preparation of the soil resolves itself into, first, prelim-
inary preparation, and second, preparation immediately iDreceding

sowing. v'iliile our present systemi of nursery leases permits little
in the form, of soil management for future production, yet insofar
as possible ground treatm.ent should be such as to produce the laost

desirable results not only for the current year but for the follow-
ing years as well.

Preliminary ^reparation

Proper handling of croyj residues, if pres:.nt, and fall or
early vvlnter ploiving constitute the proliminar}^ Dreparation.

Crop Residues

Coarse and relatively heavy amounts of cornstalk, stubble,
or other crop residues, if improperly handled when the ground is

prepared, Vvdll cause consideraole difficulty in subsequent culti-
vation operations. In addition it may contribute to rapid drying
out of tho soil.

Should such material be present, it should be thorou^^hly
disced or othen//ise cut before plov.dng, discing being preferred.
Heavy residues for vrhich this treatment is inadequate should be
removed or burned.

Fall Plowing

Relatively deep fall or early winter plov/ing is ordinarily
preferred for the following reasons:

1. It exposes a maximum surface of soil to the "mellowing or
mechanical influence of alternate freezing and thawing, thereby
resulting in good ti. 1th.

2o Roughened condition aids in catching snow and will pre-
vent a considerable aiaount of run-off which might otherwise result
from late fall, winter, or early spring rains. -^f necessary the
moisture catching capacity can be increased by listing, after plov/-

ing is com,.pleted.

3, Shortens tho preparation period in the sprint, thereby
lessening the rush work and also permits sowing to be done over a
longer period.



4. Allows seed bed to become settled,

5, Permits some decomposition of crop residues into

organic fertilizers,

60 May help in the destruction or checking of certain
insect and disease pests

c

Good tilth (the mechanical condition of the soil) is hi^hlj/-

important in nursery work, since the s^il must be finely pulverized
to pemit intimate contact mth the seed. Fall or winter Dlowing
will do much to provide the desired tilth, vj"hereas spring plov^ring,

unless carefully done and tim.ed to favorable woath^.r and ground
condition, usually results in lumpy ground. -'-his is particularly
true with heavier soils.

In plovj-inj^ the operator should strive to secure a narroiv

furrow slice standing somewhat on edge. Seldom, is it advisable
to plow at an operation more than 1-|- or 2 inches deeper than has

be m the custo:n on that pa.rticular site. Unless fall sov/ing is

practiced, fall olowed areas should bo loft standing in rough con-

dition over lAdnter.

Preparation Imm.odiately Preceding Sowing

Soil moisture conditions should be closely v/atched, and
when favorable the entire area should be disced and if necessary
cross-disced. The necessar3A leveling should also bo done at this
time. (See Irrigation Section on Land Leveling) If the area is

subject to blov/in^ it may be a.dvisable to prepare each individual
block just preceding sowing rather than the entire area at one
time. Ordinarily on fall or winter plowed areas discing at the
proper time in the spring will constitute adequate preparation.
In some instances harrcwin>. with a spike tooth or acme harrow will
be necessary to pulverize the soil further. Rolling or racking
should seldom be necessary.

Spring Plowing

In the event that fall -olowing could not be accomplished
or if the ground following fall plowing should become packed from
heavy fall or winter rains, spring ploY/ing will be necessary.
Avoid spring plowin;^ v/hon the ground is too wet, particularly
with the heavier soils since a rou^h, cloddy seed bed will usually
result, it is far better in the long run to delay plowing a week
than to create a cloddy seed bed.

Discing or harrowing should immediately follow the spring
plov.dng opercition before the surface soil has a chance to dry out.
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Fertilizer

'In many cases it may- be highly, desirable to add organic
fertilizer to the soil upon which nursery stock is to be grown.
Of those which might be used, well-rotted barnyard manure is no

doubt the most satisfactory. It not only supplies plant food,

especially nitrogen in the .forni readily usable by plants, but adds
humus to the soil. In many instances this latter point is of even
greater importance than .the plant food, supplied.'

However such fertilizers should be used carefully. A close
study of the soil should be made considering principally .its ' appar-
ent fertility (largely based upon groi/vth and production of Dreced-
ing crops), and the general physical condition of the soil.

Avoid using organic fertilizers containing a high percentage
of coarse, totally undecayed plant, material such as corn or kaffir
stalks or fresh vxheat straw. Such residues "decay slowly, are
difficult to incorporate into the soil, and the process of deomp-
osition may affect the available nitrate sup:;ly in the soil during
the early part of the following season.

Organic fertilizer should, as far as possible, be applied
to the soil in the fall and disced thoroughly into the soil before
plowing. ....

If it is deemed necessary to. a-id fertilizer of this sort .

to the soil in the spring, care should be taken that the fertilizer
used is well-rotted. It should be applied as a top dressing after
plowing, using a lij^ht application, then thoroughly discing intc

the soilo

iJefinite rates of application are difficult to state. T^e

number- of tons of barnyard manure which should be added to an acre
for best results varies accordin;^ to a number of conditions, prin-
cipally with the condition and grade of the fertilizer itself.
Ordinarily through the region in which the ohelterbelt nurseries
are located, 8 to 10 tons per acre of a well-ro"*"t ed grade applied
in the fall as indicated is entirely safe, and increases the
growth and quality of the seedlings produced the following season.
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SEED SOIAUNG

As ye sow so shall ye reap I Poor production in the nurs-

eries can- in many instances be attributed to faulty sowing. ^ The /;

mistakes made at, this sta{i,e cannot later be corrected.

:
Assuming well prepared seed beds and properly handled -seed

of ^ood quality, sowin{^ resolves itself into three primary factors

as follows: season- to sow, density of sowing, and depth, of sovdng.

The method employed- in sowinj^^^ the seed is secondary, as is also the

practice of ridging the rows following sowing. , .

.Sowing Season

All species are governed by the nature of their seed dormancy
in determining the optimum, sowing season fromi a germination" and

survivaJ standpoint. Species with stone seeds such as plum, cherry,

Russian olive, and hackberry, v/hich. are characterized by impermeable
seed coat dormancy, 'respond rea.dily to either fall sov/ing, vj-hich is

preferable, or stratification followed by early spring sov/ing.

Seed of leguminous species such as black and honey locust
and Kentucky coffee tree, characterized by an impermeable seed coat,

respond better to- some form of scarification,, such as soakin^. in
acid Y/hich renders the seed coat permeable to water, followed by .

moderately late spring sowing.

Species characterized by both impermeable seed coat and
embryo dormiancy will ordinarily respond better to late fall sowing,
or. a short period of stratification followed by early spring sowing.

Spring ripening species Yfhic'!": have no seed dormancy, Y^rill

be soTini as soon after ripening as possible. Later suimner and fall
ripening species having no seed dorm.ancy will ordinarily be stored,
dry and sowed in the spring, except burr oak and post oak vdiich

should preferably be fall sovm immediately upon ripening, or if •

this is not possible, should be stored in such a manner as to avoid
drying. • .,

However, the season for sowin^ seed vidth the greatest degree
of safety of germination and survival is not in all instances the
best sowin;,^ season Vv^hen the development of the proper type seedling
for shelterbelt planting is taken into consideration. Black locust,
for example, ?j-ill develop into a seedling too large to handle to
best advantage if sown in its normal season, i.e., moderately lato
spring. Therefore, the sov^rin^ of this species is often delayed
until late June in order that its devGloTDniont will be retarded.
Similarly caragana, another legume, while handled with the greatest
safety by early spring sowing, often does not produce the optimum
seedling for shelterbelt plant in>^ in one season by so doing, 3y
sowing the seed in August and securing several inches grov/th during
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the .fall, months J a much better ^.rade of; -.seedlir^ will "oe produced
the following year. Therefore, if circinn.stanoes perniit, the
nurseryiiiarr v,rill take such factors into consideration when plan-
ning, his sov/in^i^, oper'..tions o .

,•
'

: .

; Fall Soi\ring_ •

... .

, . In general, fall sown, seed will ."produce a 'jetter rooted ••. :
;

and better caliper seedling than if stratified and sown in the
sprin^jo These advantages are not all net gains, since fall sowing

.

may som.etimos result in a complete failure under certain conditions.,

Fall sown seed of species havin^ seed dormancy or imperm.eable

seed coat should have direct contact with the moisture in the soil

throui_hout the winter. Dry cold ground is the.sairie as dry cold

storage, which is obviously .unss.tisfactorv. Althoii&h so'wn in moist
fjoil, if the ground freezes and remains frozen throughout the winter
before any moisture absorption can take place, a failure can perhaps
be expected since moisture absorption is negligible in frozen soil.

These points are of .ninor im-oortance in the south where the ground
alternately freezes and- thaws, and adequate- moisture is quite
dependable due to winter precipitation.

If the nursery soil is heaw, alternate freezing, .and thawing
vid.ll bring the seed to bhe surface, exposing the seed to drying
v/inds, rodrnts, a:nd birds « This frost heaving is a common occurrence
on the heavier soils in open winters, and should be guarded against
by throvj-ing a ridge of soil over all fall sown sued.

Perhaps the m.ost serious danger to be encountered in fall
sov/ing is. that an unseasonably early warm spring will cause the
seed to germinate, and subsequent severe weather vd.ll destroy them..

This again can be largely Drevonted by riaintaining a ridge of soil
over the seed, thereby retarding germination until such a danger
is past» liowever, melting snows, rain, and v/lnd ma/ level such
ridges, and before the damage can bo repaired Vv^arm v/eather m.ay

cause the seeds to sprout, and then of couree ridgint over will
s.m.other the seedlings. ...

Sumiiiarizing the above points: (l) Fall sowing if successful
v^rill produce a better grade of seedling than the same seed from,

spring sov/ing; (2) fall soaring is not a safe practice in dry soil
(it is bettor practice to stratify the seed and delay somng until
spring); and (3) all fall sov/ing, regardless of the nature of the
soil, should be ridged over with a fairly broad, flat ridge to a

depth of 3 to 4 inches.
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Spring Sowing,

Nurserymen as a whole are agreed on several factors with
regard to spring sovj-in^. Seed having had some form of pretreat-
ment involving, the absorption of vj-ater/ such as soaking in water
or stratification, or acid treatment followed by soaking in water,

should be placed in direct contact with moist soil v^hen sown, and

moisture should be maintained until the seedling is v\rell established,
ouch seed should not be soyjh in.. dry -soil unless it is possible to

irrigate immediately following sowing, since to establish an equi-
librium the dry soil will absorb the moisture from the seed, thereby
retarding germination with a consequent loss in the vitality of the

seedo

On the other hand, seed which has been scarified by acid
treatment or mechanical- means , can be sovm in moderately dry soil

with no loss in germination or vitality, provided adequate moisture
is received in due time. Likev^rise seed of species such as elm,

catalpa, and desert. 'willow, which may be spring sown without pre-
treatment of any kind, -can be' safely handled by sowing in dry soil.

The careful nurseryman, therefore, who is operating without
overhead irrigation, varies his spring sowing according to the
naturo of the seed and amount ' of soil moisture. Seed that has
absorbed water as a part of its pretreatment is sown only in moist
soil and under favorable conditions, while seed which has not

previously absorbed moisture can be sown either i.n moist or dry
soil with no unfavorable results, provided that when moisture is

received it is sufficient to gervainate the seed and get the seed-
ling established.

Density of Sowing

No seedling is judged to be of the premium grade for shelter-
belt planting unless it has a well-developed root system, a caliper
between 3/l6 and 5/I6 inch just above the root collar swell, and a
proper balance between root and top. This standard may vary some-
what for individual species, but in general it will hold true for
most of the major species.

With 30-inch rows center to center and 3-inch bands as the
present standard in the shcltcrbclt nurseries, it is believed that
for moct species and conditions, production of at least 150 M seed-
lings of premium grade can be attained per acre per year. This
presupposes a final stand of approximately 9 usable seedlings per
linear foot of row. For certain nurseries, especially in the south
and for certain species, greater production per acre can no doubt
be attained. liovrever, an average of 150 M usable seedlings of
optimum size and quality over a range of species for any one nursery
can be considered a very creditable achievement.
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Sowings density tc produce 150 M usable seedlings per acre
Yj-ill be governed by the viability of the seed and the ratio that
exists between viability and ultimate final stand. While the via-
bility of the seed can always be determined by germination tests,
the ratio betv/een viability and ultimate final stand varies greatly.
Numerous factors influence this ratio, such as soil, vreather condi-
tions (especially during the germination period), intensity of the
nursery care, growth habits of the species, and lastly and inost

important, the nature of the seed. Large seeded species such as
plum, apricot, honey locust, and many others which produce a sturdy
vigorous groivth immediately upon germination, can normally be expected
to shov; fewer losses during and immediately following germination
than sm.all seeded species such as elms and mulberry. ^eedlin^.s from
small seeded S'oecies on the other hand are normally very delicate
durin.- early life, and large losses can very quickly occur from soil
crusting, heat, ivind burn, drou.^^ht , and damping off. For all species
a certain percontaj-e of Icesgs is unavoidable and should be provided
for.

The careful nurseryman, therefore, knowing the germination
percentage of his seed varies his sov/ing density for each species
according to what his judgment and experience indicates to be the
proper density for that species, having in mind the maxim.um pro-
duction of pr&i-iium grade seedlings.

As a guide for the nurseryman to follovv% the sowing density
as given in the discussion of individual species indicates the number
of viable seed to sow por linear foot to attain a stand of 150 M per
acre\ deviations from this schedule are, of course, permissible, but
in no case should the nurseryman increase his sowing rates Dromiscuous
in order to compensate for questionable nursery Dracticos.

Much is yet to be learned about the proper sowing density in
sheltorbelt nu.rsery work. Definite administrative experim-onts are
being undertaken to determine the desirable ratio between viable
seed and ultimate final stand of usable seedlings for the various
species in order to produce the m.aximum quantity of optimum size
and quality seedlin£.s por acre consistent with the conditions exist-
ing. The tendency, especially with a surplus of seed on hand, is to
oversow and by so doing one often defeats quality, and in real heavy
sowings one is apt to create conditions that induce almost total
losses, such a ti re suits from dajnping off,

Width of Row

Y'ihile 30-inch roxvs center to center and 3-inch bands have
been adopted as standard in the bhelterbelt nurseries for the present,
definite administrative experiments are under way to prove or dis-
prove the desirability of t^iis standard. The v/idth of rov/ is depend-
ent largely upon the possibility of adapting cultivating and di;^tiin&
equipm.ont. Durin^ the 1935 season the width of row varied from 18
to 45 inches. TVio concensus of opinion among the nurser^mien using
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the wider width v/aG that the rovv's could profitably be narrowed,
while those usin^ the narrower widths advocated v/idenin^. V^hiether

the present standard of 30 inches is the final answer will not be

definitely knoivn for several years. Nurserymen are encouraged to

try out different row spacings on a small portion of their nursery

acreaj^^e as a check against tlie present 30-inch standard.

The following table shoivs the number of linear feet per row

and the number of usable seedlings per linear foot necessary to
produce 150 i'v.' usable seedlin^^s per acre:

Distance between Ave. No, of usable
rows Linear ft. of seedlings per foot to produce

center to center tcyi per acre 150 M per acre

45 11562.7 13o0
42 12445.7 12.0
39 13410 o 8 11.0
36 14520.0 10.0
33 15840.0 9.4
30 17424.0 8.6
27 19342.2 7.7

24 21780.0 6.8
21 24891.4 6.0

18 29040,0 5.0

V/idth of Band

It has beon definitely demonstrated that the v/ider bands
greatly increase weeding costs, and for that reason the standard
^las boon set at 3 inches. However, the most desirable vyidth of
band from the standpoint of producing quality seedlings is as yet
to be definitely established. It is fairly certain, however, that
wide bands over 6 or 8 inches tend to produce spindling seedlings
in the center of the band if the stand is sufficiently dense to
crov/d out T'TCod development, while in the very narrow bands it is

difficult to obtain quantity production.

Depth of Sov/ing

Nurserymen agree that the depth to sow" seed should primarily
be determined by the size of the seed. Other factors influencing
the depth of sov/ing are the vitality of the seed, susceptibility of
the spocies to pre-emergence dampinj^ off, consistency of soil moist-
ure, type of soil (shallower sowing for clay soils as against deeper
solving for sandy soils), whether the seed rov^^s are ridged over follow-
ing^ sowing, irrigation system to be followed, the intensity of germ-
ination culture that is practiced, and finally season of sovd.ng.

Fall sov.n. so d can be safely sown, to a 50 per cent greater depth
than the same species spring soivn.
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Under the practices generally followed in the Jhelterbelt

nurseries, the follov.dng rule is believed to be a safe ^.u.ide in

guat^in^, the depth to sow the seed; _Sow all seed to a depth below

the soil level of three tiraes the average diameter of the clean

seed kernel, but in no event less than T74- inch.

Thus 1/4 inch becomes the sovvdng depth of a g^reat number
of the Shelterbelt species, such as honeysuckle, mulberry, lilac,

sumac, and many others. Very few species vfill be sowed at a depth
greater than 1 inch.

According to Dr. Hartley, excessive covering , especially
for very small seed is an important factor in causing gaps in
nursery rows. He states further that "absolutely mechanical
prevention of emergence is rare; what, miore often happens is that
a soil cover that is too dee'p or too hard delays the seedling
belovf the ground until they ha-je become weakened and susceptible
to infection, either at that stage or vvdthin the first days after
they succeed in emerging,"

Sowing Methods-

The method of sowing.: seed stated before, second in
importance to the prirr.ary factors of season to sov;, density of

sowing, and depth of scv/ing. ';Vith the orimary factors under
adjustment, the obiectivo to attain, no matter what sowing m.ethcd

is folloxvcd, is evenness of distribution, Tfith hard, dry seeds,

t'^is might easily be secured by drill sov/ing, but fev/ of the
shelterbelt specios are hard and dry v/hen sovm because of pre-
treatmento Ko satisfactory mechanical sower is available so far
as knovm that will sow all types of seed in 3-inch bands,

Mary nur ser3,nTien contend that careful broadcast hand sovring

is the only feasible method of sov/in^^ in bands ths.t insures com-
plete and even distribution. However, there has been developed
during the past season a riding broadcast sower that is well
worthy of recomm.endation. This machine was adapted from an ordinary'

two-row corn planter. The follov-dng quotation is from a letter by
the Kansas State Director on the devcloDment of this machine:

"The tree seed planter developed at the Kansas shelterbelt
nurseries is an Oliver corn planter that has been worked over to
make it meet the requirements for planting tree seeds.

"The first change, made in an attemr^t to make the corn
planter meet the demands for a tree seed planter, was boring more
and larger holes in the seed plates. Wo were unable to secure a

satisfactory rate of seeding in this v-ray. e then discarded the
seed boxes and all of their accessories, and substituted a funrel
with a spout tv.ro inches in diameter, v.'-hi.ch extends dovra. alm.cst to
the ground line v/hen the shoo is in the ground.
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"The seeds of whatever species are bein^:, planted n.re poured
into the mouth of the funnel from a sack, or bucket, or a water
sprinkler that has the nozzle removed and the spout cut ^.'ack to

the desired size of opening,,.

"Ihe next difficulty encountered was the fact that the shoe

on the planter cut too deeply into the loose soil, and the drill
row made by the shoe v/as not v\ride enough to allow the desired
spread of the seeds. To remedy this condition, tho sides of the

shoe wero spread and a steel sole inscrtod that gave a spread of
'

five inches. This wide sole solved the depth of' planting and the
spread of tho seeds in the drill rows, but the seeds were not

covered o To secure coverage it v/as nocessary to attach a pair
of discs directly behind the shoes. To make room for the discs
it was necessary to use a longer axle and spread the v/heelSo The

discs can be set to cut any desired depth and cover the seeds as

desired,

"for spring seeding, it is very necessary that the soil
covering the seed be firmed over it. To meet this requirement a

pair of press wheels have been attached behind the discs. The
pressure of these vv'-heols ca.n bo adjusted by a lever.

"Other changes that wore m.ade v/as the location of seats
for the' men that feed tho seeds into t^' r. funnel hoppers, and the
attacliment of a tail board for tho driver to stand on, and which
allows the driver to regulate depth, of planting by varying the
distance that hu stands from planter."

The only cthv^r band sov;er of promise is also adapted from
a two-row corn planter equipped mth fertilizer attachment.. In
this case, it wa.s possible ivith some modification, to sow the seed
through the fertilizer hopper. This machine needs considerable
improvement, however, before it will successfully handle all species
particularly the winded seeds such as ash and elm..

Broadcast sov/ing by hand ne c e o s itatoG several cperations,
namely, opening tho band, distributing the seed, covering, firming,
and in some cases ridgin^ the rows. It is obvious, therefore, that
any mechanical method thtit will do all these operations at once
vfill reduce sowing costs mat;.rially.

However, careful sowin^ should be thvj objective rather than
low costs, since in the final analysis sowin^^ costs arc a relatively
small part of the per M cost of producing secdlin,-.s. Conversely,
the final per M costs may be greatly increased by a poor job of
sowing that results in low production.
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Ridging, Rows

Ridging the rov/s following, spring solving is endorsed with
reservations by nurserymen. Few question the yjractice for fall
sovringo It is a custom of long standini^ among nurserymen, although
not practiced wien stock is produced under overhead sprinkling
system, or when grovm under intensive production, as in beds.

Ridging rows followinj^ spring sowing is practiced for a

number of reasons: (l) to show v/here the young plants are to come
up (this v/ill p-srmit cultivation when delayed germination occurs);

(2) to keep the top soil from drying do'ATL to the seed; (3) in

passing along with an ordinary garden rake, the crust which forms
on the heavier soils 8.fter a rain can be removed; (4) raking dovm
the ridge after the seed starts to sprout, but before the sprouts
reach the ground level, removes the first crop of v/eeds which would
otherud se come up v/ith the plejits and be destroyed only by a great
amount of hand labor, and in weedy ground, at a sacrifice of a con-
siderable momber of young plants; (5) rem.ovin;^ the ridge at the
proper time pemits the seedling to come up through fresh, soft

soil; and (6) keeps the seed from, being waslied out by excessive
heavy rains or blovjn. out by hard winds.

Good judgment on the part of the nurserA/man ivill determine
whether or not to ridge the rows. Ordinarily if an abundant supply
of soil moisture is present, and if the species sov/n is one that
can be expected to germinate within a feiv days, ridging should not
be practiced o Weather conditions and soil type are other factors
that xvill influence the nurseryman's decision. Ridges 3 inches
high arc adequate. Higher ridges prevent heat and air from pene-
trating to the seed which may result in the seed rotting if the
ground is wet for long periods. Moisture, oxygen, and proper temp-
erature are the three essentials for ^.-i^'^^^iiis'-ting seed, the lack of
any one of which will prevent the process entirely „ It is obvious,
therefore, that the ridge m/ast not bo too high.
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BED PROPAGATION FOP DECIDUOUS SPECIES

G-eneral

V/here, beds are used they will ordinarily be 4 feet vd.de and

of indet (irminate len(-,th. Drilled rows spaced 6 inches apart and

running len^.thvyise of the bed are preferred instead of broadcasting
the seed. Only species that require shading and intensive Vu-ind

protection are to be grown in beds. For the present, definite in-

fori.nation is lacking as to how much bed propagation v;ill bo neces-
sary, since reliable data for many of the species, i.e., whether
shading and wind protection are necessary, is not available.

Method of Supporting Shad e

The Oklahoraa State Forest Nursery at Stillwater, Oklahoma,
has adopted a syste^ii of suppcrtin(_. the lath shade for beds that is

considered suitable for use in the Shelterbelt nurseries where shad-
ing is necessary. In thi^: systeia the shade is placed 8 to 12 inches
above the beds on f/Q galvanized wire supports. The wires, one on

each side of the bed, are anchored at the ends and held up by inter-
mediate supports every 12 feet; i.e., two stakes are driven in on
opposite sides of the bed and a 1" x 4" x 4' board is placed on top
of the stakes, holding the two wires in r^lace over the beds. A
5/8" X 14" galvanized turnbuckle is placed on one end of each v/ire

so the supports can be tightened at any time it is necessary.
This system is applicable to any length of bed.

Snow Fence Construction

Snov^ fence or lath frames are customarily used in nurseries
for shading purposes. Snow fence is preferred in most instances.
Through information received from Region 9, Nebraska has adopted
a system of constructing snov/ fence at a cost of approximately
tb.OO per hundred feet, of which apiDroximat oly 40/t is labor. The
details of this system will be furnished upon request.

Bed Irrigation

Some form of sprinkling system must be resorted to for bed
irrigation, since furrow irrigation is not practical. Vi^'ith a
small area of less than an acre and water available under pressure,
the sprinkling can be done through the use of garden hose and lawn
sprinklers. For larger areas this is not practical, and the only
recourse is through the use of Skinner or overhead sprinkling.
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GEEMINATION CULTUEE

All the cultural activities following so\Tin^ of the seed up

to the time that germination is complete ^ have been ^^rou^.^ed under
the term "germination culture". More specifically the following
operations are included in this term: raking down or removing
ridges^ breaking crusty and any ,

irrigating or cultivating that is

intended as an aid to germination.

Our experience this past year indicates that careful germin
ation culture is quite important, particularly ivith light seeded
species and on heavy soils.

Remiovin^ Fddges .

•

'

Removing or raking dovm ridges requires i,ood judgment as to

proper time and careful supervision in order to attain desired
results

.

Ylhen germination is even and fairly consist-ent, it is not

difficult to detonninc the proper time to reraove the rid^^os. In

this ca3e it will bo done as the seedlin^^.s approach the soil

surface level, i.e., when they are within l/8"to 3/I6 inch of
the surface. liovj-ever, when the seed continues oiTninatinj^ over a

period of several weeks, it becomes more difficult for the nursery
man to determine the correct timro to remove the ridge. Under this
condition, careful judgment and experience on the part of the
nurserym.an Y^ril] often lead him to forego rem^oving the ridge until

a fair percontsge of the sprouting seedlings have progressed into
the ridge itself. iVhile some losses may then occur when the rid^e
is finally removed, the final stand resulting warrants this pro-
cedure.

Careful supervision at all tim.os during this operation is

essential. Worlciion so engaged , unles: they have had previous
experience in nursery work, often display scant appreciation of
the nature of the job they are performing. They should be
definitely aware thai: removing ridges is one of the most delicate
and painstaking operations of th'^ entire nursery season. To

insure caro on the part of the vrorlmen, some nursor;^rmen require
that the laborers perform, this operation doivn on their knees,
using their hands instead of a rake. This method, while consider-
ably sloYfor than raking, is under certain conditions and for some
species justified because of the better quality of the work.
The v/orb;iL\n doum on his knees using his hands can always judge the
proper depth, while careless vrorkmen with rakes are very apt to
go too deep and break off the emerging seedlings, or uncover too
little with the result that the value of the operation is lost
entirely.
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Fig. 1 "Crust Breaker". A simple device for pulver--

izing the crust,

BreakirL£_ Crust

The rotar^'^ crust breaker is recomiaended fcr use in all nurs-

eries for handling the soil crusting prcblera. This consists of a

round wooden cylinder set with nails. (See Fi^^, l) This wooden
cylinder ean be of -varying dimensions, but experience in a number

of nurseries indicates that a cylinder about 5 to 8 inches in diam-

eter and 15 inches in length is the most satisfactory, Nails are

driven one inch apart in eac'i direction into this cylinder and the

heads clipped off, leaving an inch or two projectiong, 3y attach-

ing this cylinder to an ordinary two v\rheel push plov/, the device
serves effectively in breaking the crust. It may be used even
thoui_h half the seedlings have emerged, provided the nails are

kept straight. The two wheel push plov-j" for carrying the roller
is preferred rather than handles attached to the axis of the
cylinder, because the operator can then readily adjust the pres-
sure to meet the varying hardness of t"r-e crust.

Irrigation During Gemination Period

Ordinarily where (l) sufficient soil moisture is available
at the timo the seed is sovm, (2; where proper cultural oractices
to conserve this moisture are followed, and (3) whei-e careful
practices are followed v.dtli respect to seed treatments to hasten
germination, irrigation during the germinating period lArill not be
necessary

.

'^ith overhead sprinklers obviously no problem is involved,
since water can be applied as needed, but furrow irrigation presents
a different problem, since an average of 2 to 3 acre inches of water
is the minimwa that can usually be ap jlied under th.i s system. This
amiount of water applied to sprouting seed is apt to increase damping
off, and if applied in the heat of the day, to result in burning.
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Also in heavy soilj crusting and bakin^:, vrith their attendant diffi-
culties follow applications of orator , It is desirahle, therefore,

if at all possible to follovf such practices as vdll insure the

successful germination of the seed without irrigation, especially
where furrow i.rrigation is practiced. Circujiistaiice s will arise wher
this is impossible, but it is nevertheless a desirable ob.icctive to
attain

,

A iTOrkable plan for irrigation based on the surve^- figures
should be available before any sewing is done in order that no delay
be encountered should irrigation become necessary <>

Cultivation Durin^,^ Germination Period

Nurserymen generally agree that close and shallow cultivation
during the germinating period provides aeration which will aid
materially in increasing the rate of gro-v\rth, and possiLly aid in

controlling damping off. In many instances during the germination
period the crust breaker will servo to a small degree in doing
cultivation irork.
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SEEDLII^G CULTURE

If the nur ser;;ynnan is successful in bringing^ a stand of seed-

lings throug.].! the germination period and past the damping off stage,

his stock has passed through the most critical period, . However,
there are other dangers that may be encountered, some unavoidable
and others to which his alertness may. determine the success of the

crop. -To name just a few of the nursery hazards, any one of which
may reduce his production materially, there are hail, grasshoppers,
grubs, termites, labor shortage, and severe ' date; and ' early frosts.

Controlling Size and Quality of Seedlings Through Cultural Practices

Ordinarily, careful nursery practi'ce will bring the crop through
once the stand is established. Yet over and above the mere bringing
the seedlings through the season is another objective that will tax
the nurseryman's skill and ingenuity. This objective i s- to

.
produce

seedlings of the most desii'able size and quality.

Optimum size for field planting for each species is yet to
be definitely determined, but seedlings with a caliper of 3/I6 to
5/I6 inch just above the root collar sv/ell-, and possessing a well-
branched, compact root syste'm. are generally' considered the nursery-
man' s objective for most species, A few species, notably coffee
tree, catalps., and others, have different natural habits, and for
them the optimum size v/ill vary.

The quality objective of the nurseryman is to "oroduce solid,
woody

, well-ripened seedlings which all agree are essential for
hi^h field survival when planted under average Plains conditions.

The long growing season in the south as against the compara-
tively short groining season in the north, and the rapid rate of growth
of some species si.ich as Chinese elm and black locust as against the
slower groYjth rate for other species such as green ash and hackberry,
influence the practices of the nurseryiaan throughput the season.
It is desirable to put as liiuch grovfbh on the seedlings during the
early part of the season as is commensurate vvith the grovrbh habits
of the species. This vri.ll enable the nurseryman to better control
safely the ultimate size of the seedlings throUt;^h cultural practices,
and also produce the quality of seedling desired. It is obvious that
if very little grou'tli is obtained early in the season, and the
nurseryman is .faced Y^ritli the necessity of forcing the seedlings
durin^ the l&be growing season, an undesirable situation exists
since such seedlings are soft, succulent, and subject to severe
injury from frost and are more difficult to handle safely in
storage. Furthermore v^hen finally olanted in the field, they are
susceptible to shrinkage before becoming established with resultant
low survial.
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"The logical approach to the problem of increasint or

retarding, grov/th is through the density, of sov/in^, and it is .

expected that in another season considerable definite information
"v^rLll be available on this subject.

Increasing or forcdhg (^rov^rth through the application of

commercial fert/. lizers is to be largely avoided until factual data

are available to establish definitely the-t such practices vdll not

reduce the quality of the seedlings produced,

experiments should oe conducted on all species practical
to detemine if increased caliper might not be obt8.ined by trimming
back seedlings in laidsumiTier . 3oth root and top pruning should .be

experimentally tried to see whether all root and top development
cannot be confined to 10 and 15 inches respectively without iveaken-

±n-^ the seedling.

Regulation of moisture is another means of controllinj^ grov/th,

but is generally considered a dangerous practice if carried to ex-

tremes. If an abundant supply of soil moisture is available through-
out the season^ grov.i;h is fairly consistent, and barring early frost
Y.dll continue until late in the season. The j^rovrth rate of the seed-
ling may materially decrease during the heat of the summer, but
unless excessively retarded it ivill increase again during the cooler,

early fall months provided abundant moisture is available. There- .

fore, for species that need to be held back or retarded, cultural
practices open to the nurseryman are: (l_) hold off all irrigation;

(2) deplete the soil moisture through dis cent inuinj,. all cultivation.:
thereby packing the soil; and (3) late sowing of moisture sapping
plants such as oats, wheat, or rye b^tv.reen the seedling rows,
I'^/hen such practices can be followed v\athout wGakeninf__ the seed-
lings, the problem is to a certain extent solved.

In summarizing, to avoid the production of succulent seed-
lings, the carefv'.l nurseryman will endeavor to obtain as .much of

the required grovvth on the seedlings as possible early in the
season, aiid during the latter part of the season direct his activ-
ities to the ripening or hardening off the seedlings.

Cultivation

Nursery stock requires intensive cultivation, a.nd if it is

to be fully effective several major points must be recognized.

The fundamental purpose of cultivation is to keep the soil
in v/hich the stock is gromng free of competing weeds. Cultiv8.tion
is also a means of keeping the soil, and particularly the surface
soil, in good physical condition. This latter ^oint is made even
more important where surface irri^^ation is practiced during the
growing season.
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Much of the success of cultivation Y/ill depend upon the

physical condition of the soil at plant in^^ timo. Those soils

which are naturally "mellow" or "friable" or v/hich have been prop-
erly prepared .previous to sovdng, will be much easier to cultivate

than soils which are run together, hard, packed, and cloddy,

A number of points for the nurseryman to observe in his

cultivation operations follov^r:

1, Cultivation of nursery stock must be relatively shallow.

Seldom will a penetration of cultivating tools to a dr-ipth g.veater

than four inches be _ desirable . Deeper cultivation^ especially
close to the rows, will often result in actual damage tlirou^h the
destruction of the spreadin^^ shallow roots of the seedlings; conse-

quently care mast be exercised in the choice of tools used in

cultivating. Excellent equipment for this purpose are 6-inch
duckfoot shovels or 6-inch flat sweeps. Sv/eeps or shovels shoi.ild

be chosen w''^ich will give a full cut or cover, since the type of

cultiva.tion desired is designed to cut off weeds rather than to

kill them by covering ivith soil. Therefore the size of the shovel
to be used will be determined by the spacing, between the cultivator
standards or shanks. The use of long, narrow shovels is discouraged
since they penetrate too deeply and frequently cause daLiage to the
roots of the stock.

2o A major point v/hich largely determines the effectiveness
of cultivation is that of thoroughness. A careless job of cultiva-
tion is nearly worthless, or may actually-bc harmful" in 'case, of ' '

'• -

mechanical injuiy' to. -thG stock.- If the, job is not thorough, it may
cultivate tho Vv'-eeds rather than destroy them, and make their later
removal or destruction more difficult. Constant attention to this
point is imperative.

3. Of scarcely less importance in cultivation is the matter
of timeliness. Competing grovirth should also bo destroyed while it

is yet in the seedling stage. Allov/ing weeds to grow to an average
of three inches or m.ore seldom can be excused under nursery condi-
tions, except late in the season after the desired seedling growth
is obtained. To do so invariably makes cultivation more difficult,
more expensive, less effective, and Tiany times v/ill cause an unnec-
essary drain on the soil moisture by the weeds,

4. To obtain these conditions constant su'Oerivi sion is
necessary, not only while the cultivators are running but between
times as well. Nurserymen should plan for inspections of their '

Gntiro nursery at regular intervals to determine the neod for
cultivation, '

'

5. It is needless to say that sharp tools that scour are
essential. DecD cultiv.tion which kills weeds primarily by cover-
ing can be accomplished with dull tools, but this is not true of
shovels and sweeps v/hich are designed to cut weeds just beneath
the surface of the soil.
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6. A requisite in the grov\ring. of nursery stock is that
crusting and baking of the- surface soil be held at a minimum if

good growing conditions are to be maintained. This means that the
soil must be cultivated after each heavy rain or. follov/ing. irriga-
tion. To break the crust effectively, very close attention must be
given the soil to determine the proper time when cultivation is to
be done. As a general rule., begin cultivating as soon as the surface
soil is dry , enough to crumble, ouch cultivations need bo only deep
enough to stir the upper one or tvfo inches of the soil. Spring-tooth
cultiv8-tors are excellent for this purpose.

.7, In this connect ion, if. irrigation is done by means of
shallow furrov/s, it is imiportant that the ditches themselves '^'e

filled or cultivated following irrigation, even if the remainder of
the soil does not tend to crust.

8. Hand cultivation within or closely adjacent" to the rows
follows the same general principles as outlined above. Hoeing to
be effective should be done when weeds are in the seedling stage,
i.e., three inches or less in height. To delay such work beyond
this stage is costly and inefficient. Sharp hoes are an absolute
necessity, both for ease of operation and effectiveness. It should
be kept in mind that the hoe is primarily a cutting tool and is de-
signed to cut weeds by drav.dng it through the soil beneath the sur-
face rather than by chopping and digi_ing. Hoes should be sharpened
on the upper rather than the bottom, edge. Hoes with the blade cut
do"vm to a two-inch width "gooseneck" are helpful in close vrork. If
the seedling band is sharply defined, a v/heel hoe will greatly expedite
the hoeing, job and will also do good work.

9, Hand v/oeding likewise must be timely. However, in order
to be done effectively, it should be delayed until weeds are two or
three incliOs high in order that they can be readily grasped with the
fingers, V/eedin^ imjaediately after a rain or irrigation is not de-
sirable. The weeds are turgid and break readily. The weeders hands
soon become covered with slick mud, and it is difficult to get a good
grasp upon the plants to be pulled. Furthermore, the soil becomes
packed by the weeders v/orking down the rows when the ground is still
wet. Such soil will form clods ¥/hen turned vrith the cultivating
tools. A much better practice is to delay weeding until after the
surface of the soil and the plants themselves are relatively dry.
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A desirable and easily made tccl to facilitate hand weeding
and cultivation is illustrated in Fig. 2. This i s Known as the
"Parker Cooning Stick" since it was developed at the Parker Nursery,
Tecumseh, Oklahoma, If well made with heavy guage tin, this type
of hand weeder will give excellent service.
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Fig. 2 Parker Cooning Stick, A hand weeder cons"tructed
from 1 X 12 inch strap of 20 guage tin and^a 1-^x1^x12

inch wooden handle.
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TOP PRUNING

Tcp pruning sheiterbelt planting, stock is desirable to bring,

the tcp root ratio into a better balance. Althoug_h no exact data
are available, it is believed that this vdll insure a better survival
of the seedlings when planted out in the strips.

In general it is reccinrrLended that all cvergroim tree species
except i\merican elm be pruned back so that an apDroximat e ratio of

1 to 1^ exists betv/een length of root and length of top. For example,

if root lengths are 10 inches, toD length ivill be 15 inches. For
shrub species an apDroximate ratio of 1 to ,75 is recommended, i.e.,

if roots are 10 inches, the top will be cut back to a height; of

approximately S inches.

It is desirable to prune just before the seedlings are sent

to the strip for planting in order to avoid the drying back from
the cut ends v/hile in storage or in the heel-in beds, and to reduce
weight in shipment. It is, however, readily apparent that for some

species having excessive top gro"'^vth that an initial pruning to v/ithin

3 inches of the standard by some mechanical method before the seed-
lings are undercut and oulled v.dll be desirable for the follov/ing

reasons: (l) will reduce the bulk to be handled considerably; (2)

v/ill greatly facilitate grading the seedlings; and (3) having the
tops all the samo length will aid materially in securing even root
collars in the bundles when the seedlings are graded and tied. This
latter point is im^Dortant lA/hen the final ^runinj. is made, since it

will insure all seedlings being cut off at the proper length.

As yet no definite reccmm.or'dations can be made as to the
proper device for top pruning seedlings. It is believed that a

satisfactory mechanical clipper can be adapted to cutting the seed-
lings back vmile still in thv3 nursery rows. For tho final pruning
before sendin^. to the strips, the most frequently used method is

a sharp, broad ax and a solid block of weed, 7iliatGvcr system is

practiced, the objective should 'be to obtain a clean cut rather than
severance by bruisin(_, or crushing.

I •
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DIGGING

General

Every operation under the nurseryman's supervision is vital,

but the dii__^ing_ OTDeration if carelessly done may destroy all the
investment that has gone into the trees to this time. The nursery-
man is definitely/- responsible for seeing that the seedlings are not

unnecessarily injured during this process.

The digging operation comes at the time of the year that
vveather conditions are more or less treacherous, especially in the
northern States. There is a pressure of time on this operation,
but care should be exercised theit stock is not undercut very far in

advance of the pullers, as a severe freeze on stock cut and lifted
but not pulled might mean a complete loss. All pulled stock left

over night should be either in a building safe from freezing or

heeled in or buried in soil outside.

The press of the season should increase the precautions against
possible damage rather than increase the hazards in favor of gaining
time. In other words, the stock had better be frozen up in the ground
and left for spring digging than to be dam.aged by improper handling.

All care and precautionary measures exercised in digging,
seedlings in the nurseries apply in a general way to the, collection
of v^^ildings.

Spade Digging

As ,a rule spade digging will not be necessary or advisable
for deciduous seedlings, except in the case of wildings. Roots of
large trees alon[_ the edges of the field or abandoned hedges may
sometimes interfere with mechanical di[-i_ing in the nurseries and
necessitate a small amount of spade digging.

In spade digging in the nursery, parallel trenches about 6

inches or so from the seedling row should be dug to the required
depth, usually 10 to 12 inches. The rows should then be undercut
from each side with a sharp spade. The block of soil may then be
broken down, and the seedlings pulled in much the same manner as
mechanically dug seedlings.

Yfildings, such a.s cottonwood growing on river sandbars, may
ordinarily be palled without digging of any kind if the ground is
moist. In dry soil it may be necessary to insert a sharp spade along
side the wilding at an angle so as to cut the root 8 or 10 inches
below the surface. Prying upward on the spade will then loosen the
soil sufficiently to pull the v^ilding without danger of stripping
the lateral roots or breaking the stem.
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Mechanical Digging

Under no condition sh'ould the dij_^ing and pulling operation
be done while the ground is hard and dry. If -this condition exists,
irrigating 3 to "6 days prior to digging is advised to insure a^^ainst

dajnaged stock o
-

The most satisfactory type digger is a U-shaped "blade, either
on wheel chassis or strait^ht beam chassis « In all cases a digger
should be equipped "i'\dth a lifter attachjaent ..uiiles s. the ground is .

very loose. There are a nujnber of good coimPi-ercial diggers. In

mentioning these it should not be gathered that others are not equally
satisfactory, birt present experience in Shelterbelt nurseries have
proved the following to be satisfactory if properly handled and
adjusted: the Cole, the THiitney, the Onarga, and .the Bragg.

Adequate pov/er, either horsepower or tractor pov/er, is essential
to do a j^ood job of dig>,int^. Insufficient i^ower will result in the
digger running "f'rom side to side at uneven depths and doing a ragged
job of cutting the roots. If tractor power is used, sufficient clear-
ance or shields must be provided beneath the tractor to avoid injur-
ing the seedlings,

A properly adjusted digger vrll'' not require additional weight
to hold it into the ground ?t a constant depth under ordinary oper-
ating conditions. Adjustments m^ay be necessary and constant v/atching

is required to see th'jt it does not creen too near the trees on one

side or the other, thus short-cutting the lateral roots. The oper-
ator should see that the di^£-er is started far enough out in the turn
row to bo at the required depth before reaching the seedlings, and
that it remains at a nearly constant denth throughout the entire
rows. For most species 10 cr 11 inches is a sat isfactoi-y depth at

which to undercut the seedlings.

Keep the di^^ger sharp at all timtes. The bevel, of course,
must be on the top side of the blade, tha.t is, on the inside of
the U in order to get a smooth cut and to hold the blade in the
ground. Blacksmith sharpening usually softens the metal in the
blade so that it mil not hold an edge as well. A good file sharp-
ening at short intervals is better.

Before any digging is started the outfit should be v/orked

on idle ground until it functions properly. If this is done there
will be no dajnage to the stock by the digger not working at the
proper depth or by green teams traiTipling the seedlings v/hile they
are becoming accustomed to this type of vrork. Even if well-brrken
teams are used for pov/er, some trouble may be expected at the out-
set, since there are few loads that feel more solid and immovable
to a tea_m not fam.iliar with the work than a tree digger. A little
time and patience at the start on breaking them into the job will
be well rewarded.
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•Pulling Stock

In pulling, stock the puller should grasp as many seedlings

as he can conveniently pull without undue exertion. Pulling in

quantities lessens the amount of root stripiDing in addition to

speeding up the operation. The pull should be at an angle back
tov/ards the puller as he works up the row, since this will assist

in freeing the roots from the soil,

Care of Stock Immediately After Pulling

The pulling crew should be so organized that one man will
be engaged in temporary heeling in as soon as the pullers deposit
the seedlings. To play safe the seedlings should be exposed to air
the shortest practical length of time. There can be no excuse for

the exposure of the roots more than 5 to 8 minutes on a dry, clear,

windy dayo On humid, cloudy days longer exposure m.ay be permitted.

The nurseryman may find it convenient to cover the seedlings
temporarily v/ith tarpaulins or moist packing material instead of soil
while av\raiting transportation to the temporary heel-in beds or to the
grading shed.

Seedlings in temporary heel-in beds awaiting grading should
have the soil Y/ell firmed about the roots as discussed under perm-
anent heel-in, since in the event of a cold snap heavy losses may
occur from frosted roots if they are at all exposed to the air.

Freshly pulled stock, if stored in a grading shed awaiting
grading, should be closely watched since this stock is in a state of
handling where heating and m.clding may readily occur due to leaves
that may still be adhering to the stem.s.

The nurseryman should remember at all times that the accession
number is to follow the stock from the nursery, through the storage
operation, and out to the planted strips. It is his responsibility
to see that the number of the stock is not lost and that stock of the
same species but of different accession nurabers is not mixed.
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GRADING

As previously stated, the preferred size seedling for

shelterbelt planting will fcr most species range in caliper from
3/I6 to 5/I6 inch just above the root cellar svrell, Fcr all

s.pecies a well-branched, compact root system approximately 10 inches

in length is desirable. Grading mil th-erefore be primarily on the
basis of caliper and root system, and net height of the seedling,.

One grad e will suffice fcr the preferred size seedlings,
since nothinj_ will be gained by further separation within this
f-rade. In addition there v.dll be one grade of oversize seedlings
above 5/I6 inch, one grade below the preferred size ranging from
l/S to 3/I6 inch, and finally the rejects or culls. Instructions
for disposition of culls v.dll be issued at digging, time.

Local conditions by States .;vill govern the details of the
grading process. In the north the comparatively short fall season
vn.ll necessitate a different procedure the^n in the south. Also if
the seedlings are to be heeled in over v.dnter instead of being kept
in inside storage, grading will necessarilV je a fall and spring
operation rather than, an all v^dnter jcb..

It is highly desirable to select and train a small crew of
men rather than depend on the ordinary run of laborers for grading
seedlings, because this is an operation requiring ^ood judgment to
secure best results.

During grading, leaves still adhering-, to the trees should
be shaken or stripped off, since thev m.ay cause the bundles to heat
and mold while in storage.

All seedlings that show excessive injury from the digging
and pulling oneroticn such as split or skinned roots, severe
bruises, or showing appreciable amounts of grub or termdte injury,
should be disca.rded in grading. Levy survival .aay be expected from
such seedlings v/hen planted out in the strips.

Long, side laterals, especially if they occur on larger
stock, should be cut off just prior to tyin^ the bundles. Side
laterals should not be longer than 5 inches.

Seedlings should be counted and tied in bundles of 100.
Keep the root collars even. Ordinarily one double v;rap tie por
bundle will suffice. This should be just above the root collar.
Care should be taken to see that the lath yarn is not drav.m so
tight as to cut through or unnecessarily bruise the bark on the
outside seedlint^s.
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mNTER STORi'iGE

General

It is quite generally agreed that fall digging and winter
storage or heel-in of nursery stock is merely an administrative
necessity„ Technically the seedlings v/ould be in better condition
for field planting if they could be pulled in the spring at the
proper time and transferred with a minimum of handling to their
nev."" location in the strips. With a small program, i h'3 avaj.lable

time in the spring ivould probably permit tl-ie situatio/i to be so

handled o However, th,e size of the Shelterbelt program permits cnly

a small percentage of the seedlings to be left in the nurseries
for spring digging.

Winter storage or heel-in is, therefore, a necessary evil,

the purpose of which is to have the stock assemibled in proper grades
and numbers for prompt delivery to the planting crews during the
rush season in the spring. It exposes the seedl'n^s to numerous
hazards, all of v^hich must be overcome to maintain the seedling in

as near the natural dormant state as possible

»

In no other nursery operation vfill carelessness so completely
destroy the crop as it mil, during the storage season. There is also
no other operation over which there can be imposed such absolute
control. In other words, storage conditions are man-made, while
cultural conditions are only influenced by man. Therefore the re-
sponsibility for loss of stock in storage can in no way be attributed
to weather conditions, disease, insects, rodents, and the various
other hazards that beset the stock in the field. Instead the respons-
ibility rests squarely within the organization^

Inside Storage

For the present our available storage facilities are admittedly
inadequate. Therefore the stock so stored will need closer inspec-
tion and all operation will need closer supervision than would be
necessary if we possessed standard nursery v/arehouses.

Inside storage of nursery stock resolves itself into the con-
trol of (l) temperature, (2) humidity and moisture, and (3) aeration
or ventilation.

The temperature should be maintained as close to freezing as
is reasonably safe, considering means of control. A temperature of
34 to 38^ F. is very satisfactory and ivill hold the seedling dormant
indefinitely. Furthermore, fungi are comparatively inactive if the
temperature remains low.

Temperature control and ventilation will work hand in hand.
During the fall months the temperature within the storage house will
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be reduced, by operxing ventilators at 'nxglit and closing, them during"

the day. During the winter^ v/hen it may be necessary to raise the

storage temperature occasionally ^ the ventilators should be opened

during the- day when outside temperature is above freezing and closed

at night. Correct temperature during the spring may be approached

by the method used.._in. .the fall to reduce the temperature^ i.e., open

ventilators at night and keep closed durihg the day. --
.

— -

Humidity and m.cisture factors are of utmost importance iff

vfinter st orage . About 85% relative -humidity represents the optimuia

condition,, but no danger exists if the' Huinidity should vary between
80 and 90^. A -daily check Y.-ith a- vret and idfy bulb psychrometer at

opposite ends of the storage should be made to dctermdne the relative

hum.idity existing. Humidity can': be increased by sprinkling Trails

and floors of the storage room.
;

:
Figure 3 illustrates a desirable plan of an inside storage

room.. This plan oan.be varied to suit the dimensions of any storage

vtarehousoo -In general ^ 4 to 6-foct aisles, between every two tiors

of stock are necessary to pc nriit the workmen to m.ovu freely. Six-

foot aisles are preferred if possible. A six-foot space should be

allowed between the first tier of stock and outside storage walls.

This may vary according to the effectiveness of the insulation, but

in any event it is best to play safe and -Veep the stock well away
from the outside v;allE, O S C Ciallv in the ^ northern Stat es . An
18-inch froe space for ventilation ourpcses sho"uld bo allowed be-
tween the inside walls and the first tier of stock, also between
the two successive tiers. The individual sections she aid be 4 feet

long and separated by 2x4' s as illustrated.

Figure 4 illustrates a convenient system of setting up the
tiers for racking the seedlings. It is patterned .a.fter the system
in use at the Plumfield Hursery at Fremont, Nebraska. Mo nailing is

required, v/hich makes it a quick .and easy method to set up and take
down with no breakage of I'lr^ber. The shelving is easily and quickly
inserted by m.eans of the shelf hook. The shelves permit the racking
of seedlings from floor to ceiling vd.thout creating excessive pres-
sure in "che bottom of the pile, and is a very convenient method of
keeping the various species and grades separate.

Seedlings should be piled with roots- out and tops in. Tops
may be allovred to overlap. No danger exists from this overlapping
i.f the tops are clean of leaves, are not exposed to dripping moisture,
and aeration provided.

-itoots of the seedlings should be protected with a light cover-

ing ''of shin^.letow or sphagnum moss. All packing material should be
soaked in a tank and then allowed to drain before using. Handled in
this manner, it Timll absorb sufficient moisture to make unnecessary
frequent sprinkling, provided the humiidity in the storage is properly
maintained. The use of dry packing material should be avoided since
it is desiccating to the seedling roots.
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Heel-in Stcrag,e'

Outside "heel-in" conditions vary widely from north to south,

and therefore local conditions vdll dictate details of the heeling,-

in procedure. In general, heel-in sites should be located on sandy
soil, with adequate drainag^e, and on an all-weather road. Water
should be available and it is desirable also to provide for wind
protectioHo A warehouse or other suitable buildin;^ is necessary
adjacent to a heel-in site for assembling, orders and packing out

the stock to the strips.

The two southern States expect to proceed with more or less
continuous planting throughout the winter. Their problem, in such

heel-in beds will not be as definitely "winter storage" as in Kansas
and farther north.

The seedlj.ngs in the heel-in bed m.ust into the ivinter

reasonably moist in order to stand the storage, yet they should
not be water logged. The soil or sand should be firm around the
root So Sand, or sand^/- loam is preferred to heavier soils. It may
'be necessary to cut strings on large bundles of stock to allow the
•roots proper spread. If this should become necessary, twigs may
b.e',, set upright between the opened bundles to avoid the need of
recounting when retied in the spring. There is often a tendency
to neglect the back side of the bundle when heoling-in, 3g sure
sand or soil is vrorked in around the bundles.

Drainage should be provided for in the heel-in site to insure
against the heel-in beds becoming water logged. Alternate freezing
and thawi.ng under such conditions may cause serious damage. Soil
that can drain ay\ray to such an extent that it v/ill not adhere to
the roots when bundles are removed from, the beds vd.ll expedite oper-
ations in the spring.

Bundles of seedlings with irregular root collar line should
be covered deep enough to be sure all roots are covered, A little
stem in the soil will do no damage, but a little root in the air
will result in a dead seedling. Covering the tops with soil at leas-

one-half of their length is generally regarded as a safe practice.

It seems worth while on m.ost heel-in sites for winter storage
after the ground has frozen several inches, to entirely cover the
seedlings Y^rith straw, dry shingletov^r, or similar material, that will
permit some aeration and yet prevent a y\rarm spell in the middle of
the mnter from thav^ring the ground and even starting the sap to mov-
ing. This condition followed by a severe freeze is very damaging to
the seedlings. It is usually necessary' to put a little dirt on top
of the straw to keep it from blowing.
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Plan cf the Central Heel-in bed

A description and figures illustrating the method and proced-
ure f ollcY/ed by Febraska in laying cut their central heel-in beds
follows. This system lends itself res.dily to adoption by other
States using the heel-in system of vn.nter storage.

A. The indix^idual bed,

1. Figure b, entitled "A Plan for a Central Keel-in Bed",
illustrates a practical method. A bed 5 feet v.dde v/ill

usually accommodate from. 10 to 20 bundles of seedlings in

a Tov: across the bed (100 seedlings to a bundler) , depend-
ing upon size. The length of the beds and the number cf
beds are limited only by the space available. For the
prem.ium gra;de seedling, an average of approximiately 750
square feet of bed space, exclusive of roads, etc., is

necessary to heel in 100 M seedlings under the system
outlined herein. "

2. Each individual hecl-in bed is given a nujiiber vrhich should
be posted in a conspicuous place. This is necessary in
order th-iit the bed may be readily identified.

3. In order that various species of trees, sizes, etc., may
be easil;/ located in any given bed, it is necessary that
a record be kept of their location. In the suggested plan
(Fig, 5) all measurements are taken from the 0-fOO Station
xvhich is located at the east end cf each bed.

For exaiTiplo; 17,900 caragana P-31-1, 12/l8", are
heeled-in in Bed 2 'starting at the east end or Station
O'fOO. These trees are tied in bundles. They are found
to occupy 21 lineal feet of bed when "heeled-in". There-
fore these caragana are listed on the heel-in bed records
as being located in Bed 2 - Station OrOO to Stc'tion 0•^21.

If 27,500 caragana P-51-1, 8/l2", are next "heeled-
in" in Bod 2, a 3 foot space (header) is loft between this
group and the previously "hcolcd-in" trees. This makes it

possible to rem.ove one group without disturbing the other.
These last trees would then be recorded as being located
in Bed 2, Station Ct24 to Station 0-^49, assuming they
occupied 25 feet of bed.

In order to avoid the necessity of measuring, from
the O'fOO Station each time additional trees are heeled-in,
it is suggested tha.t reference stakes be established at

the v/est end of each nev/ lot of trees heeled-in. (See
Fig. 13)
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The series of beds.

1. It is important that ample room be left for roads betv^reen

every two beds and at the end of the beds. The dimensions
shown have proved adequate but if plenty of space is avail-
able, 18-foot roads between the beds might prove more
satisfactory.

2. An 8-foot space should be left between the beds (Fig, 5),

This can be reduced to 5 feet if the amount of ground avail-
able is limited,

Heeling-in the Seedlings. (Steps in the procedure)

1. Dig open 10 cr 12 feet of bed (or less if the amount is

not needed) of sufficient depth to acconmiodate the roots
of the seedlings. The root collars should rest from one
to two inches belovi the original ground level.

2. The starting end of the bed should be sloped' to give the
bundles the proper position. (Fig. 6)

3. Distribute the bundles in a row across the bed spacing
them far enough apart to allow plenty of soil to come
in contact with the roots on all sides, (Fig, 7)

4o Shovel dirt against trees as showi (Fig, 8). (The men
should use their feet to pack the soil around the roots.)

5, A pole 7 feet long and 2 inches square or 2 inches in
diameter is next placed across the bed. (Fig, 0)

6, The second row of bundles is then distributed (Fig, 9)

and dirt shoveled in (Fig. lO)

„

7, The pole is now behind the second row of bundles and the
roots are covered with soil. Then two men, one on each
end of the pole grasp it and pull it forward until the
bundles attain the desired angle (between 4-5 and 60*^ with
the horizontal). The opening that IS c r cated in the soil
directly behind the bundles by this forward m.ovement of the
pole is filled in with dirt and firLied, After a number of
rovv's have been "heeled-in", one or two men are detailed to
start at the beginning and cover the tops of the seedlings
with soil to a depth of one-half to two-thirds of their
height, raising the top of the bed above the ground level.
The top of the bed should be crovmed as illustrated (Fig,

12), making sure that the shoulders of the crown extend
out far enough to thoroughly cover the roots of the out-
side bundles of seedlings. This crovra effect provides
drainage to take care of excessive moisture.
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D, Record keeping

1, It is expected that each State will want to devise their
own forms for keeping the necessary records of stock in

the heel-in beds and in the storage warehouses. For
administrative purposes, a record is necessary of the
amount of stock by species, grades, and accession number,
transferred from each nursery to the central point, a daily
heel-in or storage record, and an inventory by beds and by
species o

In addition to the above record?, it is good
practice to set a stake, mentioned previously, in the
heel-in bed after a shipment of seedlings is heeled-in.
Suggestions for marking the stake are shown in Figure 13,

and it is set just beyond the last row of seedlings to
which it refers. This stake serves as a double check
'iiid 13 a ready reference in the field. •»
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METHOD OF PLACING SEEDLINGS IN TliE HEEL- IN BED
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METHOD OF PLACING SEEDLINGS IN THE HEEL- IN BED
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DAMilGED STOCK

Between the time the seedlings 'are dug in the fall and planted
out in the strips,, they may be subjected to injury from freezing,,

drying, and heating. Also under certain conditions rots and molds
may infect the seedlings and cause losses. Ordinarily all of these
factors are subject to the control of the nurseryman if suitable
facilities are available and proper care is exercised.

Frozen Stock

Freezing of the roots while exposed to air is one of the miost

common causes of stock damage. Above all else if stock becomes frozen
do not handle ivhile in that condition. Allow it to thaw out slowly
in the dark with plenty of moisture. If additional moist packing can
be added without disturbing the stock it may be beneficial. If stock,

as it begins to thaw, can be sprinkled viith cold water it draws frost
out with less damage, -

•

There are degrees of freezing dam.age that may be represented
by seedlings that mold and decay completely to those which show no
injury. All seedlinj-S that show any considerable amount of shriveled
bark or roots in the spring and a brc)wn or tough clinging cambium,

layer are probably killed. A very good check is to take seedlings
v/hich are on the questionable line and bury them completely for a

week under moist dirt. If a healthy appearance cannot be restored
in that manner, they are definitely a poor risk to plant in the strip.

Damage from Drying

A shriveled appearance is the first visible evidence that the
seedling is suffering from drying. The camibium layer may have a

green appearance, but if upon cutting it you find it dry or clinging
instead of moist, it is in a weakened condition. Usually if it is

difficult to cut through the bark to the cambiumi layer with your
thumb nail on a one-year seedling, it has dried too much for best
planting results and the seedling is weakened. Stock in this condition
should be tested as described mider the paragraph on freezing.

Restoring Damaged Stock

The cause of this shriveling; is due to only partially filled
cells which results in the collapse of the cell walls. If they are
completely buried in moist soil, the transpiration drain on the stem
is not only cut off, but an actual absorption of ivater takes place
in the stem as well as roots. This will again fill the collapsed
cells and restore vigor to the seedlings unless, of course, they have
actually been bursted by freezing or become inactive from too long
drying.
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Wien the cells are filled to turbidity, the seedling^.s have
a much better chance of survival when "planted out. Too long a

time buried from the air v/ill result in decay, A week's time is

usually adequate. However this v-dll vary vrith temperature, requir-
ing a longer time at lower temperatures and shorter at higher.
The same results may be accomplished by completely submerging the
stock in a tank or creek, but one-half as long a period v/ill be

required for this method as ivith burying. The burying plan is

preferred.

The above procedure applies only to deciduous stock and is

not workable for conifers. Any actual drying in the latter is

permanent injury, as the sap in conifers is resinous and once dried
is impervious to water.

Stock which has heated in storage to such an extent as to
show injury should be discarded as worthless.

So much stress has been placed on damage from drying that
there may be a tendency to keep stock too wet, particularly the
tops in indoor storage, '::olded or decayed tops whenever found
should be thoroughly aired in order to stop this condition, but
roots must remain carefully protected during this process.

Regardless of what has hapr^encd to the seedling in the way
of freezing, drying, heating, or other injury, the nurserj^nnan will
be responsible for seeing that questionable stock is not sent to
the strips for planting. The loss from planting a seedling already
dead or dying is several times the actual loss of the seedling.
It vrauld be throwing good mioney after bad to plant them.
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ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERII^NTS

Each nurserymaii should conduct some experimental work, either
planned by supervisory officials or instigated by the nurseryman
himself

.

Many of our present nursery practices are based on commercial
nursery practices v/ithin the Plains Region^ The commercial nursery-
man's problem.s are in many respects the sarae as our own. It is

necessary, however, that v^e should plan to improve upon the present
nursery practices in order to insure the production of the optimum
size and quality seedlings at the lovrest possible cost.

There has been definitely set up by the Regional Office and
State offices a set of administrative experiments to be carried out

in conjunction with the nursery operations in each State. There
vd.ll be other experimental requirements put unon the nurseryman
from time to time from other divisions, departments, or bureaus.
It is desirable that the nurser;^rman coor)erate mth our experimental
agencies. The nurseryman not only can aid very materially in secur-
ing experimental data, but can profit very substantially himself by
becoming familiar with the details of the experiment.

There are many minor details that confront the nurseryman
daily on v^hich he m.ay secure data of value to the remainder of the
nursery organization. These may or may not necessitate setting
aside comparative units to verify the conclusions o The man who is
constantly alert for new definite facts is producing data that may
be of considerable value to the entire nursery organization.

Some of the more common factors for constant observation
and recording are rrov.rth rates of the various species throughout
the season as influenced by stand density, excess moisture, wind
protection, row spacing, v^ddth of band, and cultivation practices.

One of the most im/;ortant things in conducting experimental
work or observations is to do so without any previous opinions,
3e just as willin;^ to accept a conclusion one way as the other. If
definite opinions are held before results are reached, they will
consciously or unconsciously influence results. This mental atti-
tude of the investigator is just as vital as any other condition
for unbiased conclusions.

Detailed discussion of present experimionts or future would only
be a repetition of instructions from other sources, but the nursery-
man should realize that experimental vv'ork at riis nursery, v/hich may
disrupt his production program to some extent, may result in infor-
mation of considerably more value than the few seedlings involved.
It adds to the sum total of nursery knowledge for his and others
advantage, and also gives the experiment or training that has a vast
value

.
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I'JETEOROLOG-ICAL

¥/hile the seedlings are in the nursery, heat, cold, rain,
hail, and wind are forces of nature over which the nurseryman has
no control. He can to a certain degree ameliorate the effects of all
of these forces except hail, the most destructive and most deva.stating.

Heat

Ordinarily extreme heat will not have any effect on Y/ell-

established seedlings unless it is associated v/ith drought. Hovrever,

extremely hi^-h temperature will destroy young tender seedlings, even
though plenty of moisture is available, by heating the soil surface
to a degree that v/ill burn the seedlint^s at the ground line^ or by
causing the seedlings to transpire at a rate faster than they can
replenish their moisture su^pl^/ from the soil. Shading and irrigating
by means of overhead sprirxklers are the only proved effective control
measures p.t such times. Tn the Shelterbelt nurseries only seedlings
gro^ra in beds can be protected b'/ shading. Only a small percentage
of the nursery areas will be equipped with overhead sprind-clers

,

Stard density is regarded by many nurserymen as an i :iportant

factor in reducing heat losses. The mutual protection from, heat
afforded the seedl'in^s grov^rin^, in close association v^i-th each other
must be recognized, since such seedlings by shading the soil in the
band reduce the surface soil temperatures and thereby reduce the
losses from burning at the ground line. i/lutual shading of the seed-
lings also results from such close association which undoubtedly reduces
the amount of sun scald injury.

The nurser^mian must recognize, however, thai: unfavorable con-
ditions may also result from too dense stands, sucli as rapid deple-
tion of soil moisture, resulting in drought losses, increased damp-
ing off, and loss of groY,i:h or production of spindly seedlings.
These factors must also be given consideration in deciding on stand
derxsity. In other v^ords, the point of diiiiinishing returns is reached
when too much emphasis is placed on one consideration alone, thereby
creating conditions that result in losses from ether causes. The
ideal stand density is attained wdien all associated factors are in
proper balance, i.e., when each is given its due weight. Protecting
the seedlin^^ from heat injury by increasing stand density may result
in a "boomerang" if carried too far.

Different species of seedlings during the early stages appar-
ently show different degrees of sensitivity to heat, 7(/hile no
definite rule is established, there seems to be a parallel between
the size of the seed and the susceptibility of the seedlin^;. to heat
injury, Lar^e seeded species such as oah, honey locust, plum, choke-
cherry, etc., appear to ^^e less susceptible to heat injury than small
seeded species such as elm, mulberrry, and others.
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Frost s

Unseasonably late or early killing frosts are occasionally
encountered. Injury from this cause will ordinarily be limited to

the three northern States. Effective protective measures against
late frosts such as covering seedlings with stra7\r, etc., are not

readily adaptable to large scale nursery operations, and when spring
losses occur under ordinary conditions they are largely unavoidable,
Hcvrever, it is a well knowi fact that local terrain has a marked effect
on frost severity, and therefore the most effective method of protect-
ing against spring as well as fall frost dam.a^.e is to avoid locating
nursery sites in so-called frost pockets or frost areas.

If the nurseryman succeeds in obtaining proper size seedlings
by mid August or thereabouts, and bends every effort thereafter
towards ripening or hardening off his seedlings, he mil ordinarily
be prepared for even the early killing frosts. In the north it is

inviting disaster to ha^e succulent seedlings later than September
10. All irrigating and cultivating, therefore, should cease in the
three northern States by August 15 in North Dakota, ranging to .

September 1 in Nebraska.

Som^e species such as Chinese elm and Russian mulberry are
persistent late grov/ers. Chinese elm is less susceptible to frost
injury, howex^er, and shows little effect from early frosts unless they
are exceptionally severe. Mulberry on the other hand may suffer kill-
ing back to the ground from the first frost in the fall. Some com-
mercial nurseries in the Plains Region have a practice of defoliating
mulberry mth a spray made by dissolving one pound of ccpper sulphate
in 50 gallons of water. Although little is known concerning the merits
of this practice, it is perhaps advisable to consider it at least on
a small scale where the seedlings remain succulent and growing abnorm-
ally late. A two-weeks' period after the spray is applied is necessary
to result in complete hardening off.

Tops of seedlings may suffer severe killing back by frosts,
but unless the root crovm is injured such seedlings will ordinarily
sprout from the root collar and establish a nev/ stem. Thus it can
be said that the root crown or collar is the "heart" of the seedling,
because when it is dead the seedling is dead regardless of the con-
dition of the other parts. For species which are tardy in ripening
or if an unusually early killing frost is forecast, the nurserym.an
can protect the seedlings from being killed outright by hilling, up
his seedling row much as one v/ould hill up a row of potatoes. The
soil cover on the root crown v/ill in most cases protect it from injury.
Hilling up the rows can be quickly and easily accomplished with a
cultivator equipped with disc shovels.
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Rain

Normal rainfall holds no fear for the nurseryman. Hcv\rever,

the nursery survey should provide data for determining logical drain-

ag^e methods in case of rainfall above vj-hat the soil v/ill absorb vdthout
run off. One of the nurseryman's first thoughts should be to provide
draina^^e for all low areas to insure ag,ainst water standing in his
fields after each heavy rain if his sol], type is such as to prevent
rapid percolation.

Wind

Location of Shelterbelt nurseries in natural
"

protected sites

if possible is the log,ical approach to the problem of mnd protection.

There is som.e evidence that remarkable results can be obtained
by protecting seedlin^^s from mnd. Seme species, notably AiP.erican

elm and hackberry, apparently respond readily to wind protection by
greatly increased grovrth over comparable seedlings not so protected.

The m.ost critical period in the life of a seedling is during
establishment, and this is the time that wind protection should be
provided if poosible. Durin^ the 1935 season m a number of nurseries
e""forts were made to provide wind prc^tection through the use of vege-
tative windbreaks. '-^/hile some nurserymen are in favor of continuing
this practice, it is definitely agreed that vegetative vdndbreaks
are of small aid to young seedlings during the period they need pro-
tection the nost, because windbreaks of this type are net effective
until later in the season. Another v/eakness of vegetative mndbreaks
is that they sap the soil of moisture which if not replenished by
rainfall or periodic irrigation, results in stunting the seedlings
in the immediately adjacent rov/s.

Therefore, vegetative mndbreaks are not to be recommended
except along irrigation ditches or along fence rovv^s or edj e of the
field. Sorghum, cane, sweet maize, and sunflov/ers, or a m.ixture of
all, are perhaps the most desirable for this purpose.

Snow fences whenever obtainable are reccm:riended for use in
tlie nursery blocks, particularly durin^ the ^^eriTiinat in^^ period.
All nurserymen are encouraged to determine, by using snow fences,
the effect of intensive v/ind protection on the various species of
seedling- 3 as against un.orotected seedlings.

Yfherever the- lay of the land permits or vriiere there is any
choice in the matter, the nursery rows should run at right an^^les
to tho prevailing sum/mer vdnd. The destructive hot winds usually
coFiC from a southerly direction, and the successive rows of seed-
lings running east and west mil serve to break up the sweep of tho
wind near the ground.
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FATHOLOGI CAL*

Introduction

On the basis of field observations made during the past season,

it soon became evident that considerable losses from damping.-off and

root rot were occurring among several species of deciduous seedlings.
American and Chinese elms were the most universally infected. During
the pres '-nt Y>rinter, tests for control of these losses are being m.ade

under greenhouse conditions » Althouj^h we cannot recommend definite
control measures at this time, we have during the course of the study,

secured some pertinent information v;hich should be of considerable
value in reducing., future losses.

Description of Losses

In general there have been three types of losses: those due
to pre-em.ergence and post-em.ergence damping-off, and losses caused by
top vfi It s

,

Pre-em.ergence losses take place before the seedlings appear
above the soil. These may be a result of direct infection of the seed
or infection of the radicles soon after germination. Incidentally,
these losses explain to a considerable extent the presence of failed
spots in seed rows. Failed spots are, therefore, not only due to
poor quality of seed.

Post-emerj^ence losses occur soon after the seedlings appear.
Infections usually take place at or just below the soil level.
Typically the seedling: s fall ever in true damping-off fashion.
Aft er the seedlinju.s have developed the first leaves, losses from
t-'.ds source are generally light. Losses are frequently heavy during
the cotyledon stage.

Top-wilts may" cause losses still later in the season, but
can come most any time, depending upon leather conditions. They
have been much less severe than either of the other two.

Methods of Study

In order to determine the causal organisms it was first necessary
to secure isolations from diseased American and Chinese elm seedlings
growing in the different nursery soils. Samples of most of the shelter-
belt nurs'cry soils vvere, therefore, secured, placed under ^. reenhouse
conditions, and sowed v/ith seed of these tvro elms. 3y keeping sam.plcs
of all the soils under the same conditions' for uniform damping-off,
we were not only able to isolate the fungi responsible but wore able
to also determine the approximate severity of infection of the soils.

*Fathological Frotoction as applied to Sheltcrbolt Deciduous Nurseries
by Ernest 'wright, Associate Pathologist, Division Forest Pathology,
U.S.D.A.
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Results of the Study

None of the soils tested were found to be entirely free from
losses due to fun^^-ous infeotion. The information secured is tabulated
below by states, for Chinese elm. American elm seed was too low in
viability for reliable tests, buT. it is believed that these ratings
v.dll hold for both species. The results are basr-;d on combined pro-
emergence and pcst-omerg.ence losses.

Species: Ulm.us pumila

(Many of last year's nursery soils are included so that each state
crganizaticn may check up to their ovm satisfaction the reliability
of the classification on the basis of last year's results.)

State Soils

exas Rayland and Chilli cothe - both Drobablv will
have moderr^.te losses Vv'ithout troatments.
land probably slightly m^ore severe than
Chilli cothe

•

Hay-

Oklahoma Enid and Lleble - losses will probably be lig.ht,

Oklahoma City - mod. rately heav}^ losses should
be expected unless treatments are made.
Te cams eh - heav\r losses can be expected. Chi-
nese and American elm should not be concen-
trated here. Noble appears the most favorable
cf this' year's nurseries under natural conditions,
that is, Yifithout treatment.

Kansas A.bilene and 7/infield - losses m-oderate vrLthout

treatments, •A'infield heavier than A.bilene.

Salina - no tests run.

Manhattan - m.odere-tely hea\'y losses occur.
McPherson - very heavy losses may be expected
on this soil

.

Of "chis year's sf^ils tested for Kansas, YiTinfield

appears the m.ost promising for the elms.

Nebraska Fremont - losses Fioderate without treatment.
A.rling^ton - losses somewhat heavier than on
Fremont soil, York and North .Platte soils not
:est ed

,

South Dai<:cta

N-^rth Dakota

Brookings soil, last year's sits - losses very
heavy, should not be used if can be avoided.
Baltic soils - losses moderately hecxvy without
treatment

.

Pierre and Rapid City soils not yet tested.

Valley City - moderately heavy losses v.dthout

treatment. Enderlin - probably heavier losses
than valley City. Bismarck and Kandan soils
not vet tested.
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Losses on the different soils varxeci ' considerably , 'The heaviest

losses occurred on the soils from Brookings, Oklahcraa City, and Mcpher-
son. McPherscn soil was the v/orst of all givin§^ only 3 per cent

emergence and 100 per cent damping-off , The pereentage lost under the

conditions of our tests are greater than will ever be experienced in

the field, yet all soils were treated in the same m.anner so that re-

sults should be comparable. The ratings are based ^n several repeti-
tions. If practical, it appears advisable to avoid those soils giving
heaviest losses in each state if in accordance with field evidence.

None of the soils so far tested should be sowed vd.th Americaii

or Chinese elm. seed without attempting som.e control measures as a

matter of precaution, at least on a part of the areas. It is our

plan to make recomiTiendations before sovidng time for the elm seed and
in representative cases we plan to supervise the treatments and study
the results in the field, '-7e hope to have this information in the
hands of the Directors of the southern states by not later than April
10, and to assist in the installation of som.e tests at that tim.e,

working north as scwin^^ operations progress.

As soon as the other soils not tested are received we will con-
duct similar studies to determine relative losses, and will then issue
short reports to the respective states concerned.

Factors Contributing to Damping-off Losses

1. The depth of sowing elm seed is very important, Pre-emerg-
ence losses increase vfith depth of sowing. American and Chinese elm
seed should not be buried more than l/4 of an inch at the .most.

2, It is like'wdse important to very carefully level off the
areas to be seeded so that water vn.ll not stand in puddles in the seed
rows. Such accumulations of Y\rater along v/ith other weather factors
may result in heavy darnping-off losses even though spotty. Drainage
should be satisfactory at all times. This applies to seed beds in
general,

3, Avoid sowing the seed of the saine species in the same soil
area as occupied the year before. Alternation of species is desirable.

3y successive soY/ings in the samto soil contained in pots increasingly
greater losses was induced.

4. 3y testing out a numLber of agricultural crops wo secured
the follov/ing indications: Areas occupied by potatoes, sweet clover,
alfalfa and corn are potentially dangerous crops to follow with sow-
ings of American or 'Chinese elms. These crops are readily infected
with the same damping-off fungi affecting elm seedlings, hence, they
ma.y tend to build up infection. On the other hand, from the tests so

far attempted, wheat appears to be the most favorable rotation crop
preceding elm seedlings, since it does not become infected readily by
the elmi fungi. The susceptibility of these crops are merely indicated
at this time, as a-, matter of interest, since field evidence is neces-
sary before coming to definite conclusions. No doubtv. further modifi-
cations will be needed in the future. Additional crops are now being
tested and will be reported upon at a later date.
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5. Density of sowing, of any seed is of vital importance. There
is a tendency to believe that the heavier the sowings the larger will
be the number of seedlings which survive. Actually damping-off once

started v/ill generally progress faster through a dense stand of seed-

lings than through a less dense one. Just how dense the stand should

be can only be determined by actual field tests 3 since correlation with
the local climate and soil conditions are necessary. Another factor
is the effect of mass emergence. I'Vlien many seedlings push through the
soil they generally remove the soil in clods and frequently expose the

still un^.erminated or the recently germinated seedlings to desiccation,
which of course is detrimental. The density factor must be determined
more or less for each nursery site and can best be decided by the
nurseryman. Too sparse sowing on the other hand may make it very
difficult for the seedlings to get through the surface crust in which
case pre-emergence damping-off may overtake them.

Effect of Injury to Cotyledons

In our greenhouse teste we have noticed that in compact soils,

where the elm seedlings come up with great effort, they may tear off
their cotyledons or at least injure them badly. Further tests indi-
cate that the seedlings are readily stunted and many times killed by
removin^^ or injuring, the cotyledon. Hence, it appears important to
avoid any injury to the cotyledon. This would be especially true v/hen

breaking the soil crust mechanically just prior to em.ergence of the
seedlings

,

Russian Mulberry

Losses in Russian mulberry seedlin(_s have been rathr-i" high,
particularly in the south. The losses a^ain are most ccrruiion in the
early sta^-os and resemble damping-off, although it is the resi:'lt of
bacterial infection in this case. Preliminary tests at '.'Toodward

,

Oklahom.a, by Lamb have indicated that effective control can be secured
by treating the soil with a formaldehyde s'^luti'^n. He obtained best
results by treating the soil vdth a 1 - 100 commercial formaldehyde
solution aoplied 48 - 72 hours before sowing. Further tests v/ill be
made again this year, but it is suggested that some of the states might
try this treatment on a part of the area intend :;d for mulberi'-y so that
a "wide range of conditions may be obtained.

Top Wilts and Leaf Blight

We have not found top mlts a general menace so far, and it

will be unnecessary to follow a regular spraying schedule until more
is knoYm ab out t he s e wi It s

.

Leaf spots of chokecherry and green ash occurring late in the
season were quite common last year. In nurseries adjoining, v/codland
or brush areas, especially along streams, it Yj"ould be well to locate
the chokecherry and green ash areas as far as possible from the wild
species in order to possibly reduce the intensity of the in-ections.
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These leaf blights rearely kill the seedlings, but they do

cause premature leaf fall and hence may result in reduced growth.

This would be especially true if infection should take place early in

the fall or in late summer, lie hope to try some spray tests on these
species this year, but until the actual tests are made, it would be

hazardous to make any su^j_est ions , since they may prove ineffective
and not warrant the cost in time or money.

Storage Problems

Control of Chinese elm root rot.-- Tests carried on last year
by Lamb have been continued by us this winter. We have at last secured
what looks to be several promising, means of control, due largely to
the efforts of Baker and Livingston. "^^hile we could report the results
at this time, it appears advisable to follow the treated plants after
they are planted in order to obtain evidence on survival. We do not,

however, expect the treatments to be detrimental in any way. At a

later date, considerably in advance of dig^.ing this fall, we v^ill issue
a special memorandum setting, up our recommendations in detail.

Seed treatments to prevent molds,-- This is considerable of a

problem in itself and so far no satisfactory results have been obtained.

General Suggestions

In the handling of many seedlings this winter, we have noticed
quite a number of especially tight bundles with the binding cords
cinched very securely about the plants. In some cases the rope has
actually become imbedded in the stems of the outside seedlings, thus
causing vrounds or partial girdles and at the same time weakening the
seedlings mechanically. In addition to this, very compact bundles are
undesirable since they will heat internally because of poor aeration.

Another important factor appears to be the size of the wound
caused by root pruning in the fall. Tap roots of Chinese elm in
particular are commonly severly wounded during pruning because they
are very thick and succulent. The Y/ounds moreover do not callus over
readily under storage conditions, and these wounds easily become in-
fected with the root rot organism. It is suggested, therefore, that
an early spring pruning could be tried in an experimental ivay this year
to study the effect on the root system. Such prunings could be made
after the seedlings are about six weeks old, running a sharp knife about
six inches below the soil surface, leaving the plants in place. If this
practice is successful, it will modify the root system by encouraging
laterals, Follov/ing this pruning the plants may be m.oro drought
resistant and certainly the size of the tap root to be pruned in the
fall v/ill be sm.aller, so that the vrounding and lifting oDorations should
be less severe. This ap-oears desirable from the pathological viewpoint.
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It is alsc sUji,t:.ested that each nu r s e ryinan could aid us very
materially by keeping, an accurate date record of losses in his nursery
which he believes to be due to dampinj^-oi f or other parasitic fungi,

so that we rnay la.ter correlate these losses more accurately with
v:eather conditions.

These g_;eneral suggestions may be out of order here and m.ay

also be impractical, but they appear someivhat desirable since our main
object is to sim^plify pathological difficulties as much as possible.
They are intended m.erely as suggestions and not as criticisma.

BIOLOGICAL*

The problems involved in protection of nursery stock, from
the time of seed planting to the time of removal of stock from the
heel-in beds to the field for final transplants, can be rouj^hly

divided into two parts.

They are: Protection of seeds; protection of seedlings in
heel-in beds; and protection of stock held over on the ground.

I Seeds:

Ao Protection of seeds, in beds, against:

1. Mice
2, G-round squirrels
3 0 Uo 1 e s

II Young stock:

A. Protection before removal from the ground

1. Rabbits
2 , Mi c e

•3. Pocket gophers
4. Moles

B. Protection in heel-in beds

1, Rabbits
2. Mice

Field Mice

Protection of seeds against mice is, often times, a matter of
utmost necessity. Yflien mice start takin^^ seeds their depredations
occur nitht after night. Various species of v/hit e-foot ed field mice
(Peromyscus) , at times various species of meadow mice (Microtus),

*3iological Protection as applied to Shelterbelt Nurseries by Harold

Haecker, District Agent, Bureau of Biological Survey.
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and the pretty, little, brc-wni, pocket Trace (Pero^-nathus) are the
usual banditti. All are endowed mth rapacious, little appetites sc

keenly whetted that they will often eat nearly their own v/eight cf

foods in a day's ti.ne. Venturing forth nocturnally, they, by scjne

marvelous preceptivity , locate the seed bedsj which they naively
consider a festive board set Y.dth delectable morsels in manifest
preparation for their rivalry. Dov/n the rows they go dig.^ing out

the seeds where they are planted and wasting 'no time where seeds
are not planted.

We bear with these dainty little brigands when their feasts
are confined to the sunflower, and like seeds, vhich they enjoy so

m.uch^ but must change our attitudes when a valuable seed bed is en-
dan£_ered. Thus, at times, a necessity for protection arises.

Two protect I'vje me asures can be employed. ^eeds can be coated
with materials which render them distasteful to m.ice; or the mice can
be rem.oved from, the area. The former measure will not be discussed
here as considerable equipment is required, at present, for coating
the seeds. i%;::.t few mice are found in nurseries can easily be removed
by the use of poisoned grain. The grain used should be 0.+'' the steamed
and crushed w-hole-oats variety. Its use is extremely advisable as

there is no dan^^er of birds picking it up when it is properly used in
conjunction with bait boxes.

Bait boxes can be made by the use of yeast boxes, prune boxes
or similar containers. These are provided with tight lids, sc

fastened that they can be opened and yet fastened shut. Four open-
in,^ s are constructed, one on each side of the box. Openings can be

made an inch and a quarter in height and from two to three inches in
length. The lower sid?^, of the openin>_ should be at a height of an
inch and a half from the floor of the box. Poisoned grain placed in
such boxes is protected from, moisture, is not scattered, and is not
exposed to birds. Bait boxes should be placed every few rods over
the seed beds. Thoy can be lightly covered with straw a.nd yet prove
effective » If the necessity for immediate and quick control arises,
poisoned grain can be sprinlcled lightly throughout the rows', A hand-
ful is sufficient for about ten rods.

Mice require consid rable cover. I'Veeds alon^ fence rows make
ideal cover, as does tall, or matted grass, A weedy condition also
provides a ^ood source of food for mice and is thus always attractive
to them. Where there are vreeds mice are present. Often it is nec-
essary to use straw mulches in seed beds. This of course attracts
m.ice,

A clean seed :)ed cr nursery is far less aDt to be bot]iered than
is one which is unkept

.

Ground Squirrels

Any broad statement concerning control V'/ork in the squirrel group
is justly open to some question. The Family Sciuridae, which includes
all squirrels, comprises at least 240 species in North -America. Many of
these should not be controlled. The rule for control vrork in this
group can best be determined by the damage being done.
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Contrcl cf ^round squirrels in the Plains Region seemSj for

the most part, to be comparatively simple o teaspoonful of strych-
nine poisoned oats scattered around the ra.outh of the burrow v/ill

generally do the Vv'-ork. This grain should be placed to the side of

r-he runway leading from the burrovv-. It is advisable to always make
a survey of area surrounding the plantings. This reveals the loca-

tion of t;-,e burrows and ^ives a clue as to the am.ount of area that must
be protected. Usually, a strip 15 or 20 rods in width surrounding the
planted areas is sufficient to keep ground squirrels from doin^, damage
xvithin the seed beds, -Aost species of ground squirrels differ con-

sid'';rably from mice in their choice of habitat. The Richardson ground
squirrel, in particular, is extremely fond of bare-picked pasture
lands. This propensity leads him to clip the grass, or vegetation
surrounding his burrow, until it is possible for him to see some dis-
tance. The thirteen-lined Spermophile, on the other hand, seems to
enjoy a certain amount of grassy cover.

Moles

Moles have been included in the list of these animals that
at times require control. This is not because they t,enerally feed
upon seeds but because they frequently' root up the planted rows.
This roctin^ tares the seed to the sun, or £^ets them, out cf the line

of the roYf making cultivation im.p0 5sible.

Often the runway will proceed down, and under, a row of seeds.
The first rain after the runv/ay has been made washes it full of dirt.
An irro(_ular rov/ is fornied, and instead of 2 ^r 3 inches deep, seeds
are under 6 or 8 inchesof soil.

After the seeds sprout, and have becom.e small shoots, moles
push up their runways again directly under the rov.'". ""^he tiny, nev;

root system, serves to hold the ground above the runway together m.ore

securely. Air pockets formed under the rows dry up the tiny sheets,
0.ften if the roots form an obstacle in the runv>;ay they are cut '^ff,

much after the fashion of pocket ^opher.

Garlou^h, in his "Research Studies on the Shelterbelt" July 1

to Sentember oO, 1935, describes a poisoning method worked out by
Ncble f;, Buell v/hich seems fairly successful i.n the Plains District.
Outside of this area wc cannot vouch for the m.ethod. The bait
material, m.ost roadily accepted seem.s to be raisins or oatmeal
treated Y^^ith formula R.F,A.-76, which is a strychnine formula pre-
pared at t}\e Control Methods Research Laboratory, Denver, Colorado,
The bait material should be used in the proportion of 16 pounds of
material to 1 ounce of poison. "The runway bein^ 1 inch to 3 inches
below the surface, the entrance into the runV'/ay should be made as
small as possible. In most cases due to the dry sandy texture of the
soil the aperture m.ade caves in a.nd so has to be enla.rged in order
to have a reasonably clean bait placement. The ODen^ng is then
covered v.dth heavy paper vmich in turn is covered v,H..th soil to ex-
clude all light a.nd to minimize the tendency of the mole to m.ake

repairs Vvhiich generally ruined the bait."
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Various types of mole traps probably will be as econoinical . for

small scale v:crk, as the pcisonirit; method. The out-of-si^ht mole
trap and the g^illotine type have been used mth success.

It mil be found that moles will have to be taken out of the
seed beds themselves as well as a small surrounding^ area.

After the seeds have sprouted and have become sm.all shoots the

problem changes slig,htly. It mil be found that in addition to con-

trolling the Fat'p.ilies mentioned above, rabbits and pocket- g^cphers will
have to be controlled. In the early summer and summer season it vrlll

be found that many rabbits will accept salt. Salt can be mixed in

the proportion of 4 pounds to the one ounce of strychnine alkaloid.
This is placed in a 4-inch length of pine 2x4 which has a hole 1^
inches in dia:Tieter drilled in the broad surface to a depth of 3/4 inch.

The salt is placed in this depression and allowed to harden. It should
be replaced as is needed. Accumulations of dirt should be removed
frequently. If a mound of dirt is th.rown up about the surrounding
surface to a height of approximiately 1 foot and a breadth of 4 feet,

it v/ill be found that the rabbits will visit the bait spot more fre-
quently. The ,salt block is placed on the top of this mound and staked
dowci with a short length of 7'-9 telephone wire which is inserted through
a small hole m the block. The salt method works best when there is

ample moisture on the surrounding vegetation, '^lien the season, becomes
drier poison oats can be scattered throuLhout the seed bed and will
account for m.any rabbits. If trees are left in the ground through
the mnter, heads of poison maize, Kaffir corn, or ear corn wired to
a lathe at a height of about 10 inches above the surrounding soil or

snow seem.s to be an effective rabbit poisoning method. The lathe,

should be firmly placed in the ground.

Trapping rabbits is seldom an effective control measure.

Pocket Gophers

Pocket gophers are easily controlled by the use of poisoned
grain. The procedure is sim^'le. iill species of pocket gophers live
in runways excavated below the ground surface at a depth varying from
4 inches to a foot or more. The dirt fromi these runways is thrown
uDon the surface in a fan-shaped mound Virhich may be seen at intervals
varyini_. from a few yards to several rods.

To poison pocket ^ophers it is necessary that the bait be
placed in t^.e runway or tunnel made by the animal. It is then neces-
sary to completely close th. openin^^ throuj_.b v/hich the bait has been
inserted. A problem at once arises as to how these runways are to
be found. The m^ost successful m.ethod is to take a sm.all, blunt probe
and poke into the soil in the vicinity of the mound until a hollow is
found. If the mou-'id is carefully examined it mil be noted that on
one side, a depression indicates where the last dirt ivas throvvn out.
The runway is found on the side of the mound where the depression is
located. Generally, a lateral varyin^;;, in length from, a feiv inches to
2 or 3 feet connects the runway and the mound, ''(hen the tunnel has
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been found Tiake a small openint. into it by digt^inj. av/8.y the dirt Vvdth

a trcvv-el or small spade. Clean the dirt out of the mouth of the

tunnel until its surfaces are left smooth. i«'ith a lon^-handled
tablespoon carefully insert a. spoonful of bait, •'-he opening is then

cloGed by incertin^ a vrad of J_rass, or a small piece of sod, as a

plug, and pilin^ loose dirt^ over the opening. After tv;o nights an open-

int: can be made in the runway at the bait spot and left. If this

cpenin-. is plu^^ed a j^opher remains in the rummy, and it Vvlll in all

probability be necessary no attempt to remoA>re it by the use of a trap
such as the Ilacabee or the Victor,

It vdll be found necessary to rem^ove pocket ^ophers from the

area of a planting for a distance back of nearly a quarter of a mile.
If they are allovred to remiain in the nursery or vicinity, they ".vill

surely eventually clip the roots of a great many trees.

Trees heeled in for the donriant period will require protection
from various species of rabbits and mice. -"-he control of mice needs
no further discussion as they can be controlled by the m.ethods g^iven

above. Should they develop runways under strav/, or mulch , poisoned
grain vrill remove them, mth no dan^^er to other species. The only
caution is: lYatch for their sij-ns and remiove them before trouble
starts.

Rabbits, hov';ever, are a different problemi. '^^he beautiful, pure
white winter raiment of the varying hare and v.hiite -tailed jack rabbit
gives them, a virtuous aspect tha.t entirely belies the full measure of
perversity contained in this small coat. At tim.es the snowshoe rabbit
or varying hare v/ill come to heel-in beds and dig throug.h the snov/ to
get at tho tender young stock. Jack rabbits seem to delight in travel-
ing^ through an area of plentiful feed in order to bite off yo^on^ shoots,
v/hich they oft;en leave lay without eating. Though the cottontail is

the pee-wee of the family, he is usually a jump or tvv^o ahead of the
other members in thinkin^ up ways to destroy trees, i^ll considered,
it is necessary to remove rabbits from the vicinity of heel-in beds or
stock left over j.n the ;_round. -'-his can be done generally by the use
of ear corn, or heads of male m.aize or Kaffir corn. These are treated
with strychnine coatings which do not seem, to interfere with their
acceptabilit 7, The greatest problem in winter rabbit control work is

to keep the bait in ivcrkin^ order. It has been found that a lathe
stuck in the ground has scm.e attraction for rabbits, 3y wiring the
ears of corn or mile maize heads to the lathe at a height of IC inches
above the surrounding surface of the ground or snow, the bait is kept
in good iTOrkin^ order in spite of blov.'-ing sncws. Poison stations of
t^is kind should be placed every fev7 rods. It is often advisable to
prebait with untreated ^rain before the actual r^oiscninj^ operation.

The use of the dirt m.ound described above is also very valuable
in winter rabbit poisoning, making the rounds of the bait stations
every few days, and brushin^ the snow back from, the mound, rabbits can
be contacted ivith the bait very successfully.
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It has not been possible in f'is paper to discuss control
work in ^reat detail. -'-he fciegoin^ outlines are ^iven n-terely to
serve as an indication of Yioyt v/ork should bo done. No mention has >

been made of the use of repellents, "e feel th&.t in time a g,ood rab
bit repellent will be devised that can be used on nursery stock with
efficiency and safety. There is not one at present. The above work
outlines 3 it must be remembered^ apply only to the Great Plains
Dist ri ct

,
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ENTOMCLOGI 3AL*

m

) %

INSECT CONTROL IN NURSERIES ON TEE GREAT PL.iINS

The lar[,e-soale production of hardwood seedlings in the Great

Plains States is so recent a project that very little is known about

the insect problems that may develop in the nurseries. In the newly
established shelterbelt nurseries a number of insect pests have already
been encountered. Some of these are very difficult to control, and the

i_eneral recomm.endat ions in the follov>ring pages will, in many instances,
have to be supplemented after further experimental work has been carried
out. In the shipment of nursery stock to the field there is danger of
transporting pests on the seedlings, and every effort should be made to
prevent such a distribution. Although this danger cannot be eliminated
entirely, it can be reduced b}^ close inspection of the stock. Unusual
insect infestations or problems in the nurseries should be brought to
the attention of the ^'ureau cf -^-ntc'mology and Plant Quarantine, U, S.

Department of Agriculture, so that necessar^,^ investigations can be made.

For convenience of discussion, the insects most likely to cause
damage to nursery stock are grouped according to their feeding habits
under the followinj_ headings; Insects feeding on the roots, insects
girdling the stems, leaf-feeding insects, sap-sucking insects, insects
feeding in the shoots or buds, and insects affecting seed.

Insects Feeding on the Roots

Some of the most serious nursery pests, and the m.ost difficult
to control, are insects that feed on the roots. White grubs and termites
have been the worst offenders, with minor damage by mreworms and a root
borer. Soil poisons or fumigants offer the best possibilities for con-
trol, but there is alvv^ays danger of injuring the seedlings. Recent exper-
iments have indicated that it is dangerous to use crude white arsenic
and lead arsenate in seedlin^^, nurseries and that the aresenic v/ill remaio.

in the soil and continue to cause injury for a number of years.

I'/hite Grubs ; 7'/hite grubs are the larvae of the large, well knovm
May beetles or '*June bugs". These larvae are white, fleshy £,rubs with a

brown head and three nairs of prominent legs. The body is held in a

curved position. i'hey are general feeders on the roots of plants and,
although more common in grass land, at times are serious nursery pests.
Soon after the roots of forest-tree seedlings are eaten off, the foliage
vd.Tts, and the seedlings can be pulled with ease, vihen only part cf the
roots are destroyed the trees may be dwarfed.

Contributed by J. A. Seal, entomologist. Forest Insect Laboratory, U. S.

Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Fort Collins, Colorado.
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In South Takota, Nebraska, and pc^siblv in Kansas, the riore

injurious species require 3 years to complete their lifo cycle. The

small first-year ^rubs, from e^^s deposited in the soil late in the

sDririj. of the current year,
g
enerally cause little da^.a^ e unless they-

are very nujnerous. >'ost of the darrLa£.e occurs durin^ t'le second year
of devclojarient when tlic ^rubs are feedin^- heavily throur--; t]":,G entire
season. Feeding the third year continues only until m.i d s um.m.e r , when
the g.rubs transform to pupae and adults in the soil, ^ n .";r(^in^. the
followint; spring. Adults are emer^in;;. each year, and consucuontly

i^rubs in all str.-^. es can be found at any time. In North Dakota it is

likely thsit 4 y-^ars are rociuirod for some siDocios to develop, while

in the toath the life cycle may be completed in 2 years.

Fumnv^ation by flooding the inf-jstod soil with carbon disulphide
emulsion has ^ivon some success in control, but th.c results vary in

differe nt soi.ls and und^ r different tem.eeraturc and moisture condi-

tions. Since the ^_rubs go deep for t'lo winter, this riothod can be

used only during., warm weather vd-ien thoy are feeding within a few inches

of the surface. As the surf; .ce. drie s th ^rubn do?ni| consequently,
fuinigation v^hil.. th.. upper soil is moist, or a. day or t/;o after irriga-
tion, would ->rohably be -ao st effective,

A 50-per-cent ..mulsion, consistin; of cqr.al parts of carbon disul-
phide and a special scan solution, is used for this purnoso. Treatment
consists of diluting this 50-per-C(:;nt stock emulsion in the proportion
of 1 quart to 50 ^aliens of Y/ater and applyi-nj_ it o.t the rate of 3 pints
per square foot of soil surface, i^at^^ in the afternoon v/hlle the ground
is still w.'.rm. in th... best time for ae-oli cation. Thb vaakinf^ of 6 or 8

holus per square y^ird will also aid in the nonetration of the gas. These
can be made with a broom, handle or sim.ilar stick arid should be about 5

inches deep. Puddling should be avoided, and the solution should not
come in contact witb the foliage since t'--cr o is danger o:' burnin^. In
the handling of carbon disulphide there iiiust be no Emokint_. or fir^.s since
the strong vapor in confincm'.nt is explosive. Coni-ain.'. rs sbcild bu
kept ti^^htly closed to prevent rapid evanoration a:-^d loss of the ^,as

in storage.

Young seedlings Ctre moru su;:ce-)tibl;. to injury by the emulsion
than the older stock with v\rell-develo ped root Gystem.s. Tests with the
above dosage on hardwood seedlings • t 3o.ltic, South, r!a>:ota, in July,
and on the conifers at Ealsey, Nh.braska, in September shewed no daTiaj__e

from the chemical. It is nossible that a weaker mixture, v/ith more
water for better soil penetration (for exr^nple, 1 pint to 50 .^aliens

of water and applied at the rate of 2 quarts per square foot) might bo
effective. However, as tlies... e].aulsions hav.: net ;'et be.jn tried on
3''eun§^er stock in shelt^.rbclt nurseries, no recommiondati on as to the
use of carbon disulphide emulsion on a large scale will be m.ade until
the- results of further tests are kno^yra.



Termites: Termtes, or white ants, resemble somewhat the true

ants except that they are cream colored and the body is not constrictei

betv^reen the thorax and abdomen. Tennites live in colonics in the soil

or in wood and never work exposed on the surface. They feed on wood
or other organic matter, VJhile principally destructive to wooden
structures, one species has caused considerable damag,e in the southern
nurseries by foedin^i on the roots of seedlings. It is not likely that

they will become important in the .norG northern nurseries.

In regions where termites are common, nursery soil should be
kept free of all decaying wood and of as much other organic matter
as possible, since such material harbors termite coloni.:So Somo pre-
liminary tests with several chemicals against termites i.n t'^e shelter-
belt nursery at Oklahoma City gave promising results in control.
Although the chem.icals v\rhon applied late in Se.-tembor had no a'lnaront

harmful effect on the seedlings, they should be tested on younger
stock and in several nurseries with different soil tyoos before being
recommended for general use on a large scale.

The most promising chemicals and their methods of application
are as follows:

(1) Paradichlorbenzenc : 'ti'ork paradichlorbcnzene crystals into
the soil to a de^t>' of 3 or 4 inches with a hoe or othur impls^ment,

at the rate ef 3g- pounds per 100 square feet, taking cur^ to keep the
crystals at l...ast 2 inches from *'.hc seedlings.

(2) Carbon disulphidc: Dilute a 50-per-cent carbon disulphido
emulsion in the proportion of 3 pints to 50 gallons of water and apply
this mixtui u at the rate of 2 quarts per square foot of soil surface,
taking care to prevent puddlin[_ and contact with the foliage. Appli-
cation is similar to that suggested for white grubs, but the dosage is

stronger and it is possible, that thvjre would be danger of injuring
the younger seedlings early in the sumuiier.

(3) Orthodichlorbcnzcne : Prepare a 50-per-cent stock emulsion
by thoroughly mixing 1 gallon of soft water, 1 nound of soap, and 1

gallon of orthodichlorbcnzene, or in these proportions, ^^dd 3 pints
of this stock emulsion to 50 gallons of water and apply this mixture
at the rate of 2 quarts per square foot of soil surfact.^, being careful
not to wet the foliage. This emulsion is very unstable and the liquid
should always be kept well stirred both during orcpar.it ion and appli-
cation, to prevent the chemical from separating out. Thin mixture
cause no evident injur^^ to well-developed seedlings in ooptejiiber

.

Wiroworms ; 1/Yircworms are slender larvae of uniform width, with
a hard, tou^^h, broi/mish or yellov\rish skin. They arc the larvae of
click beetles and feed on t he roots of a largo viriety of plants,
V'.'ircworms are likely to be numerous in soil that has b'.,'en in sod for
several years, and occasionally may cause some damage in nurseries
that have been under cultivp^tion. Control is very difficult in soil
whore nursery stock is boin^^ grovra because treatmente severe enough to
affect the insects would probably also destroy the seedlings.
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Root Borers: The larvae of a species of lon^-horned beetle of

the ^enus Prionus were found feeding on the roots and killing seedlings

in the nursery on Farm Island near Pierre, South Dakota. These larvae

were thick, whitish grubs 1 to 2 inches long. They differ from v/hite

grubs or May beetle larvae in that the legs are inconspicuous and the
body is not held in a curved position. These borers normally work in

the roots of larger plants or trees, and the larvae were left in the
soil when t?ie site was cleared for th3 nursery in the spring. After
cultivation for another season or two there will probably be no further
trouble from this insect, and it is not anticipated that it will bo a

pest in nurseries established in cultivated land.

Insects Girdling the Stems

The cutworms and grasshoppers have been placed in this group
although they are not always true stem girdlers but may feed also on
the buds and foliage.

Cutworms: Cutworms are the larvae of the ni^ht-flying noctuid
moths or "millers". Many species work on the seedlings at or just below
the ground line, but a few species of climbing cutworms and the army
cutworms feed on the upper stems, buds, and foliage, Feeding in most
cases takes place at night, and during the day the larvae may be found
hiding in the soil near the injured secdlingSo Although some species
overwinter as pupae or adult moths, most of the cutworms pass the v^rinter

as partially grown larvae and start work during the first warm days of

spring. The vrorst damage is likely to occur when the seedlings are
coming up, and durin(_ a single warm ni(_ht a great many seedlings may
be cut off.

Cutworms can be centre] led by scattering poisoned bran mash over
the nursery in the evening, and their early discovery will prevent much
dainage. The bait should be made up as follows:

Large Small
Quantities Quantities

5 pounds (l peck)
4 ounces
1 pint
2 to 3 quarts

The poison, molasses, and most of the water should be combined
and then evenly mixed with the bran. The solution should be stirred
constantly while applying it to the bran to prevent the arsenic from
settling out, Enough water should then be added to make a crumbly
mixture that will juht stick together when tightly squeezed in the hand.

The bait should be thinly scattered over the nursery at the rate
of 10 to 20 pounds (dry vroight) per acre. Since the cutworms feed at

night, and the bait is not attract ice after it has dried out, it is

necessary to spead it durin^ a warm evening or late in th.. afternoon.

Coarse wheat bran , , „ o 100 pounds
Crude arsenic or Paris green ... 5 pounds
Molasses or syrup . 2 g- gallons
Water , 10-12 gallons
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Ylhere dana^^e v;as serious the previous spring, and cut^'orr-S have aa,ain

been found in the soil, it is advisfiblo to F.ake a scatterin^ of the
bait some vrann evening ju.st before the seedlings ccme up, to prevent
heavy damage later. Frequently serious losses occur before the injury
is noticed and before treatment can be applied.

Severa.1 sisecies of ar'.iy cutv/orms occur in the Plains States.

VvTien abundant, large numbers of the larvae vd.ll travel to£.ethor over
the ground, destroying vegetation as they advance. Different species
occur at different times during the season. Poisoned baits, sprays,
or dusts can be \ised to stop their progress c Also, to protect the
nursery, a deor. furro^7 wdth vertical sides can be plc^Yed at a. ri^ht

angle to the line of march. The larvae falling into this furrow can-

be killed by dra£;^ging a log throu^_h it, or shalloxv holes can be dug

at intervals in the furrows and the worms that collect in them crushed
or destroyed "dth kerosene.

G^ras shopDors : Gra5shor)pors will feed on nearly all cultivated
plants and ma./ c ccasicnally become nursery pests. The infestation
usually comes from, areas adjacent t - the nurseries, since thv. grass-
hoppers seldom ori^-inate in cultivated land,

iggs enclosed in sacs or "pods" are laid in the soil late in the
summer or in the fall, usually in grain stubble, m.eadows, and sod along
ditch banks, fences, and roadsides. In the southern States the egg-S

may hs.tch as early as x"^ebruary, but in th north hatching usually does
not occur until Llay or Jun.. . Thj young grasshopper nj^phs resemble
the matiu-e insects, except that the mn^s are not fully developed and
not functional until the final or adult stage. Although maturity is
rv.ached in 40 to 70 days, the hoppers may continue to feed until cold
weather. There is usually only one ^en'^ration a year.

During the early nyr.phal stages the youn^ hopp rs feed near the
place where they hatch, and can readily be poisoned at this time. In
the later stages they move about in search of food and if numerous may
infest the nurseries. Considerable migration may occur following the
cutting of adjacent hay and small grain fields. The nurseries can be
protected from such migrations by spreading poisoned bran mash in a
barrier strip, from several rods to a hundred feet or more VvT.de, around
the nurs^vry. Several applications at intervals of 4 or 5 days will
usually be necessary, A couple of deep furrows with vertical sides can
also be used around the edge of the nursery to trap young grasshoppers.
As they collect in these furrov.'S they ca.n be killed by daily applications
of poisoned bait. After the insects have developed to the flying sta^e,
these barriers v.dll bo of no value.

The poisoned bait is prepared as follov.'s:

Coarse v/hcat bran (free from, shorts or flour) , , « , 100 pounds
Crude arsenic . . . . , , 5 pounds
Cane molasses (lev: grade such as blackstrap) 1^ gallons
Water c , 10 to 12 gallons
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Spread the bran out on a ti^ht floor or similar surface, to a

depth of 8 to 10 inches. '-i-'horoUj. hly mix the required quantitiec of

water, arsenic, and molasses in a container. Gradually splash the
solution, which should be continually stirred to prevent settling,
over the bran and work it into a mash v/ith a shovel or rake until it

contains no lujnps and is moist throughout.

This bait should be spread thinly and evenly at the rate of

10 pounds (dry weif^ht) per acre, or miore heavily if the insocts are

verv numerous. ]t should fall into flakes when scattered mrith the
hand and in this form will be safe for use. If left on the ground in

lumps t'lere is danger that livestock will pick up the noison. As the
mash dries it becomes less attractive, and it is necessary to apply
it when the grasshop')ers are starting their first feeding, of the day,

usually early in the morning. In the case of migrations the hoppers
ma;;y' feed at almost any time where food is found. Spread the bait on
a clear day, preferabl^r when the t ejiiperature is between 70 and 85'^ F.

A mixture of half bran and half sawdust or, ^^ettor, 60 per cent

bran and 40 per cent sawdust can oe substituted in the above fomula,
but this m.ixture is not always as satisfactory as bran alone, jiost

sawdusts if fairly j^ine and a year or more old are suitable. Although
fresher sawdust from, cottonwood can be used, fresh pine sawdust is not
suitable. Two quarts of liquid sodium arscnite (4 pounds per gallon,,

material) or 2.y pounds of dr/ sodiumi arsenite can be substituted for
the 5 pounds of crude arsenic. Five pounds of paris green can also
be substituted, bu.t this is much more expensive. Calcium arsenate,
sodiujri arsenate, or lead arsenate should not be used.

Leaf -Feeding Insects

A groat many species of insects feed on foliage but these can
be discussed in a few groups since the control measures for the sDocies
within a given grouo are very similar. The common method of control is
to spray a poison such as lead arsenate on th-': infested foliage so that
the poison will bc^ taken into tho digestive tract with the food of the
insect.

Caterpillar s : Cat erioillar s are the larvae of butterflies and
moths. They arc wormlike, cither smooth, spiny, or hairy, vrith three
pairs of true legs and usually five pairs of false or prologs, includ-
ing the anal pair.

Insects of this group can be readily controlled by ap-olying a
spray of lead arsenate mixed in the proportion of li- to 2 pounds
(powdered form) to 50 gallons of water. Other arsenicals such as
calcium arsenate or paris green may be used, but with them there is
greater danger of burnin^ the foliaj^e. A sticker such as fish oil or
linseed oil, at 1 pint per 50 gallongs of spray solution, will make
the poison adhere to the foliage ojid give protection for a longer
period.
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Blister Beetles: The blister beetles are of medium to Is.r^e

size, slender, with the portion between the head and win;^ covers (the

prothorax) narrovresto The body and viin^ covers are comparatively soft.

The color may be black, grayish, tan, or some other shade, either
plain, spotted, or striped. Only the adults feed on the foliage, in-

festing a v^.riety of plants. In the nurseries cert8.in species prefer

Carat;.ana and locust foliage, although other seedlings may also be

attacked. Those beetles are distributed over the entire Plains region
but in 1935 darr^a^e v/as most prevalent in some of the northern nurseries,
t^-'C ac.ilts occurring- from the m.iddlc of June into August, The larvae of

som.o species food on grasshopper eg^s and therefore are beneficial . in

this stage.

Spraying the foliage v/ith 1-|-' pounds of lead arsenate to 50 f,allons

of 7j"ater will protect the seedlings, largely by repelling the beetles,
although some vrill bo poisoned. As the now grovrth comes out beetles will
return to feed on this portion, and it will be necessary to spray several
times to give good protection. The use of a sticker in the spray is

not advisable v/here these repeated applications are made. Sodium fluo-
silicate applied as a dust has givo?i ^^ood control of certain species,
but there is some dan^^er of burning the foliage.

Flea Beetles: The flea beetles are a ^.roup of ven/ small leaf
beetles, usually of metallic color. Tliey are very active, have the
hind legs fitted for leaping, and jum.T) vii.crousl; when disturbed. They
eat very sipiall hol^s throu; h the leaves. The adults of some species
arc rather general feeders en foliage while others attack only one
species or related species of host plants. The larvae of most species
live on roots in the soil but are generally not serious in this sta^e.

Flea beetl^:.s arc difficult to control because the arsenicals are
apparently distasteful and repel themo Hev/evcr, fairly heavy doses of
lead arsenate, 2 to 3 oounds to 50 gallons of v/ater, will give consider-
able "protection if thoroughl/ applied to all the foliage. Several
applications at about 10 day intervals may be required.

Sap-Sucking Insects

Sap-feedini_ insects cannot be controlled by stOiiiach poisons,
such as the arsenicals, because the plant '-.arts that would carry the
poison arc not eaten. -hoy feed by inserting their beaklike mouth parts
into the plant tissues and drawing out th.. juices. Contact insecti-
cides, that kill by ccmin^ in contact with the body, must be used.
There are a great many insects with sucking mouth r^arts, but the m.ost

common ones encountered in nurseries are t h.. aphids and scale insects.

Aphid

s

; Aphids, or plant lice, are small, soft-bodied insects
averagin;^ about the size, of a large pinhead. Many are green but some
are yellovrlsh, hrovm, or black. The sucking out of the sap from the
stems or leaves seldom kills t^;-e host, but heavy feedin;;. :rLay cai^se

wiltin^^, discoloration, or even dwarf in^. of the seedlings. During the
summer of 1935 in a nuinber of nurseries, the new shoots of Cara^ana
seedlings v/ere heavily infested \'n.th a black aphid common ly~"found on
legumes

.
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A num.ber of [_enerations are produced durinr a single season,

and the aphid population builds up rapidly under favorable conditions,
infestations should, therefore, be treated early. The usual recomraen-

dation for control is a sr^ray ro.ade up of 1 pint of a 40-per-cent nicotine
sulphate solution in 100 gallons of water, and the addition of 3 to 4

pounds of common laundry soap or fish-oil soap as a spreader. In smaller
quantities, 1 teaspoon to 1 f__allon of water plus a tablsspoonful of soap

makes a convpa-rable spray. V*ihere directions for aphid control arc g^iven

on the container of the nicotine solution purchased, these should be
followed, ?ryrothrum and derris compounds have also been used success-
fully against aphids.

Scale Insects: Scale insects usually resemble tiny scales of

wa.x or very small £_alls attached to the bark or leaves, Tliey can be

divided into three ^ eneral g,roups, thu following, representatives of

which are moot likely to be encountered; (l) The annorcd scales,

whic^" are flL-ttcned and oithf^.r oyster-s-ioll shaped, pear shancd, or
rounded in outline, a-id covered with a vm:-y excretion. Included in
this group are tlv ovstor-shell scale, San Jose scale, ""utnam's scale,
scurfy scale, elm sc^irfy scale, and nine needle scale. (2) The tortoise
scales, which are tortoise shaded or globular, and either naked or v/ith

a portion covered with a cottony substance. In this group arc the pine
tortoise scale and tb^.. cottony maple scale, (3) The mealybugs, which
arc oval in fonn and soft bodied, and usually appear as if they had been
dusted vrlth flour. The European elm scale belongs to this group, but
during its third sta^c it lacko the dusty coveri.n^^ and ''as a v/i^ite v/axy

fringe around the ouber edge of t e body,

'^hile scale insects are not likely to cause serious damage to
seedlings, b'-causo of the short time they stay in th. nursery, the stock
should b:. kept free fro'.ri scales since there is danger of transporting
the pests to the field. The most common control measure is to spray
with a dorm;'.nt strength miscible oil, oil emulsion, or lime sulphur
during dormuncy, pr^wforably in the spring just before th:. buds open.
Such sprays are on th.' market under different proprietary nomos and
should be used accoiding to the directions of the manufacturers. lYith

the dormant strengths of th;.. heavy oils there is a possibility of injury
to some of the thin-barked seedlings » During the growing season a

surmner wi;itc-oil emulsion or a summer strength of lime sulphur may be
used, but those are not usually so effective as the dormant sprays.
Usually none of thtise treatments will give complete control in one
season and consequently if only a smci-ll portion of th.. nurscrj^ stock
is infested it should be dc stroyed o,nd not sent to the field. Under
more serious conditions it is possible that furnigation might be used
for some of these sc.ile insects at the time of shipment. Any evidence
of scale insect in?e stations should be brought to the attention of the
Bureau of :5ntomolo^,y and Plant Quarantine,
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Insects Feeding in the Shoots and Buds

Several species of pine tip moths attack the two and three needle
pines. The larvae feed in the buds and shoots and repeated injury de-

forms the trees and retards height (^rowth. These insects are frequently
introduced into isolated pine plantations on nursery stock. Once estab-
lished they are very difficult to control and every effort should be
made to prevent their introduction.

Two species occur: in^tho '''-idwcst wj-titer as pupao in. the soil,- . .

the moths emerging early in the spring to deposit their e^^s on the
needles and shoots. Consequently these moths m.ay be readily distributed
in the e^^^- sta^-e on sprinL-du^ stock. The eg»_s can be destroyed by dip-
ping the seedlinj-s in a 2-per-cent white-oil emulsion. All hard pine
stock in nurseries infested with tip moths or adjacent to native timber
where the insects are present should ':e thus t reated before spring ship-
ment. Assistance v/ill be given by the Bureau of intomology and Plant
Quarantine in the procedure of treating in cases where this is necessary.

Another species of pino tip moth occurring oast of the Mississippi,
in the Central and Southern states, and into eastern Texas, vdnters
as a pupa in the shoots. With nursery stock from those regions it is

necessary to remove all infested tips as well as dip the stock for the
early spring eggs, to prevent tb) introduction of this species.

Insects Affecting Seed

Practically all seeds are subject to infestation with some species
of insect, and at times the p^-rconta^e of viable seed is seriously re-
duced. Very little is Iznown regarding the habits and control of these
posts.

Insects tha.t continue to work in the seed after collection can
usually be destroyed by fumigation with carbon disulphide. However, the
dosages required for different insects and seeds, and in containers of
different tightness, still remain to be worked out, Anyrvhoro from 1 to
40 pounds per 1,000 cubic feet of space has been suggested under various
conditions. The quantity varies with the resistance of the insect and
the seed, the size of the seed, and the djpth to which t'-^o insect is
embedded in the seed.

The seed is usually placed in a watertight container such as a

can or barrel, then the chemical is poured into a shallow dish or on
a cloth at the top of the seed, since the i_as is heavier than air, and
the container closed v.dth a tight cover or several layers of heavy
wrapping paper. Exposure is frequentl/ for 24 hours, but a much" lighter
dosage is usually effective if an exposure of 48 hours is given. If
the container is not tight a larger qua.ntity of the chemical is required.
The temperature should be 70° F. or above for best results. The seed
should be dry at the time of fumigation, and should be removed and
aired after the treatment. Carbon disulphide is inflammable and should
be hetndled with great care.
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Acer ginnala Maxim. - Ginnala ina.ple, Amur maple

Acer tataricimi L. - Tatarian. maple

Type of fruit: Consists of winged, compressed saiiiaras in pairs
borne in clusters. '

Season to collect: Late August arid" September.

Y^/here to locate: Exoti.c higK shrub plant ed' at exp-eriment

stations, nurseries, park cemeteries, and private grounds.
Often planted as. hedge.

Collecting method: Hand pick into picking bag.

Immediate care needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning miethod: Rub and fa

Extraction factor: 75/c,

Seed per pound: 15,000

Type seed dormancy: Probably em.bryo dormancy.

Seed storage and pret reatm.ent : This species should be sown

immediately or stratified over vdnter at a low temperature

»

Stratify immediately after collection.

Notes on nursery propagation: Soiv 20 viable seeds per linear
foot. No difficulty should be experienced ' in growing these
species under our standard nursery practices once a stand
is established.

Ailanthus altissima Svd.ngle - Tree of Heaven, Ailanthus

Type of fruit: Consists of oblong sam.aras v.dth the compact
seed in the middle hanging in large clusters.

Season to collect: September and October.

YJhere to locate : This species is a' medium tall tree native of

China, being introduced into this country in 1751. It has
been widely planted' from' Nebraska south to Texas. In some
cases it is regarded as a weed tree.

Collecting method : Flail clusters from trees on to tarpaulin^
or hand ga.ther into picking bags.

Immediate care needed: None, if seed is thoroughly ripe when
collected

.

C 1 e aning m.et hod: Separate seed from cluster.
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Extraction factor ; 85 to 90^.

Seed per pound: 17,000

Type seed dormancy: No dormancy.

Storage and pretreatment : Dry storage. Seed is sowed without

pretreatment of any kind.

Notes on nursery propag,at ion

;

Sow 30 viable seeds per linear

foot . This species ^rows readily from seed and is apt to

grow too large, since it is extremely vigorous

o

A-melanchier alnifolia Nutt . - Alder-leaf service berry, Juneberry

Amelanchier humi lis Wied, - Service berry, Juneberry

Type of fruit; A s^nall berry-like pome enclosing 4 or more
seeds. Blue-black or dark purple when ripe.

Season to collect; July.

'/^Jliere to locates: Shrub found in wooded draws and hillsides
adjoining river bottoms in North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Nebraska.

Collecting miethod; Hand gather into picking bag.

Immediate care ner3ded; Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Spread out and moisten until soft, then
macerate and separate pulp and seed by flotation method.
Avoid excessive drying.

Extraction factor: 2%

Seed per pound: 63,000

Type seed dormancy; Probably embryo dormancy.

Seed storage and pretreatment; Fall sow in beds and mulch if
at all possible « If spring soim, stratify 120 days at 41°
F. prior to sowing.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 25 seeds per linear foot of
row in beds. This species will probably have to be grown
in beds and mil no doubt require shading until other methods
have been found to be practical. It will probably require 2

years to produce a usable seedling.
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Bumelia lanug.inosa (Michaux) Pers. - Gum elastic, Chittimwood, Buckthorn,

Woolly buckthorn

Type of fruit: A one-seeded, berry-like drupe. Black when ripe.

Season to collect: October.

'/Vhere to locate: Hig,h shrub native throu^^hout Oklahoma in sandy

woods and thickets ranging into Texas.

Collecting method: Hand gather into picking bag.

Iniiaediate care needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Soak the seed in water until ferraentation

starts. Then the pulp can be easily removed by washing.

Extraction factor: Z0%

Seed per pound: Extremes reported from. 3,656 to 6,781.

Type seed dcrmar cy: No dormancy.

Storage and pretreatment : Dry storage until ready to sow, then
soak in concentrated sulphuric acid 20. minutes. The Lake

States Forest Experiment Station reports that this method
gave the best results of any method tried.

Notes on nursery propa^. ation : Sov/ 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. Our results durin(_, the 1935 season in Oklahoma indi-
cate that this species will need tivo years in nursery rov: to

develop into seedlings of optimum size for field planting.

Caragana arborescens Lam. - Caragana, Siberian pea tree.

Type of fruit: Small dehiscent pod.

i/fhere to locate: High sjirub v/idely planted as fariTistead wind-
break hed^e through/ the northern and central Great Plains,

Season to collect: July, ^'i^atch carefully progress of seed
ripening and be prepared to gather quota in one week or

less, since pods open and discard seeds immediately upon
ripening. Catching seed as it falls by spreading burlap
beneath hedges has been reported from Canada,

Immediat e care needed: Will mold and heat readily if freshly
gathered pods are piled even 3 and 4 inches deep. Spread
thinly to dry and turn frequently..

Cleaning method: Thorough drying mil cause pods to open and
discharge practically all seeds. Balance car be threshed
out by running through macerator. !^f dried in open air it

should be kept under screens, since under the sun's hot rays
the pods v/ill throv/ seed to a distance of 20 feet v/hen open-
ing. Separate pods from seed by fanning.
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Extraction factor: Ma'/ run as high as 40% from dry, well-
filled podsj usually much lower.

Seed per pound; 15,000 to 18,000

Type seed dormancy: No dormancy.

Storage and pretreatment : Dry storage. Some indication that

seed responds readily to light mechanical scarification.

Do not use hot water or other treatment,

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. Dr. I. Lo Baldwin, University of '.'Vis cons in, College

of Agriculture, is conducting an investigation to determine
whether it vdll be profitable to inoculate seed of this
species to promote nursery growth and development,

Carai^ana seedlings are a favorite food of defoliating
insects, and should be watched closely for tliis injury.

Caragana when possible should be early fall sown.

Under favorable conditions, two to three inches growth may then
be obtained during fall months. The second season will then
produce optimum size seedlings. It is desirable on heavy
soils to ridge up the young seedlings from fall sowing to
prevent a,s far as possible frost heaving. In spring uncover
and mow sprouts to just above ground level to prora.ote a

stocky, Y/ell-branched seedlingo If not fall soim, this
species should be sovm early in the spring. Some experiments
should be undertaken on a few rows of spring sown seedlings
to determine if better quality seedlings might not be pro-
duced by cutting back seedlings in midsummer,

Gatalpa speciosa Warder - Catalpa, Hardy catalpa, Western catalpa

It is important that the collectors distinguish, this species
from Catalpa bignonioides , since the latter species while closely
resembling the speciosa is much inferior. Fruit is an easy distinguish-
ing feature. Catalpa speciosa has a stout, thick-walled capsule rarely
more than three to a cluster containing li, ht brov/n seeds with rounded
wide-fringed wings at each end. Catalpa bignonioides has a slender
thin-viralled capsule often more than three to a cluster containing seeds
silvery gray with pointed fri.n^od Vvdngs at each end,

Soason to collect: i^ny time after killing frosts.

Where to locate : Medium tall tree planted in farmers' groves
and woodlots from central Nebraska south. Not native in
Shelterbelt Zone,

C o 1 1 e ct ing mothod: Strip pods from, trees by using hooked knives.

Immediate care needed: None if thoroughly ripe.
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Cleaning methcd : Dry pods thoroughly, then by light beating
and shaking seeds can usually be se^;^arated cut.

Extraction factor: From dry pods, 26/^.

Seed per pound: 13,600 to 36,600 are extreme lirndts report edo

Type seed dormancy: No dormancy.

Seed storage and pret.reatm.ent : Lake States report best results

Yfith 50° F. dry storage for tv/o months prior to soivin^. Gave
considerably better results than water soaking, Oklahoma
nurserymen recommend dry cold storage through the early part

of the v.dnter. Then stratify for 60 days prior to sov/ing,

llotes on nursery propagation: Sew 30 viable seeds per linear
foot. Apparently the seed v/ill rot if soim too early, there-
fore, scviTing should be delayed until grcuiid warms up and
favorable moisture conditions exist,

Celtis occidentali s L, - Hackberry

Celt is reticulata Torr. - Hackberry, Palo bianco

Celtis reticulata vest it a Sarg, - Hackberry, Palo bianco

Celtis laevigata '.Yilld. - Sugarberry

Type o f fruit: One-seeded drupe.

Season to collect: Following frost to November in north.
Till February in south. Desirable to gather as early as

possible, however, since hackberries are a favorite bird
food. More easily gathered after leaves fall.

Wnere to locate: M'edi-am. tall native trees found on rocky
hills and rid-.es, canyon valleys, and slrpes, locally
throughout Shelterbelt Zone, Celtis occidentalis, dis-
tinguished by its large dark fruit, is found from the
Canadian border as far s'^uth as Kiowa County, Oklahoma,
according to Sargeant ' s Manual of Trees. Other species
easily distinguished by their orange red or yellow fruit
are found southward from central Kansas,

Collecting methcd: If conditions permit, spread tarps below
trees and collect by dropping on to tarp. Otherwise col-
lect into kicking bags.

Immediate care needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method : Remove leaves, stems, and twigs. Not
necessary to depulp.
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Approximate extraction factor: 'lA/hen berries are dried after
early collection they mu.!! lose up to ^0% by weight.

Seed per pound: 1600 to 2200 for £. occidentalis . 2400 to

4000 for others. Larger seeds from eastern sources.

Type seed dormancy: Impermeable seed coat.

Storage and pret reatment : Common nursery practices thus far
have been to either fall sov/ or stratify in sand for 3

months prior to spring sowing. However Lake States Forest
Experiment Station reports that 84^ germination obtained
by soaking in ccncent rated sulphuric acid for tvio hours,
washing in water, then repeating acid treatment for two
hours. This procedure 'should be followed for spring sovm
seed which has not been stratified. Several nurserymen
reported success with acid treatment during the 1935
season.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. Hackberry is one of the sli^^.'er growing nursery
species. In the north it is desirable to encourage growth
by cultural practices in order to obtain usable size in
one season. Apparently responds very favorably to wind
protection, and all nurserymen are encouraged to try in-
tensive v/ind protection on portions of their hackberry
acreage to get comparative results with unprotected trees.

Cerci

s

canadensis L. - Redbud, Judas tree

Type of fruit ; The fruit is an oblong, flat, many-seeded
pod 2 to 4 inches long, often hanging on the tree into
the v/inter.

V.Hiere to locate : Low tree native ranging southwesterly from
southeastern Nebraska as an under gro'\'vth tree along the
borders of fields, hillsides or valleys.

Season to collect ; Late fall.

Collecting method: Flail pods from trees or hand pick.

Immediate care needed: None if dry when gathered.

Cleaning method ; lYill clean nicely through macerator fol-
iovred by fanning,

Exferaction factor : 21% from dry pods.

Seed por pound ; 14,400

Type seed dormancy: Probably impermeable seed coat.
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Seed storage and pret reatment : St o-re .dry. over ..mnt er until

prior to scvv'in^. Determine by actual test the proper
length of sulphuric ' acid treatment to which, this, species

responds. Probably 10 to 15 minutes v:ill be adeq^iate.

Notes, on nursery prcpag,aticn : Sow 30 viable seeds per linear

foot. Nursery handling, during the ear-ly par-t-cf the season

will probably be approximately the same as for black
locust 0 It v.'ill not grovf to extrem.e size in --one year,

however

.

Chilopsis linearis DC. - Desert willov:, Flovrering vv'illow

Type of fruit: A slender, elongated^ thin-walled capsule
7 to 12 inches long persistent on the branches during the
winter

.

Season to collect; After killing frosts throughout winter.

I'/here to loc&.te: Tall shrub native along banks of streams
and depressions in the desert through v/estern Tex-as and
southwest. Becoming, extensively planted in Oklahoma.

Collecting method: Hand gather pods.

Imimediate care needed: None if gathered dry.

Cleaning method: Dry pods thoroughly, then li^^ht beating
and sifting will separate out seed.

Seed per pound : 85,^00 to 100,000.

Type seed dormancy: No dormancy.

Storage and pret reatment : Lake States recommends dry
storage at SO"- F. for 2 months prior to sowing.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 50 viable seeds per
linear foot. Delay sov-.dng until soil warmth and moisture
are favorable. Seed ¥.dll rot if sotoi too earl v. This
species will ^.rov/ to extreme size in one year unless a

fairly dense stand is m_aintained,

olutea arborescens L, - Bladder-senna

Type of fruit : Inflated pod with papery walls.

Season to collect ; Fruit ripens from August to October.

i/Vhere t o locate: Infrequently found as an ornamental shrub
from Kansas to Texas. Native of Europe.
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Collecting Tiethcd: Hand g^ather pods.

Imn-^.ediate care needed: Ncne.

Extraction factor: No informationo

Seed per pound: No information available „ Probably about 25,000.

Type seed dormancy: Probably impermeable seed coat.

Seed storage and pret reatment : Dry storage until sov/ing. De-

termine correct length of sulphuric acid treatment for each
lot of seed. Probably 10 to 15 minutes will be adequate.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sov/ 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. Tills species seems to make considerable growth in

one year in a nursery. Probably very easily handled.

Cornus asperifolia Nichx, - Roughleaf dogwood.

Cornus flcrida L. - Flowering dogYvrocd.

Cornus stolonifera Michx. - Red-osier dogvrood

Type of fruit: A one-seeded drupe in clusters. Seed is a two-
celled stone.

Season to collect: Late July to October, depending on species,

Y/here to locate: Of these shrub species, the roughleaf dogwood
Villi be the only one used to any a^Dpreciable extent. It is
found locally in Kansas south to Texas. Do not gather from
isolated trees.

Collecting method; Hand gather fruit into picking bag.

lmro.ediate care needed; Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Ferment in water to soften pulp, wash cut seed.

Clean as soon after collecting as possible.

Extraction fact or; Roughleaf dogvrood Flowering dogwood 46/^,

Seed per pound : Roughleaf dogvrood 16,600 t^ 21,000. Flovrering
dogwood 4,800.

Type seed dormancy
: Probably both impermeable seed coat and

embrye dorman cy

.

Storage and pret reatment : Stratify 120 days in moist peat at

4r^F. Fall sowing may also be successful.
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Notes on nursery propa^^ation : Sow 40 viahle seed per linear

foot, TliGse species should t^row readily in our nurseries
althoug,h little direct' information is available, ".lay require

shade. Can also be grovm> from cutting^s.

Crataegus spp, L, - Haw, Hav/thorn, Thornapple

Type of fruit: A pome-like drupe v/ith 1 to 5 bony one-seeded
nutlet s . •

Season to collect: September to Novembero • ? :

Wiere to locate: Generally native shrub throughout entire
re^iori. Found in thickets along, banks of strea-ns.,'

Collecting method: Pick fruit into picking bag

Immediate care need'-;d: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Soak fruit in v/ater until soft. Then macerate
through sm.all threshing machine and separate pulp and seed by
flotation method. Do not permit excessive drying.

Extraction factor; Approximately 20%.

Seed per pound: 7,700 to 16,000 are the extremes reported.

Type seed domancy: Both impermeable seed coat and embryo
dormancy.

Seed storaf-^e and pret reatment : As yet there has been no pre-
treatment method developed that is adapted to large scale
production. In general it is believed that the seed should
not be allowed to dry out. Should be placed imiiedlately into

stratification at 41*^ F. and held there until germination
starts. This may take 1 to 2 years. Do not sow unt il actual
tests shC'W that the seed is ready to germinate. Probably
sulphuric acid scarification or mechanical scarification
prior to stratification will be helpful.

Notes on nursery propagation: Very little information avail-
able. Apparently this species develops a long tap root and
is difficult to transplant. Therefore it should not be
allowed to remain in the nursery row m.ore than one year
without transplanting or root pruning. Crataegus can also
be propagated by cuttings.
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Elaeagnus angustifolia L, - Russian olive, Oleaster

This exotic species has been v/idely planted for windbreak pur-
poses throughout the Plains Region. From observation it would seem
that there are numerous varieties of this species, and there are som.e

indications that a variation in hardiness exists. Specimens character-
ized by spiny branches, small white seed, and narrow leaves are believed
to be much hardier than others, and therefore it is urged that seed

collections be confined as m.uch as possible to such specimens, espec-
ially for North and South Dakota an.d northern Nebraska.

Type of fruit : 'Drupe-like with mealy outer flesh and ellipsoid
striate stone.

Season to collect: October to December.

i/%ere to locate: High shrub planted as farm ivindbreaks
,
parks,

and experiment stations.

Collecting method: Strip fruit of trees on to tarp or into

pickin^^ bags. Ladders necessary. Seed from the desirable
small-seeded spiny form is much miore difficult to gather.
Stripping tool can be m^ade in j^eneral firm of a miniature
rake, the handle being 5 or 6 inches long, mounted on a cross

piece havin;. teeth consisting of ten-penny nails spaced so

that the distance between the nails is the same as the diam-
eter of the nail.

Immediate care needed: Yfill heat unless aerated, especially
from early collections. Usually so.fest to spread cut to dry.

Cleaning method : Break up pulp through macerator with water.

Seeds per pound : (with pulp) 1060 to 3800. Wide variation in
varieties

«

Type seed dormancy
: Impermeable seed coat.

Storage and pret reatment : Fall sow or stratify at 41 F. for 3

months prior to spring sowing. •^jince this species is char-
acterized by an impermeable seed coat, it is believed that
considerably increased germination can be obtained by depulp-
ing or even breaking up pulp prior to fall sowing or placing
in stratification. This will permit more ready access of
ro.oisture to seed coat proper. Seed spring 'sown without
stratification apparently Y/ill respond to a two-hour con-
centrated sulphuric acid treatment.

Not es on nursery propagation : Sow 40 viable seeds per linear
foot. Germinates unevenly and is ordinarily subject to heavy
lo sses in the early stages, therefore it is desirable to
practice dense sowing. Seed is relatively inexpensive.
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This species often suffers severe loss shortly after

emer^int frc^n soil spattered cn to the leaves by heavy rains.

Dirt adheres readily because of pubescent leaves. There-

fore ivhile seedlings are ycun^, it is desirable to brush off

dirt after each rain. One ccinmerical nurseryman follov/s the
practice of scT.dng this species under overhead in braod flat

bands cn soil surface vvith a covering of straw mulch. 'jerm-

inatin^ seed comes up thrcus^h straw mulch which serves to
keep dirt from spattering on the leaves,

. It might be possible for Shelterbelt nurserymen to
allow weed grovv"th to come ur: v,T.th the seedlings and for

several inches on each side of the bands. 7[eeds would prevent
dirt spattering and should be allowed to remain until seed-
lings are passed danger point from dirt injury,

Fraxinus pennsylvani ca lanceolata (Borkh) Sarg. - Sreen ash

Fraxinus campestris Britt, - Prairie ash

J. M. Aikman in his report on Native Trees and Shrub Communities
of the Shelterbelt Zone states that prairie ash is regarded by some
authorities as a separate species, by others, a variety or westYrard

form of the green ash. Me further states that a typical prairie ash
tree in comparison to green ash has a crc^vn round in outline rather
than elongate, a rough appearance resembling the burr oak, shortened
internodes, pubescent twigs, and shorter, thicker, more compact leaves.
The girt'-^. is much reduced as compared to that of the eastern fom, but
the ratio of the ^^irth to the height is increased. It is more compact
and drought -resist ant than the eastern form of the green ash.

Collectors are urged to distinguish between these two forms or
species v.^here possible.

Type of fru it ; One-seeded, ivinged samara in clusters.

Season to collect: Late September to midv;inter.

."/h.ere to locate : Medium tall tree native along streams and in
draws virtually throu^-hout the entire Shelterbelt Zone.
Do not collect from old groves, windbrea.ks or timber claims
unless they contain exceptional specimen trees. Inspect
carefully for weevil before collecting,

Co 1 1 e ct ing metho d : Ladders and picking, bags essential. Collect
by picking clusters from trees, avoiding leaves and stems
as much as possible.

iFmediate care needed : If at all green or damp spread out to dry,

C 1 e an

i

n-^ metho

d

: Y'ihen thorou^^hly dry seed will be detached from
clusters and majority of win^^s removed by runnin^. through
macerator. Remove refuse and lif-l^b seed by careful fanning.
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Extraction factor: Approximately 75/^.

Clean seed per pound ; 14,500 to 18,000.

Type seed dormancy : Embryo dormancy.

Storage and pr etreatment : Fall* s^w 50% cf quota acreage when
possible . For spring, sowing hold in dry storage until 60

days prior to sewing. Then stratify in moist sand or peat.

Check and aerate every 3 weeks. Another acceptable prac-
tice that has produced good results is to hold seed dry

until 10 days prior to sowing. Then soak in cool water
UD to time of sowing, changing water daily. Soaking in

wet sand for 10 days to 2 weeks also acceptable.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 30 viable seeds per linear
foot. Uncfer ordinary conditions it is desirable to ridge
roY/s following spring sov/ing, since germination v/ill take
from one to three weeks. The germinating seedling is

flexible and tough, and therefore good results have been
obtained in removing ridges by cross harrov/ing Y/ith a spike
tooth harrow,

Gleditsia triacanthos L. - Honey locust

G-ledit sia triacanthos inermis Pursh. - Thornless honey locust

Type of fruit: Elongated, many-seeded, light to dark brown,
indehi scent pod. Legime,

Season to collect: October to January.

Waere t o locate: Medium tall tree planted as v/indbreaks and
street trees throughout Shelterbelt Zone south from central
South Dakota to Texas. Native ranging south and southwest-
erly from southeastern South Dakota and eastern Nebraska.

Collecting method: Gathering from ground after pods fall is

cheapest and .nost practical method. As far as possible ob-
tain seed from, thornless variety. Examine for weevils and
poor seed before collecting.

Immediat e care ne eded; None if not too green.

Cleaning method : Crush pods by' flailing, then dry thoroughly
and thresh through macerator, followed by fanning. Dry pods
essential for this method, A thousand pounds of pods have
been threshed in this manner in one day.

Seed per pound : 2800 to 3000

Extract ion factor ; 20% from dry Dods,
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Type seed dormancy: Imp eme able seed coat-.

Stcra(_e and pret reatnent : Dry storage .over -'.dnter. Frier to
scv'ine- soak in concentrated sulphuric acid for one hour.

vTash. and scvr. If mere convenient, acid treatment can be
applied at the extracxory and followed by washing and drying
Treated seed so handled can be kept at least 5 m.onths with
no loss in germination according to recent report by the-

Lake States Forest Experiment Station. ITur ser^Tiien are also

encouraged to try some mechanical scarification. •

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. If soil moisture and temperature conditions are favor
able, very prompt and even germination can be secured by
soaking the seed in cold water for 12 hou_rs follov/lng the
acid treatment. 'This should not be done, hovrever, if the
seed is to be sov:n in dry soil,

Gymnocladus dicicus (L.) Pvoch. - Kentucky coffee tree

• Type of fruit: Fed 6 to 10 inches lont^, ih to 2 inches v.dde,

dark red brov.T., Femains on tree unopened into w"inter,

Y.'he r e to 1 o cat e : I.'edium. tall tree native south and southwest-
erly from southeastern South Dakota and eastern Nebraska in
bottomlands and rich soil. Has not been widely planted.

Season tD collect: Late fall, throughout ..winter ?.nd spring.

Collecting metlic d: C-athering pods fromi. ground in early spring
before sov/inj,^ is most practical m^ethodo

Imm.ediate care need ed: Hone.

C 1 eaning methe d : For fresh pods dry thoroughly, then break up
by boating follo7:ed by farjiing. Most feasible method is to
gather pods one year in advance of needs and store in open
bins outside. The pods mil deteriorate to such an extent
that they vdll break dovm vdth very little resistance. The
broken pods can then be separated from the seeds by farming.

Extract ion factor; 4:0% from, dry pods.

Type seed dormancy: Im.permeable seed coat.

Storage and pret reatment : Dry storage until just prior to
sov/ing. Lake -^tates Forest Experiment Station reports
95% germination in 25 days from 4 hour treatment in con-
centr8.ted sulphuric acid followed by washing in water just
before sovj-ing.
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Notes '^n nursery propag,at icn : Somv 16 viable seeds per linear
foot. .This species in the nursery develops .an enrrmcus tap
root in comparison to top gro"vi/th. It presents no particular
nursery problem if stand can be established. Root pruning
in midsummer should be experimentally tried.

Hiccria pecan Engle, & Grabus - Pecan

Type cf fruit: An oblong nut enclosed in thin husk.

Season to collect: Late October to December,

V/here to locate: Medium tall tree native in rich bottomland
in Oklahoma and Texas.

Collecting m.ethod: Gather frcm ground after shaking or flail-
ing from t roes

.

Imiredr'atc care reeded: None,

•Cleaning miethod: No_ cleaning necessary. Avoid drying.

Seed per poi;nd: Possibly 100. Varies according to size of nut.

Seed stoi a^-O and pre-^reatment : Fall sov^^ directly into strip or

strar.ify over T/mter in moist sand.

Notes on nursery propagation: It is hoped that this species
will respond to dii'ect seeding and no nursery growing v/ill

be necessary.

Hippophae rham-ncides L. - Sea buci-rhhorn, Siberian sandthorn

Type of fruit ; Orange colored drupe about l/4 to l/s inch in
diameter borne in co.mpact clusters.

Season t^ cnlloct: September.

Yihere to l^^cate ; Exotic shrub planted at experiment stations.,
old nurseries, rarely in parks. Not widely planted.

Collect in g met li c d ; Hand pick into bags,'

Imniediate care needed: Avo i d he at ing

,

Cleaning., meth^ i ; Macerate and wash. Avoid excessive drying.

Extraction facto r: 27%

Seed per pound; 25,000
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Type seed dcrmancy: Probably impermeable seed coat.

Seed storage and pretreatment : Fall sow or stratify over
winter,

j\iotes on nursery propagation: Sow 30 viable seeds per linear
foot. This species should probably be handled much the
same as buffalo berry,

Juglans nigra L. - Black 7\'"alnut

Juglans rupestris Engelm. ^ Little walnut, Texas v^alnut , Western walnut

Type of fruit: Fruit is a round druoe Y/:.th a fleshy indehis-
cent exocarp enclosing a hard thick-walled nut.

Season to collect: October and November.

YJhere to locate: Black walnut is a medium tall tree native
from northern ITebraska south to Texas » Vaidely planted.
Texas walnut native throu^,hout Shelterbelt Zone in western
Oklahoma and Texas. Texas walnut has small nut v\rith thin
husk vvhile black v/alnut has larger nut mth thicker husk.

Collecting^ method: Gather from ground after frost v/hen nuts fall.

Trnmediate care needed: None,

Cleaning method: Husks crumple readily after drying and can be

removed by rurjiing through corn sheller. Desirable to remove
husks since there is some indication that husks transmit a

fungus to the seedling.

Extraction factor: 65/'o

Seed per pound: ?2 to 45, black walnut. 78, Texas walnut.

Type seed dormancy: Both im.^ierm.enable seed coat and embryo
dormancy.

Seed storage and pretreatment: I'Vhenever possible fall sow or
direct seed into the strips. V-Hien this is not possible
stratify seed in moist sand outside in piles or in pits.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 15 viable seeds per linear
foot. Vialnuts Vvdll develop large deep tap roots in one
season in nursery. It is desirable to cut off this tap
root in mddsuifLmer by undercutting at a deot-^' of 8 to 10

inches. Select cool, cloudy weather for this operation
and follow immediately v;ith irrigation.
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Juniperus virginiana L, - Eastern red cedar

Juniperus socpulorum Sar^,, - Rocky Mountain red cedar

Juniperus monosperina Sargo - Juniper

Juniperus asheii

Type of fruit: Berry-like, succulent fleshy strobile, lolue or

blue-black Vv'-hen ripe.

Season to collect: Late fall.

Y'/here to locate: J, viri_iniana is native on river bottomlands
throUj^Jiout the Sheltorbelt Zone excer)t in extreme north and
south. J. scopuloruiii requires two years to mature its fruit
and is native west of the vvestern border of the Zone in

North and ;;oiith Dakota and Nebraska, One year berries of

this species can be distinguished in fvat they are whitish
green in color. J. monosperma is fcurd throughout the
foothills in southern Colorado ex"!: endini_ into western Okla-

homa and Texas, J. asheii is locally found in the Arbuckle
Mountain region in Cklahom.a. Preliminary investigations
indicate that J. asheii is very resistant to the cedar apple
rust

.

Collecting method: Strip seed into picking ba^s or on tn

tarpaulins

,

Immediate care needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Depulp through macerator with ivater, "^ulp

and light seed may then be removed by flotation in.ethod.

Ex b ra ct i o i- fa ct o r ; 20 to 4:0%,

Clean seed per pound: Various counts on hand ran(_ing from
10,000 to 50,000 seeds per pound, dependin-, on species,
season, and locality. J. monosperma and J. scopulorum are
the hee.viest.

Se ed storage and pret reatment : J. virginiana responds to
scarification followed by strat ificat j.on in moist Deat
for 100 days at 41*^ F, J. asheii and J. scopulorum
apparently mil seldom germ.inate the first year following
ripering. Acceptable treatrnont on basis of orosent infor-
mation is to hold seed in fruit for one year, then clean,
scarify and fall sow or stratify at 41*^ F, for 100 days if
spring sown. J, monosperma apparently res'-ionds to fall
sowing or 30 to 60 day stratification period prior to spring
sowing. Scarification apparently not necessary.

Notes on nursery propagation: All those species will be grown
in beds undur the customary conifer nursery practices.
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Lcnicera tatarica L, - Tatarian honeysuckle

Lonicera tatarica Tar, siberica Pers, - biherian honeysuckle

Type of fruit: Many-seeded "berry.

Season to ocllect: July and August,

'ATiere to locate: Widely planted as ornamental lovv shrub on

lavms and city parks. Also for hedi_e purposes.

Collecting, method: Hand R,ather from bushes,

ImTiiediate care needed: Avoid heating,,-

Cleaning- method: Deoulp through m-acera.tcr follovv^ed by v:ashing,

out seed.

Seed per pound: Tata.rian honeysuckle, 125,000 to 185,000,
Siberian honeysuckle, 120,000,

Type seed dormancy: Probably embryo donxiancy.

Seed storage and pretreatment : Store dry until 60 days prior
to' spring planting,.. Then stratify at 41*^' F,

Notes on nurs ery propagation: Sov: 50 viable seeds Der linear
foot. Com;;ercial nractice is to propagate from cutuings.
It is believed from, limited observations and reports that
propagation fro-r. seed under cur sta.ndard practices vfill

be successful. Prof. N. P, Hansen, couth Dakota -tate
Collej-.e at Brookings, grew 25 i' of these seedlings largely
to usable size in one season in ooen rov/.

Malus baccata '^orkh. - Siberian crab

Type of fruit: Sm.all pome l/4 inch and u'd in diameter.

Season to collect: September and October,

fiYrere to locate: T'^urseries, experiment stations, and
occasionally fanm orchards.

Coll ecting m.ethod : Hand pick into picking ba^s.

Imjiiediate C8.re needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Keep in sFiall Diles/6r boxes until soft, then
miacerate and wash out the seed. PJry in the shade.

Extraction factor: '5%

Seed per pound: 77,000
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Type seed dormancy: Probably embryo dormancy.

Storage and pretreatment : Stratify at 41*^ F. for 75 days
prior to sowing. This species should be spring, sown.

Notes on nursery propag^ation: Sow 40 viable seeds per linear
foot. No information but should ^row readily under our

standard practices.

Morus alba tatarica (L.) Loud. - Russian mulberry

Morus rubra L.-Red mulberry

J'.orus nigra Lo- Mulberry

Red mulberry is tlie native species found locally from south-
eastern South Dakota, eastern Nebra.ska, central Kansas, Oklahoma, and
Texas.

Morus alba, "'-vhite mulberry, is a native of China and has been
planted in lar^e quantities in eastern United States. Not hardy in
Shelterbelt Zone except in far south.

Morus alba tatarica, most -widelj/ planted in the Plains States,
is tlie hardy form cf tlie white mulberry, and apparently was first
introduced by the Russian ''eiinonit es , presumably into Kansas.

Morus nigra, probably a native of Persia, has been introduced
into the southern states of the bhelterbelt Zone and has been
extensively planted.

Ty-'io of fruit: NuiTierous one-seeded drupes aggre<^,ated into a

berry- like syncarD.

Collecting season: Late I/ay in south to July in Nebraska
and southeastern South Dakota.

Wloi e to locate: i''iedium tall tree planted in famers' groves
and hedges. Ranging southwesterly from southeastern South
Dakota,

Colle ctirig method: Visit trees every three days and shake off
fruit on to tarpaulins,

Immediat e care needed: Fruit may heat if stored in niles.

Cleaning method: Mash and ferment for several days, then wash
out in water or run throU(_h macerator. Poor seed and pulp
can be floated off.

Extraction factor: 2 to "5%,
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Seed per pound; 200,000 tc 300,000,

Type seed dcrmar.oy: Both impenneable seed coo± and embryo
dormancy,

Stora{^e and prstreatment : Store cold and dry until 60 days
prior tc soi'dngo Then stratify at 41*^ F. Alternate treat-
.msnt is to soak in water for 5 days' prior to ' sowing , chang-

ing to fresh water daily

»

Note's on' nursery propa£.at ion : Sow 50 viable seeds per linear
foot, -v'ix bulkin^- material with seed, such as fine sand or

sawdust. Sow early enough so that seedlings will become
established before summer he at -sets in. Try to 'obtain

sufficient early season grov/th tc make possible early hard-
ening off, becdlin^s apparently, subject to sun scald

o

Mulberry is a persistent late grower and is frequently
injured by earl" fall frost, especially if s^J.ch frosts are at

all severe. To handle this situation, seme. . ccirmiercial

nurserymen spray the .>uulberry seedlings in the early fall

after sufficient groT'rth. is attained vfith a solution of copper
sulphate, m.ade by dissolving one pound of copper sulphate in
50 f^allons of water. This defoliates the seedlinc^s, thereby
resulting^ in earlier hardening, -off, . This treatment should
be tried on a small scale, especially in" South Dakota and
Nebraska,

Pinus pcnderosa Lavrs - Ponderosa pine, Western yellow pine. Bull pine

of the second
di scharges

Season to collect; Late August and ooptvornxbsr.

Ylhere to locate: Native in the cutlyin^ foothills of Rode/
Mountains, and in Black Rills., and. Pine -Rid^e country of
South Dakota and Nebraska,

Collecting :ri.ethod: Robbing squirrel hordes easiest, but for
purposes of selection it is best to gather cones from
selected tre'.-s. Ladders and hocked knives on lon-^ poles
desirable equipment.

Immediate care needed; Con^jS can be stored in sack v^^ithout

injury from, heating.

Cleaning m .^th od : Solar heat method of extraction suitable.
Spread co;:.os thinly on tarpaulins or in racks stirring .

occasionally until they open. Then separate " seed from
cones by shaker method, Wini. s can bo romiOved from seeds
by flailing or rubbing in sacks followed by fanning.
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Extraction factor: 1 to pounds of seed will ordinarily be

secured from a bushel of cones.

Seed per pound: Will rang^e from 10^000 to 20,000, depending on

locality, season, and decree of dryness.

Seed storai_e and pretreatment : Store dry in tight containers.
No pretreatment necessary,

Notes on nursery propagation: Will be handled according to
accepted conj.fer nursery practices,

Platanus occidantalis L. - Sycamore, Buttonv/ood

Type of fruit: A syncarp or head one inch in diameter contain-
ing numerous elongated akenes.

Season to collect: Late September throughout fall into vdnter.

Jfhere to locate: High tree nati'-e on i-ood soil and favorable
sites from southeastern Nebraska ranging southwesterly,

Collectint.- method: Flail from tree or hand gather.

Immediate care needed: N^ne.

Clea,ning method: The only cleaning necessp.ry is to macerate
balls in order to free the seed.

Seed pe r pound: Information d*..sired. Probably around 100,000.

Type seed dormancy: Probably no dormancy.

Seed storage and pretreatment: Spring, sow. Stratify 60 days
at 41-^ F. in moist peat prior to sowing.

Notes on nurs ery propagation: Sow 60 viable seeds per linear
foot. Very little dJ.rect information. Some indication that
this species needs to be Siiaded during early life.

Prunus americana Marsh. - Wild plum

Prunus angustifolia Marsh. - Chickasaw plum

Prunus angustifolia watsonii Waugh. - Sand plum. Western Chickasaw plum

Type of fruit : One-seeded drupe. Variously colored from yellow
to dark red v/hen ripe. boftens when ripe.
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"ATiere to locate: Common as lew or.-hi_^h shrub in thickets throu^^h-

out Zone. P, a'nericana found north froni-the sout-hern third
of Kansas, Other varieties common from Kansas to Texas.

Season to collect: August and September.

Collecting, method: Hand j^atheriiig :£rom bushes or from ground
after fruit has fallen or been shaken off is most feasible
method

.

iLimediate care needed: Avoid heating,.

Clea.:in^ method: Spread out to avoid heatin^^ and kee^ moist
until pulp disintegrates. Then run throu^^h macerator at

450 RP'iv; and wash over screens. Often water-log^^ed skins
will not float out but can be dried and hlowa out through
clipper fanning mill. '

'
"

'
.

•
-

Extract i. on fac+orr 15 to "50% depending on size of fruit.

Clean seed per pound; Chickasaw plum, 770. Others 800 to 1500,
depending on season and locality.

Type seed dormancy: Impermeable seed coat.

Storage and pretreatm.ent : Desirable to keep seed moist in sand
and fall plant at earliest opportunity. If not possible,
retain in stratification over winter at 41*^^ F. and scv; early
in spring.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sov/" 13 viable seeds per linear
foot. No particular problem presented once the stand is

established. Will ordinarily attain satisfactory size in
one season. •

.

Prunus armeniaca L, - Apricot, Russian apricot

Type of fruit: Large one-seeded drupe.

JIhere locs.te: Exrtio low tree or hi^h shrub variously
planted in farm orchards from Nebraska south to Texas.

Season t o collect: June and July,

Colle cting method: Probably best to purchase pits in small
lots from individual farmers. Avoid purchase of pits that
have been cocked.

Immed iat e care needed: Non e

.

C 1 e an ing meth c d ; Pits Vv-ill usually be purchased alread - cleaned.
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Seed per pound: 200 to 300.

Type Reed dormancy: .Impermeable seed coat.

Storag,e and pretreatment : Seed apparently Y>rill withstand
ordinary dryin^. without injury. Sow as late in fall as

possible or stratify in moist sand 45 days prior to spring

sowina

.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 1[; viable seed per foot.

This species will grow to large size in one season if given
optimum conditions. Desirable therefore to retard growth
by dense sov^ring wit V in limits.

Prunus virginiana L. - Eastern chokecherry

Prunus virginiana melanocarpa (A, IJels.) Gray - Western chokecherry

Type of fruit: A one-seeded drupe, dark colored when ripe.

Wnere to locate: High shrub preferring favorable sites along
streams and lowlands. However, crowds out into open canyons
and draws on to more or less sandy soils. East line of
Shelterbelt Zone is ar)proximately boundary between the two
species

.

Season to collect: Collect after fruit turns dark in color -

late July to Seot ember.

Collecting method: Hand gathering into "oicking bags m.ost

feasible

,

Immediate care needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Preferable treatment is to spread the fruit
indoors three or four inches thick to prevent heating, and
spray wit^^. hose once or tv/ice daily to keep wet until the
pulp rots down.. (if fermentation takes place in deep con-
tainers such as barrels, there is a tendency of the juice
to turn to "v/ine and in just a few days the wine turns to
vinegar, pickling the pulp so that further decomposition
is stopped and depulping is difficult.) Following rotting
down of the pulp, depulp through macorator at not more than
450 RP''': to avoid cracking seed, supplement ed by washing on
screens and some rubbing, then float off pulp and skins.

Bxtraction factor: 20:% from clean fruit.

Clean se ed per pound: 4300 to 5800. Clean fresh fruits per
pound approxim.ately 1200. 60 pounds of fresh fruit per
bushel

.
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.Type seed dornancy: IiTipemeable seed coat.,..'

Storage and pr'etr eat.ment : Early fall planting preferable in
all' cases. If not possible stratify inLnediately after
cleaning in moist sand until such time as fall planting
can be done.- Do not permit excessive. dr:ying,. . ''lost choke-
cherry seed if kept moist and not mixed Vvdth sand vvill heat
and mold readily. If stratified; from :early fall over
winter, seed may germinate in stratification unless held
at low temperature. i^arly sprin^ sowin;_ is therefore
essential

.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. No particular problem is presented in grov^ing choke-
cherry once a stajid is established, . ::)ubject .. t.o leaf blight
Yfhich cause defoliation. (See Protection, T^ai:hclogy) It

is believed that sufficient grovrth can be obtained in one
year in all states. There is som.e evidsnce to show that
chckecherry seedlings if dn^ early in the fall or kept in

, v^anii storage mil start secondary root grovrth. Therefore,
fall plantin^ or early sprin.. planting out to the strips
may be essential for su.ccessful handling of this species,

Quercus macrocarpa Ivlichx, - Bur oak, mossy cup oak

Quercus stellata Wang,^ - Post oak .'
.. . . -

Type of fruit: A nut (acorn) more or less enclosed in cup-
like hull,

'v'/here to locate: Bur oak is a medium tall tree native through
out Shelterbelt Zone or along eastern boundary on rich
bottomlands or ravines and hillsides. Post oak is a medium
tall tree native from Kansas south. Locally found but not
comFiCn in Shelterbelt Zone, Bur oak acorn is deeoly set in
frir.f-ed cup. Post oak is set in a rather small, unfringed
cup.

Seas on to collect: Late August and throughout SeDtember,

Collecting met hod; - Flail off trees and gather from, ^i^round.

Imm.odiate care needed: Fumigste imjnedi at ely with carbon
disulphide in tight containers. See "Protection, ."ento-

mology". Avoid dryin^ by holding in cccl, humid atm^os-

phere. ...
Cleaning method : Bur oak hulls difficult to detach. It is

not essential that they be remxved before sovvin^.
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Seed per pound; Wide variation from north to south in number
" of bur oak aocrns per pound. 'From 35 to ICO is probably-

extreme ran^e for dehulled acorns o .Freshly collected post'

oak acorns average 239 per pound, '

-,_...„.. .

' •

Type seed dormancy: No dormancy, for either species.

Seed stora^^e and pret reatment : If at a.11 possible fall sow or

direct seed these two species » 'A'h.en stratified they sprout

early in the spring and it is difficult to sow early enou|;^,h

to be through before this happens-. If not stratified or

held in cool, humid atmosphere, dryirg, will render acorns
useless. Stratify in sand at temperature near freezing

^

Noter; on nursery propagation: Sow 16 viable se'";ds per linear
foot. This species develops excessively long tap root, but

Gomparativeiy little top growth in one season in nursery.
Try some undercutting in midsummer on cool, cloudy day
follovj"ed by immediate irrigation. For the present oak
will be mostly direct seeded and not nursery grovm.

Rhamnus davurica Pall, - Siberian buckthorn

Type of fruit: Clusters of small black berries.

Season to collect: August and September.

7(lhere to locate: This is an exotic low shrub not widely planted
as yet. For the present it may be impossible to locate out-

•
•" side of experiment stations and experimental grounds.

Collecting method: Fand pick into picking bag.

_

Iimned iate care needed: Keep from heating, Vfesh out seed as

soon as possible.

Cleaning method: Macerate, wash, and dry in shado.

Approximat e extraction factor: ITo information. Probably 22%,

Seed per pound : Approximately 24,000.

Stora ge and pret reatment : Store dry. Stratii'y 90 days prior
to sowing at 41^ F. lay also be fall sowm.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 20 viable seed per linear
foot. No information available but should handle readily
under our standard nursery practices.
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Rhus triiobata Nutt , ~ Skunk brush, skunk sumac, Ill-soented sumac,

Aromat i c suma c

Type of fruit: A many-seeded;, compaot' cluster.

Season to collect: Au^^ust to November . Desirable to gather
early 'since birds are fond of the fruit.

Yihere to locate: Low shrub native from Texas into North Dakota
on dry hillsides and sand ridges.

Collecting method: Hand pick into picking bag,

IiiiTiiediat e care needed: Blone, .

- •

Cleaninj^ method: Soak and run through raaceratcr. Wash, dry,

and fan.

Extraction factor:

Seed per pound: 10,600. Clean berries per pound, 6,900,

Type seed dormancy: Probably both impermeable seed coat and

embryo donaancy.

Storage and pretreatment : Fall sovi or stratify. Stratify 4

moiit-hs in moist peat at 41° F, • If not stratified try con-

centrated sulphuric acid treatment for 20 minutes prior to
sowing.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 25 viable seeds per linear
foot. Should respond readily to our standard nursery
practices

,

Ribes aureum Fursli. - Flowering currant. Golden currant

Ribes odoratum Wendl. - Flowering currant, Buffalo currant

J. M, Ailanan in his report on Native Trees and Shrub Commun-
ities of the Shelterbelt Zone states that the flovrering currant is

the only shrub found universally throughout the entire Zone.

Type of
I'
ruit : A juicy berry containing several seeds.

Season to collect: Fruit rirjens in midsummer and should be
collected shortly after ripening.

Collecting method: Hand gather from bushes.

Immediate care needed: Avoid heating.
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Cleaning method: Ferment in water to sofben pulp. Seed can
then easily be removed by v^ashin^,,

Approximate extraction factor: 4;o,

Clean seed per pound: 200,000.

Type seed dormancy: Probably embryo dormiancy,

Storai_e and pretreatment : Either fall or sprin^^ sowin^^, will
pro"bably be successful. If spring, sown, store dry until 90

days prior to sovfinji, then stratify in moiMt peat at 41° F.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 40 viable seed per linear
foot. This species can ordinarily be expected to make a

rapid ^roi/rth, and therefore should be adapted to handling
by our standard niArsery practice. Propagates from cuttings
very readily.

Piobinia pseudoacacia L. - Black locust, Yellow locust. Acacia

Type of fruit: 4 to 8 seeded, li^iht brown pod.

Season to collect: Late fall after leaves have fallen.

Ihiere to locate: Medium tall tree not natj.ve in Shelterbelt
Zone. Widely planted as street tree, farm plantings, and
timber claims from Nebraska south.

Collecting method: Flail on to canvases after leaves have fallen.

Immediate care needed: None.

Cleaning method: Seed macerator together with fanning mill vary
satisfactory.

Extraction fa ctor: 30/^.

Seed per pound: 26,000.

Type seed dormancy: Impermeable seed ccat.

Stora ge and pret reatment : Dry storage over vrlnter. Test seed
to determine proper length of acid treatmiont. Iv.ay vary from
20 minutes to an hour or more, according to variation in
seed lots. Mechanical scarification also successful.

Notes on nursery pr opagat ion; Sow 35 viable seeds per linear
foot. If early sown, advisable to sovv^ fairly dense to
retard gro7\r':h. Late sovdn^, may be safest method for time
being. Cutting, back in midsummior to just above ground
will also retard grovrth.
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Rosa laevig^ata :'.'ichx. - Cherokee rose, Carolina rose

Type of fruit: Pear-shape, bris.tly fruit about 3-y- to 4 cm, long.

Season to collect: Fall.

l/There to locate: This is an exotic evergreen shrub introduced
from China. Planted to serve as fences in the far southwest.

Collecting method: Hand gather.

Immediate care needed- No information.

Cleaning m.ethod : No information.

Seed per pound: No data.

Type seed dormacy: Probably embryo dormancy.

Seed storage and pret reatment : Stratification ovr winter
recom^nended.

Notes on nursery propagation: This rose is propagated from
roots, seed, layers, and cuttings. Roots or cuttings can
be direct planted. Seed should be sovm into the nursery,

Sambucus canadensis L. - American elderberry

Type of fruit: A berry-like drupe with 3 to 5 one-seeded
nutlets hanging In cymes.

Season to collect: Fruit ripens in July and August and should
be imvriediately collected.

Where to locate: Low shrub native in all Shelterbelt States.

Collecting method: Hand gather.

Imiaediat e care needed: Avoid heating.

Cleaning method: Mash and ferment and wash out pulp in water.
Avoid excessive drying.

Extract ion factor: 13/^, .

Seed per pound: 175,000

„

Type seed dormancy: Probably embryo dormancy.

Seed st orage and pretreatm.ent : Stratify 90 days orior to spring
sov\ring. Germinates early in the srping.

Notes on nur sery propagation: Sow 35 seeds per foot. This species
should ^row readily in our nurseries under our standard nurs-
ery practices to a usable size in one season.



:5.apln(ius .Iruatoondii H. & A'. - Vfe.stern soapberry'^ Wild China.,

Chinaberry', Indian soap plant

3y-.pe. .pf-.S-.rxxlt': One-^^eeded drupe growing' in clusters, with -^^

yei 1ow " s"eiili -t ran's lu cent flesh', turning, black in late winter.
T?.etained--on. trees over winter',

-S.eAsx)h.JtJD;--cbii-eJ3t '; Shy time after frost*

jllierfe, t-g .-lo-cat-e i .^Medium tall free
.

riatiVf in^..Sii0tt©"i:lD,^jlt; Zpne^

frorr. southeirh Kansas sou"feh oh moist -cleiy sbils or dry lime-

stohe Uplahds; Not commbhly planted.

Pollectih^. m|tHb|[ ; Fl^|l 91] fii^gk 4|-?i§6t fFQii^ fr^gs Qn-s.tq'
.

.

— 'trar'ps uai^t. p^le pruher? or kniyes or kari4 leather into

picking bags
J

Jinlm6'dia±e dare-ne-e'ded^-:' ''.'ay heat under pressure.

ClBanin.^ meth od!-:'- Because oi" .impermeable seed coat dorrfiancy,

it is recomiliendei ^that this soecies be depulped. ...Spread

out oh floor about fqur inphes deep,'..,^ ppr4n"kle(,wit,huwater
twice daily until pulp softens. , The'n.depulD thro^igh
macerator, running at slow speed; or by rubbing over

Extraction factor: SO;;' from rough, weight to depulped seed.

Seed per pound; Y^iith pulp, 480 to 575. Depulped, 1700.

Type seed dormancy: Impermeable seed coat.

Storage and pret reatmcnt : Dry storage over winter. Just prior
to sowing treat two hours with concentrated sulphuric acid.
Wash and sow.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 20 viable''seeds per linear
foot. Very little information as to nursery habits of this
species. Apparently very drought resistant and should get

along with little or no irrigation water,

Shepherdia argentea Nutt . - Buffalo berry. Bull berry. Squaw berry

Type of fruit: One-seeded small berry.

Seascn to collect: September till December,

"Where to locate: Hi[__h shrub native along 'river bottoms in

Nebraska to North Dakota in western part of States.

Collecting method: Spread tarpaulin in openin[_ in thickets.
Break off fruit-bearing limbs and branches and beat off on

tarp. Hand collecting slow and difficult.
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Iimnediate care needed: Avoid heatint

Cleaninj^ method: Sift out twigs, thorns, leaves. Foment in
v^ater, then depulp through threshing machine. Separate pulp
and seed by flotation method.

Approxim.ate extraction factor: 5/^,

Seed per pound: 30,000 to 40,000.

Type seed dormancy: Impenaeable seed coat.

Storage and pr et reatment : Fall planting preferable. Stratify
for 90 days in m.oist peat at 41° F, prior to sowing in springy

Notes on nursery pronagation: Sow 30' viable, seeds per linear
foot. 3trs±ified seed germinates early, and therefore must
be soY/n early in the spring. This species v.dll probably
require 2 years to grow to usable seedlings. Should be
grown in moderately dense stands to ^^ive protection to each
other,

Symphori carpus vulgaris Michx, - Buck brush. Coral berry, or Indian
currant

Symphori carpus cccidentalis riook, - '.Volf borry —
Type of fruit ; A two-seeded berry in clusters.

Season to colle ct : September throu^-hout fall,

l/Tnere to locate: Lov,'" shrub native throughout Zone. Generally
found in moist draws and hillsid -s, often as undergrowth.

Collecting method: Clusters easily gathered.

ImjT.ediat

e

care needed: Avoid heating,.'

Cleaning miethod: Mash and ferment fruit, then v/ash out witn
water or run through maceratcr.

Extract ion factor: 5 to 10^,

Type seed dormancy: Probably both impermeable seed coat and
dormant em.bryo

,

Storage and pret reatment : Treat the seed in concentrated
sulphuric acid for 75 minutes, followed by 90 to 120 days
stratification at 41° F, Othervvdse the impemieable seed
coat requires seed lying in the j_ round over one summ.er

. followed by after ripenin^-, the follov/ing mnter.
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Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 30 x'iable seeds per linear
foot . Direct information lackin^ ' on -se-e-d .propagati'prijP but

should be adapted- to growing under our standard nursery
practice, Cjrows readily from both stem' and ,-r.o.ot., .cuttings

,

Syringia vulgaris L. - Common lilac.

Syringia sp. - Various others .
i ,.

Type of fruit: An oblong, leathery,, loculicidal capsule i^/ith

two- winged seeds in each of two cells in- term-inal or lateral
panicles on' branche s .of previous season.

Season to collect: Late June in south to August in north.

i/Yhere to locate: None of the lilacs ^are native but have been
widely pie.nted as ornamental low shrubs and hedges through-
out entire Shelterbelt Zone.

Collecting method: Hand gather clusters.

Immediate care need"-;d: If at all green provide aeration to
avoid heating.

Cleaninj^ method: Since it is difficult to clean thoroughly,
it is necessary only to macerate to such an extent that the
seed is no longer enclosed in the capsule. _

Extraction factor: For clean seed the extraction factor for
some species is less than 1% from rough wei^-ht as collected.

Clean-

s

eed per pound: Extremes reported range from 54,600 to

115/0(5oT

Type seed dormancy: Probably impermeable seed coat.

Seed storage and pxetreatm.ent : Three months stratification in
peat at 41° F. If stratified laust be closely v^atched in

spring, since it germinates early. Alternate treatment from
dry seed which gave good success during the 1935 season at

the' Rapid City, South Dakota, nursery follows: Seed was
placed in hot vrater several days, changing the water every
day until the seed softened. It was then sown in beds.
Seedlings attained a size up to 8 inches by the end of the
season.

Not es on nurser^^ propagation: Sow 40 viable seeds per linear
foot. Commercial nurserymen propagate lilac largely from
root suckers. Very little direct knowledj^c of propagating
from seed. Unless the nursery site is well protected from
wind or under overhead, it may bo best to grow in beds,
confining row sowing to an experimental basis. Lilac will
probably be a tv/o-year species throughout all States,
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Toxyl on pcmiferi-itTi Rafn. - Osa^e orange, 3ois d'arc. Bow wood

Type of fruit; Fruits drupaceous united into a compound
fruit ~Csyr-carp) resemblinc. lar^ie green orange. Ilach fruit
contains 200 to 300 seeds similar to apple seeds.

Season to collect: Collect any time rfter frost.

"l%ere to locate: Medi'om tall tree native throuj_hout south.
Y.'idely planted as hedgetree as far north as central Nebraska.
Not hardy farther north.

Collecting method: C-ather from ground after fruit falls.
Confine collection to fruits from_ trees v;hich show no kill-
ing "back. Portion of quota should be obtained from thornless
varieties

.

Immediate care needed: ricne, ,

Type seed dormancy: Dormant embryo.

Seed per pound: 12,000.

Seed cleaning, storage and pret reatment : Mash and store in
piles in wet condition over vfinter to prevent drying out of

seed and hasten decomposition of pulp. Separate out seed
by washing in water. If depulped during winter, seed should
be stratified. If depulping is postnoned until sowing time,
can be 507m at once" because v;inter stora{-,e recommended is

essentially the sa:rie as stratification. Alternate method
is to collect and clean in fall, store dry over vvinter, and
soak in fresh water changed daily for 5 to 7 days prior to
sowing. This latter treatment makes seed slimy and diffi-
cult to handle, which can be overcome by m-ixini_ 4 pounds of
fine, dry sawdust per 100 pounds of seed. This cuts the
slime and makes hand or machine sov/in^ easy.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 30 viable seeds per linear
feet. No particular problem presented once the stand is

established.

Ulmus - English elm (?)

Little is known of this species except that it exhibits remark-
able form and reaches considerable height. Locally found throughout
Kansas as street tree. Seed habits not known definitely. Reproduces
by root sprouts, and for that reason it may develop into one of the
most important species for shelterbelt planting.

"/i/herever this species is known' to occur, it should be watched
closely and seed habits ascertained. If seed can be obtained, every
effort sliould be made to secure stand of seedlin^^s. Also obtain all
suckers possible.
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Ulnius americana L, - American elm, IVhite elm

Type of fruit : A winged samara with seed in center hanging in

clusters.

Season to collect: Fruit ripens a.s leaves unfold in spring.
"""^ Falls soon after ripening, therefore, collecting- season short.

'ATiere to locate; Ivledium tall tree native throughout Shelterbelt
region ald¥ig streams and sometimes on higher land.

Collecting method: Confine collections to native tre es , i.e.,

do not collect from street trees unless definite Droof exists

as to their native origin. Seed of better vitality will be

obtained if collections are confined to later riDened seed,

.^arly ri,pened seed falls first. On a still day, collection
can easi.ly be accomplished by 5-man crev/ havin^ large light
drop cloth and bamboo poles. By tying corners of drop cloth
to poles, it can '.'e easily moved about, raised and lowered as

necessary, as the seed is flailed or shaken from the trees.

IrojTLediate care needed: Seed heats and spoils in very few hours
if sacked or piled green, Can be avoided by light drying and
frequent turning.

Cleaning method: No cleaning necessary except such drying as

may occur 'before seed is sown.

Extraction factor: 50% or over if fairly ripe when gathered.

Clean s eed per pound: 90,000 to 100,000 when dry.

Seed sto rage; Althouj^h storat_e of this soecies is not a

common practice, the seeds can be stored for one year at

a lov; temberature, provided the ai.r is humid, according to
data published by the Lake States l-'orest Experiment Station.
This should be tried in North and South Dakota in order
to- have s^ed available for early spring sowing,

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 50 viable seeds per linear
V' foot. Sow seed as Soon after collection as possible, since

it loses vitality rap^-dly under normal storage conditions.
It is also subject |o heavy' losses dur^'n^ germinating period
from heat and dampiri^ offj, Therefore it is desirable to sow

early in season as possible. If soil moistv^re and other
pdnditioiis are favo^^ab^o for imm^ediate germination, "prc-
gqrminate'! seed before' sowing by mixing in moist sand for
peveral days, kixirjg with 'moist sand just prior to sowing
also help's greatly to secure even distribution on windy days.
Rid^e lightly if soil is 'dry. Avoid soil crusting as much
as 'possible, '

' ">;•''(
'''
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This species responds readily to adequate moisture.
In the -north to play safe it should be hardened up by
Septeni"t?er 1 to- 10, since it is very susceptible to killin^^.

back. if . not hardened. If little early season ^ro-v\'th is
..... -Qtj-|-g_-j_-Qg(j ih"the northern States, it is advisable to retard

'.
. growth for the balance of the season and held two yea.rs in
nursery. becond year's growth will result in too lar^e a

seedling if cultural practices are not carried out so as

to retard grov/th.
'

Ulmus parvifolia Jacq, - Chinese elm. Leather leaf elm-

Type of fruit:" A compressed nutlet surrounded by a miembranous

wing. . •

Season to collect::
:
September usually.

Yfliere to lo cate: This is an introduced medium tall tree that
is becoming widely

'

plant ed throughout the southern Plains
5t at e s . ,

• ; : _

Collecting method: (See American elm.)

Imm.ediate c are needed: Vfill heat readily, therefore, it should
be spread out thinly to dry and turned a.t frequent intervals

Clean 1n t mi ethod: Seed drying only.

Seed per pound: Probably about 50,000.

Type seed dormancy: No dormiancy.

Storage and pr et reatment : Cocl dry stora£-.e from time seed is

dried until fol levying spring.

Notes on nursery propagation i Sow 40 viable s6eds per linear
foot* Should handle the same as other elms. Washington
nurseries report that they have had good success ivith spring
Slowing after the ground warms up. Seedlings mil make con-
siderably slov.-er groiadsh than Ulmus pumila.

Ulmus pimiila L. - Chinese elm, Siberian ~elm

Type of fruit ; Winged samara with seed in center hanging in
clust er s

.

Season to collect: 'Aprir'^n "sbut'h'to June in north.
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lATiere to locate: Hi^_h exotic tree planted throughout Zone as
' street tree, experiment stations, and fann windbreaks.

Purchase from nurseries in lAfashin^^t on State to be certain
of pure strains, V^lien locally collected make effort to get

seed from Iv^ers original importation. Avoid trees with
si^ns of canker or other weaknesses. Unless collections
are from trees isolated from American elm by several hundred
feet, a hybrid may be obtained if the two species should
flower- and pollinate at the same time.'

Collecting method: Same as for Aiaerican elm. Otherwise, use
tall ladders and hand pick. Watch seed as it ripens and
collect as soon as it starts to turn brown, since it falls
soon after ripenin^,.

Immediate care needed: Sproad out t'li.nly to, dry,. .
This seed

will heat and spoil in two hours if packed green into
shipping bags.

Ext raction factor:- 50% or over if fairly ripe when collected.

Seed per pound : 55,000 v/hen dry.

Seed storage: Seed can be successfully held over in storage
for one year in sealed containers-. Advisable to hold at low

. ' temperatures. Try with both low and high hurriidity.

Notes on nursery propagation: Sow 40 viable seeds per linear
foot. Y.'ill germinate faster than /uiierican elm, otherwise
nursery handling much the same except that sufficient growth
ivill always be obtained for Chinese elm in one season if
seed is sown at proper tim.e. Responds readily to presowing
treatment in wet sand if soil moisture and temperature con-
ditions are favora.ble for prompt -germination. Seedlings
are difficult -to handle in storage on account of Chinese elm
root rot. Should be replied frequently and kept fairly dry
in comparison to the other species.

Vitex agnus-casbus L, - Chaste tree, Hemip tree, Monk's pepper tree

Vitex negundo
,

Type of fruit ; A small druiie enclosing stony seed.

Season to collect : July 15 to October 15. ' .-,
.

^sh.ei'c to locate : Used as an ornamentcal shrub in Shelterbelt
Region of Oklahom.a and Texas.

Collecting method : Strip from., bushes by hand.

Immediate care needed: None.



Cleanin*. method: Flail off dry outer husks and clean v/ith

far.niri^ mill.

Extraction factor: 75/o.

Seed per pound: 59,200 when thorou>.hly dry.

Type seed dormancy: Probably em.bryo domancy.

Storage and pret reatment : No data available as to leng,th of

time, but this seed should be stratified prior to sov/ing.

Spring sowing is recommended.

Notes on nursery propagation: No information available.

Viburnum lentago L. - Sheep berry. Black hav/

Type of fruit: A drupe vrlth a one-seeded compressed stone*

Blue-black or black in color when ripe.

Season to collect: August and Septem.ber,

VPnere to locate: This shrub is native under favorable condi-
tions in North and South Dakota.

Collectin^^ metliod: Hand j^ather,

IiTLTiedic: te care needed: Avoid heating.

Clear. i-n^ method: Soften in water and depulp.

Extraction Tactor: From rou^h i7ei^ht to clean partly dry berry
not depulped, 60%,

Seed per pound: 2,180 retaining, hulls.

Type seed dormancy: Probably botli impermeable seed coat and
embryo dormancy, mainly em.bryo dormiancy.

Seed storage and pret reatm:.ent : Stratify im:Aediately following
collection.

Notes on nursery nropagati on: Viburnum, ordinarily, whether fall
or spring. Bovra, does not germinate the first spring. However,
the root sprout is made the follo^dng fall even though no
upvrard f^rcv.-th is made. The following spring, the seedlings
appear above ground. For this reason should be stratified
one full year from time of collection and sowed in the late
summer or early fall before the root sprouts appear on the
stratified seed. Samples of the stratified seed should be
tested from time to timie to determine i\hen they are ready
to g erml nat e

,
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